
INTERNATIONAL 

URANIUM (USA) 

CORPORATION 

Independence Plaza, Suite 950 * 1050 Seventeenth Street ° Denver, CO 80265 * 303 628 7798 (main) * 303 389 4125 (fax) 

September 15, 2000 

VIA OVERNIGHT EXPRESS 

Mr. William J. Sinclair 
Director, Division of Radiation Control 
Utah Department of Environmental Quality 
P.O. Box 144850 
168 North 1950 West 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4850 

Re: Submittal of Summary of Groundwater Background Water Quality and other Water 

Quality Studies for the White Mesa Mill 

Dear Mr. Sinclair: 

In accordance with our letter to you of December 22, 1999 regarding the November 30, 1999 
draft Groundwater Discharge Permit (the "GWDP") for the White Mesa Mill (the "Mill"), and 
the updated submittal schedule of August 22, 2000, this letter transmits IUSA's report entitled 
Summary of Background Water Quality and other Water Quality Studies for the White Mesa 
Mill.  

The enclosed summary report describes the forms of data that were used to generate historic 
water quality data and ongoing monitoring data for the Mill. In some cases, the report describes 
some of the details we have discussed in past meetings with UDEQ such as laboratory reports, 
Quality Assurance ("QA"), analytical methods, detection limits and whether or not the laboratory 
was certified at the time.  

However, as we discussed, we do not enclose any raw data with this report. Although the age of 
such data may prevent location of all of the original raw data, IUSA has a significant amount of 
such data at the Mill. As Michelle Rehmann has discussed with Loren Morton, rather than 
having IUSA copy and transmit all of these raw data together with this report, IUSA will make 

such data available for Loren to review during his upcoming visit to the Mill set for September 
26, 2000, to determine which data UDEQ would like to have copied for UDEQ records.  

PJo'c,



Mr. William J. Sinclair 
September 15,2000 
Page 2 of 2 

Also, IUSA understands that UDEQ will review all such readily available supporting reports or 

facts before determining if it is necessary for IUSA to also contact outside sources, such as 

laboratories, and searching NRC records, to provide any additional available supporting data.  

As always, I can be reached at (303) 389-4130.  
Yours y, 

D .rydenlund 

SP ident and General Counsel 

DCF:smc 

Enclosure 

cc/att: Larry Mize, UDEQ Division of Water Quality 
Loren Morton, UDEQ Division of Radiation Control 
Bill von Till, NRC 

cc w/out att: Dianne Nielson, UDEQ 
Dave Arrioti, S.E. Utah Health Department
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In accordance with letters from International Uranium (USA) Corporation (TUSA) dated 
December 22, 1999, and January 6, 2000, regarding the November 30, 1999 draft 
Groundwater Discharge Permit (the GWDP) for the White Mesa Mill (the Mill), this 
report summarizes the readily-available water quality data and data reports for 
groundwater beneath the Mill. This report is submitted as per the revised schedule for 
GWDP submittals dated August 22, 2000.  

UDEQ and TUSA have agreed that in situations, such as where there may be a question as 
to the veracity and interpretation of background groundwater quality data, where the 
NRC has performed a similar regulatory function to what the State of Utah (State) itself 
would have done, it would be presumed that, subject to LUDEQ review, the NRC's 
regulatory work product should generally be acceptable. In the specific case of historic 
groundwater data, it was agreed that the existing historic data found in reports provided 
to UDEQ should generally be acceptable, especially if independent laboratories (as 
opposed to on-site laboratories) had provided the analyses. As summarized below in this 
report, independent laboratories have provided nearly all of the analyses used to generate 
background water quality data, as well as ongoing monitoring data.  

This summary report describes readily available groundwater data, including reports, 
Quality Assurance ("QA"), analytical methods, detection limits and whether or not the 
laboratory was certified at the time. IUSA and UDEQ have recognized that, while much 
of this information is described in reports such as the Mill's initial Environmental Report 
and Environmental Assessment, the age of such data has tended to prevent location of all 
of the original ("raw") data. UDEQ has agreed to review all such readily available 
supporting reports or facts before determining if it is necessary for IUSA to also contact 
outside sources, such as laboratories, and searching NRC records, to provide any 
additional available supporting data.  

Pre-operational Background Samples and Original License 

Pre-operational groundwater sampling began in July 1977. Analysis was performed by 
the Utah State Division of Environmental Health Analysis Lab No. 77061. One sample 
was split for duplicate analysis by Hazen research for selected water quality parameters.  
One replicate was analyzed for QA on radioactivity. Results available at the time of 
publication of the 1978 Environmental Report ("ER") were published in Table 2.6-6, and 
are provided in Attachment 1 (Dames & Moore, 1978). It should be noted that: 

"* The EPA laboratory certification was not in effect at this time.  
"* Detection limits were not reported with the analytical results.: 

Supplemental discussion of the pre-operational groundwater quality was published in the 
Final Environmental Statement CES") for the White Mesa Uranium Project (U.S.NRC, 
May 1979). Groundwater quality discussion from this document is provided in
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Attachment 2. As described in the ES, groundwater data collected from January 1977 to 

May 1977, prior to operation, indicated that: 

0 Samples GI, G3, G4, and G5 were taken from springs .within Cottonwood Creek, 
originating in the perched water zone. G2 was collected from a well completed in the 

Navajo Sandstone, and exceeded public drinking water standards for selenium, 
sulfate, iron and arsenic.  

"* Other wells completed in the Navajo Sandstone exceeded U.S.EPA recommendations 
for iron.  

"* Wells G6, G7 completed in the Dakota Sandstone exceeded public drinking water 
standards for iron, sulfate, lead and arsenic.  

The original, 1979 license is provided in Attachment 3. Condition #37 does not state the 

location or frequency of groundwater well sampling, but specifies an effluent and 
environmental monitoring program in accordance with 10 CFR Part 40, Section 40.65.  

The D'Appolonia Assessment of Groundwater Quality (September 9, 1981) evaluated 
temporal trends in sulfate, chloride, TDS, sodium, pH, Radium-226, bicarbonate, and 

calcium, comparing both pre-operational (Jan. 1979 to May 1980) and operational phase 

(June 1980 to Feb. 1981) data on the same plots. A copy is provided in Attachment 4.  

The evaluation was based on analyses reported by WAMCO Lab. Some limits of 
detection are inferred from the use of "less thans" in the data tables (also in Attachment 
4).  

Early Operational Sampling 

The earliest semi-annual report that presented background groundwater data was issued 
around 1980. It should be noted that: 

"* The analyses were done by WAMCO Lab. The EPA laboratory certification program 
was not in effect at that time.  

"* Although detection limits were not specified with the analytical results, results 
reported as "less than" imply a detection limit.  

Hard copies of the portions of the semiannual data from CORE Labs and WAMCO Lab 
covering sampling from April 1982 through October 1983 are included in Attachment 5.  

1985 License 

The 1985 license (Attachment 6) required that groundwater wells 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 
and the culinary water well have water levels measured and be analyzed for arsenic,
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selenium, sodium, Ra-226, Th-230, and Pb-210. It refers to the environmental 

monitoring program proposed in Section 5.5 of Umetco's renewal application 
(Attachment 7). The 1985 EA (provided in Attachment 8) also describes the groundwater 
quality monitoring program by referring to Section 5.5 of the 1985 Application.  

1991 License 

A portion of the 1991 License Amendment Application is provided in Attachment 9 

(Titan, July 1994). Section 5.5.6.2 describes the groundwater monitoring program. Table 

5.5-2 lists the parameters measured for wells 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 15. It does not state 

detection limits. The limits are available for review in raw data stored at the Mill, and 

will be presented to UDEQ during a site visit.  

Titan Hydrogeologic Evaluation of White Mesa Mill 

Sections of the 1994 Hydrogeologic Evaluation of White Mesa Mill are provided in 

Attachment 10 (Titan, September 1994). It reiterates that the water in the perched zone is 

poor quality, with no discernable temporal trends in quality (p23), that dissolving 

minerals from the Brushy Basin Member are the natural source forming sulfate 

dominated waters (p29), and adds that use of a single well to establish background may 

not be appropriate (p29). It introduces the idea of intra-well water quality comparisons 
"on a well-by-well basis" (p29).  

The statistical "t-tests" on selected parameters on pre-operational sample populations 

(1980-1981) and operational sample populations (1990-92) in 4 wells around the Mill 

tailing cells showed inconsistency among trends from well to well. These t-tests were 

performed on a combination of the same WAMCO 1980-81 pre-operational data used by 

D'Appolonia, and later quarterly sampling data from CORE labs.  

The t-test on WMMW-1, an upgradient well, indicated that chloride concentration had 
decreased significantly, while sulfate increased. The t-test on WMMW-3, a 
downgradient well, showed no change in chloride, and increase in sulfates. The t-test on 
WMMW-5, a well downgradient of Cell 3, showed chloride decreasing. The t-tests on 

other wells constructed later WMIMIW-12, 14, and 15, show decreasing chloride and 
inconsistency among the wells.  

As a result, Titan reported that the water chemistry in the Brushy Basin Member was 
highly variable (p34), and there was no impact from operations (p34). Accordingly, the 
recommendation was made that background should be determined from a number of 
wells (p34), or on a well-specific basis.
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Titan Point of Compliance Report

Sections of the Titan Point of Compliance Report ("POC Report") are provided in 
Attachment 11. A complete copy of this report has been sent to UDEQ previously. The 

POC Report recommended use of existing monitoring wells 5, 11, 12, 14 and 15, and 

possible addition of a new well adjacent to Cell 4. The POC locations utilized by IUC 

and approved by the NRC, which ultimately added existing well 17, were selected in 

accordance with EPA's RCRA Ground-Water Monitoring: Draft Technical Guidance 
(EPA 1992). Chloride, potassium and nickel were chosen as indicator parameters, with 

uranium added to the list based on agreement between the licensee and the NRC. Trace 
metals such as sodium, magnesium, calcium and arsenic were not selected as indicator 
parameters, because the presence of calcareous stringers and zones beneath the site would 
retard the movement of these metals making them an unreliable indicator of water 

quality. The same calcareous materials would also react with low pH solutions from 
potential tailing cell liner leaks, making pH an unreliable indicator.  

This report introduced use of the combined Shewhart-CUSUM control chart method for 

evaluating the quarterly groundwater data. The Shewhart-CUSUM method involves 
plotting standardized constituent concentration data versus time, and comparison of the 
data for each parameter against a predefined upper bound (based on standard deviations) 
rather than against a static background mean concentration. All of the charts presented in 

this report were constructed with a starting sampling date of March 24, 1994, so they 
would cover the same time period. The mean and standard deviation were calculated 

using, all water quality data collected before March 24, 1994. The data points used 
included the earliest samples dated October 31, 1979, and quarterly samples every period 
thereafter up to March 1994.  

1997 EA and License 

Sections of the 1997 NRC EA are provide in Attachment 12. The NRC recommended 
groundwater monitoring in accordance with the POC approach in the September 1994 
Titan POC Report. This sampling has been performed, and data are transmitted to NRC, 
with copies sent to UDEQ, in semi-annual effluent reports.
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Table 1 
White Mesa Mill Groundwater Laboratory Contractors 

A summary of the laboratories providing analyses pertinent to groundwater background 
or groundwater monitoring is as follows: 

Years Laboratory EPA Region Utah 
8 Certified Certified 

1977-1978 Utah State Division of 
Environmental Health 

1978 CDM/Acculabs 

1979-Nov 1981 WAMCO 

Jan 1982-October 1983 CORE Labs 
June 1984 U.C.C. Metals Division 

Development Laboratory 
Dec 1985 -Sept 1986 EDA Instruments 

May 1987-March 1994 Barringer Labs I 
Approx. 1994 Start of EPA Lab Certification Program for Groundwater 

1994-1997 Barringer Labs 
1997-present Energy Labs Since 1995 In progress
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Table 2 
Comparison of Mill Pre-Operational Groundwater Quality to Utah Groundwater 

Protection Standards

1. Unless other units are specifically noted.

S:RhMgromndwater discharge_pemit\QWD ATAsummanyO915OO.doc

Utah Groundwater Protection Samples 
Standard from 

Perched 
Zone 

Parameter mg/liter' mg/liter 
Arsenic 0.05 <0.001-0.003 
Barium 2.0 0.01-0.46 
Cadmium 0.005 <0.001-0.007 
Chromium 0.1 0.001-0.051 
Copper 1.3 <0.01-0.03 

Lead 0.015 <0.01 
Mercury 0.002 <0.0005 
Selenium 0.05 <0.001-0.039 
Silver 0.1 0.001-0.01 
Zinc 5.0 <0.01-0.82 
Ammonia as N 30.0 <0.01-2.6 
Chloride 250.0 2.5-47 
Fluoride 4.0 0.19-0.56 
Nitrate (as N) 10.0 <0.1-0.1 
Nitrate +Nitrite 10.0 
Sulfate 500.0 220-2100 
pH 6.5-8.5 6.5-8.6 
TDS Class IA <500 627-3254 
Radium-226 5 pCi/l 0.0±0.4 

to 
1.9±1.0 

Uranium 30 pCi/l (gross alpha) 
0.0±0.4 

to 
27+6

7
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2-149

statistical frequency analysis was performed on the meteorological data, 

but this 4.5 in (114 mm) rainfall was certainly an extremely unusual 

event, most probably generated by a general-type storm system, since high 

runoff occurred for several days both before and after the peak flow 

event.  

The PMF hydrograph shown on Plate 2.6-9 is the result of the 

thunderstorm PMP, i.e. 7 in (178 mm) of rainfall in 1 hour. Although the 

PHP associated with a general-type storm produces more rainfall, 9.8 in 

(249 mm), the intensity is much less since the duration is much longer at 

48 hours. The PMF hydrograph from such a rainfall would result in more 

volume of runoff than the PMF thunderstorm but the peak discharge would 

be less, therefore being less critical as far as flooding potential is 

concerned. Also, since the flood of record on Cottonwood Wash occurred in 

August, no snowmelt baseflow was added to the above PMF estimate. If the 

snowmelt component were included it would produce a negligible change in 

the peak flood flows shown.  

2.6.3 Water Quality 

Water quality determinations are being made of surface and ground 

waters in and around the proposed mill site to evaluate and describe the 

existing conditions and to be able to make predictions of possible future 

impacts on the water quality as a result of the planned action.  

Sampling stations are located to provide baseline water quality 

conditions up gradient and down gradient from the site for both subsur

face and surface waters. These locations were chosen to be as represen

tative of specific conditions as possible and the frequency of sampling 

was selected to provide a statistically valid sampling.  

The water quality parameters chosen for analysis represent the major 

chemical, physical and radiological properties that would be important 

for possible intended uses of the water and would be appropriate to 

monitor during the life of the project to detect possible changes in 

water quality.
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TABLE 2.6-6 

WATER QUALITY OF GROUND WATERS AND SPRINGS IN PROJECT VICINITY*

Location Spring in Corral Ck Blanding Mill Site Well in Navajo Sandstone 

Station No. GIR G2R 

Collection Date 7/25/77 11/10/77 1/27/771 5/4/772 7/25/77 12/05/77 12/05/773 

Field Specific Conductivity (umhos/cm) .... 400 
Field p1l .... 6.9 
Dissolved Oxygen -
Temperature (OC) .... 22.2 
Estimated Plow, gpm ... 20 

Determination (mg/I) 

pH 8.0 7.9 7.7 
TDS (@180"C) 244 245 1110 
Redox Potential -- - 220 
Alkalinity (as CaCO3) 189 180 224 
Hardness, total (as CaCO3) 196 -2 208 

Carbonate (as C03) 0.0 0. 0 
Aluminum, dissolved <0.01 W0.01el 
Ammonia (as N) ' ' 0.0 -- <0.1 ga 
Arsenic, total P3 P 0.014 <- 0.01 0 .) 
Barium, total <0.0 -- 0.13 X4! 

0 0 LiU 0 8 Boron, total 0. 0 0.040 <0.1 Z Z 
Cadmium, tostal 0.0 -- 0.004 W H 
Calcium, dissolved a 51 49 51 'a Ca 
Chloride 0.0 SO t1 
Sodium, dissolved 8,0 -- 5.3o 
Sulfate, dissolved (as SO4 ) 24 17 17 to V4 

Vanadium, dissolved .-. <0.002 
Manganese, dissolved 0.020 0.03 3 
Chromium, total 0.0 -- 0.02 

Copper, total 0.0 -- 0.005 
Pluoride, dissolved 0.17 0.1 0.22 
Iron, total 0.54 -- 0.61 
Iron, dissolved .- 0.57 
Lead, total 0.0 -- 0.02 

Magnesium, dissolved 17 19 18 
Mercury, total 0.0 00 0.002 
Molybdenum, dissolved -... <0.01 
Nitrate (as N) 0.05 0.12 <0.05 
Phosphorus, total (as P) (ortho) 0.03 - <0.01 

lUtah State Division of Health Analysis, Lab No. 77061 2 Partial analysis by Hazen Research, Inc., Sample No. IIRI-IIS03 3Replicate sample analyzed for Quality Assurance on radioactivity
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<0.01 (0.01 
150 150 
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<0.01 0.13 

11 It 
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TABLE 2.6-6 (Continued)

Spring in Spring in Spring in
Location Cottonwood Creek Cottonwood Creek Westwater Creek Abandoned Stock Well 

Station No. G3R G4R GSR G6R 

Collection Date 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77

Field Specific Conductivity (umhos/cm) 
Field pH 
Dissolved Oxygen 
Temperature (*C) 
Estimated flow, gpm 

Determination (mg/1) 

p11 
TDS (18VC) 
Redox Potential 
Alkalinity (as CaCO3 ) 
Hardness, total (as CaCO3) 

Carbonate (as C0 3 ) 
Aluminum, dissolved 
Ammonia (as N) 
Arsenic, total 
Barlpm, total 

Boron, total 
Cadmium, total 
Calcium, dissolved 
Chloride 
Sodium, dissolved 

Silver. dissolved 
Sulfate, dissolved (as SO 4 ) 
Vanadium, dissolved 
Manganese, dissolved 
Chromium, total 

Copper, total 
Fluoride, dissolved 
Iron, total 
Iron, dissolved 
Lead, total 

Magnesium, dissolved 
Mercury, total 
Molybdenum, dissolved 
Nitrate (as N) 
Phosphorus, total (as P)

950 
7.4 

13.5 
.5

0 

I..  

z 

z

7.8 
975 
260 
187 
477 

0 
<0.1 
<0.1 
(0.2 

0.2 
0.004 
375 
25 
200 

472 
<0.01 
(0.005 
0.1

<0.005 
0.6 
0.05 
0.02 
<0.05

265 
<0.005 

2.77 
0.06

2400 
6.4 

24 
10 

7.0 
1270 
240 
643 
232 

0 
0.06 
0.13 
<0.01 
0.25 

0.3 
0.004 
58 s~o 
1 
400 

0.004 
333 
0.006 
1.1 
0.02 

0.005 
1.0 
0.34 
0.32 
0.03 

19 
0.002 
<0.01 
0.06 
0.07

760 
6.7 

70 
2

8.1 
780 
260 
252 
264 

0 
0.4 
<0. 1 

<0.2 

0.1 
0.002 
135 
71 
115 

243 
<0.01 
0.060 
<0.01 

<0.005 
0.5 
0.16 
0.11 
<0.05 

28 
0.001 

0.26 
0.02

.3 

C.

P1 
-3 

0 
I

511 
6*.  

0

P1 
-3 

0 
I

P1 
-1 
0

Z-,

.-3
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TABLE 2.6-6 (Continued) 

Location Abandoned Stock Well 

Station No. G7R 

Collection Date 7/25/77 11/10/77 Future date Future date Future date 

Field Specific Conductivity (umhos/cm) 
Field pH 
Dissolved Oxygen 
Temperature (9C) 
Estimated flow, gpm 

Determination (mg/1) 

pH 
TDS (alSO"C) 
Redox Potential 
Alkalinity (as CaCO3 ) 
Hardness, total (as CaCO3) 

Carbonate (as C03) 
Aluminum, dissolved 14 

Ammonia (as N) U.  
Arsenic, total 

Barium, total 

Boron, total 
Cadmium. total IQ 

Calcium, dissolved 
Chloride z 
Sodium, dissolved 

Silver, dissolved 
Sulfate, dissolved (as SO4) 
Vanadium, dissolved 
Manganese, dissolved 
Chromium, total 

Copper, total 
Fluoride, dissolved 
Iron, total 
Iron, dissolved 
Lead, total 

Magnesium, dissolved 
Mercury, total 
Molybdenum, dissolved 
Nitrate (as N) 
Phosphorus, total (as P)
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More information will be gathered regarding the quality of shallow 

ground water at the mill site and tailing retention site. These data 

will be submitted in the Supplemental Report.  

The water quality analysis of ground water from the mill site 

well drilled into the Navajo sandstone is included in Table 2.6-6 for 

reference and comparison with other ground waters. However, it must be 

recognized that the ground water in the Navajo sandstone beneath the mill 

site is isolated from the shallow ground water regime of the Dakota

Morrison rock formations by several hundred feet of less permeable 

geologic formations. Therefore, because these geologic formations are of 

different character and physical composition, it is understandable that 

the ground water compositions are entirely different in each formation.  

Specifically, based on analyses of water from the Blanding mill site 

well (Station No. O2R), the ground water in the Navajo sandstone is a 

calcium-bicarbonate type water with low total dissolved solids, and a 

very slightly alkaline pH. The dissolved iron content of 0.57 mg/l, 

however, would require treatment in order to meet U.S. Public Health 

Service (1962) recommended standards of 0.3 mg/I for drinking water.  

2.6.3.2 Surface Water Quality in Project Vicinity 

Surface water samples have been collected at several locations 

around the project site and analysed as part of the baseline field 

studies. The locations of these preoperational surface water quality 

sampling stations are shown on Plate 2.6-10 and the results of the 

analyses are presented in Table 2.6-7.  

Two sets of surface water samples have been collected from the 

Blanding site area; one in July 1977, another in November 1977. Samples 

were collected from Westwater Creek, Cottonwood Creek and Corral Creek, 

intermittent streams which drain the mill site area; and, from a surface 

stock pond just southeast of the proposed mill site. Attempts have been 

made to sample Recapture Creek at Station No. S4R and a small wash south
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TABLE 2.6-7 (Continued) 

Corral/Recapture 

Location Westwater Creek Corral Creek Corral Creek Creeks Junction 

Station No. SIR S2R S3R S4R 

Collection Date 7/25/77 11/10/77' 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77 

Determination (m/I1) 
on 

Potassium, dissolved 2.8 o 0 13 4.8 

Selenium, dissolved 714 1.92 
Silica dissolved (as Si0 2 ) . 1.0 .2 

Strontium, dissolved 0.44 . 0.028 0 0 

Uranium, total (as U) 0I006 

Uranium, dissolved (as U) 2 0.002 z 0.002 0.028 

Zinc, dissolved 20.09 
0.06 02 

Total Organic Carbon 6 11 

Chemical. Oxygen Demand 23 1 
Oil and Grease 1 I.  
Total Suspended Solids 12 V4 , 

Determination (pCi/!) Sz M 15•2 

Cross Alpha+Precision, a $Q 0 

Gross Beta÷i•recision1 
180720 0•.  

Radium -22V.Precisionl t 
2 3.1T6.  

Thorium -230+Precisioni 
1.43.17 

Lead -210÷Prgcisionl 1.040.3 
Polonium -210.Precisionl 

lVariability of the radioactive disintegration process (counting error) at the 95% confidence level. 1.96c.  

Since the half-life of polonium-210 is 138 days, it will be in equilibrium with lead-210 in approximately 

1380 days or 3.8 years. There will be equal activities of polonium-210 and lead-210 when in equilibrium.
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TABLE 2.6-7 (Continued)

Location Surface Pond Unnamed Wash Cottonwood Creek Cottonwood Creek 

Station No. SSR S6R S7 SSR 

Collection Date 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77 7/25/77 11/10/77 

Determination (mg/l) 

Potassium, dissolved 14 6.9 3.2 

Selenium, dissolved 
0.08 -

Silica dissolved (as Si02) 2 10 8 

Strontium, dissolved 0.10 0.64 0.60 

Uranium, total (as U) 0.004 g 0.027 0..004 
-I -3 

Zinc, dissolved 02 .0 0.01 0.0s 

Total Organic Carbon I6 
Chemical Oxygen Demand 71 61 
Oil and Grease 2 m 2 

Total Suspended Solidso 268 .j . 146 

Determination (pCi/l) 0 0 .z 

2 2 0% 
Gross Alpha+Precision) 16-3 

Gross Beta+Precision 1  72717 
Radium-226i-Precision 1  0.6T1.3 
Thorium-23U, Precisioni 0.9T0.6 
Lead-210,Priecision1  0.871.9 
Polonium-210,Precisioni 0.040.3 

1Variability of the radioactive disintegration process (counting erros) at the 95t confidence level, 1.96o.  

Since the half-life of polonium-210 is 138 days, it will be in equilibrium with lead-210 in approximately 
1380 days or 3.8 years. There will be equal activities of polonium-210 and lead-210 when in equilibrium.
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TABLE 2.6-7 (Concluded)

Location Westwater Creek 
Station No. $9 

Collection date 7/25/77 11/10/77 Future dates Future dates 

Determination (mg/l) 

Potassium, dissolved .. 1 

Selenium, dissolved .  

Silica, dissolved (as Si0 2 ) 
Strontium, dissolved 
Uranium, total 

Uranium, dissolved (as U) 
Zinc, dissolved 
Total Organic Carbon I 
Chemical Oxygen Demand 
Oil and Grease z z 
Total Suspended Solids 1 

Determination (pCil/l) 

Gross Alpha+Precision' M 
Gross Beta+Vrecision M z 
Radium-226;Precisionl 
Thorium- 23'$Precision1 

Lead-210+Prgcisionl 
PoloniumT210+Precisionl 

'Variability of the radioactive disintegration process (counting error) at the 9S% confidence level, 1.96a.  
Since the half-life of polonium-210 is 138 days, it will be in equilibrium with lead-210 in approximately 
1380 days or 3.8 years. There will be equal activities of polonium-210 and lead-210 when in equilibrium.

1.
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TABLE 2.6-8 

WATER QUALITY OF GROUND WATER AND SURFACE WATER IN VICINITY OF RANKSVILLE ORE-BUYING STATION, HANMSVILLE, UTAH 

Location Ore-Buying Station Well in Entrada Sandstone 

Station No. BG1R 

Collection Date 12/21/761 7/25/77 12/5/77 12/5/772 Future date 

Field Specific Conductivity (umhos/cm) 6400 .  

Field pit 6.60 
Dissolved Oxygen 
Temperature (C) 19.5 
Estimated flow, gpm 20 

Determination (mg/1) 

pH 8.3 6.9 
TDS (@180"C) 7230 6020 
Redox Potential - 240 
Alkalinity (as CaCO3) 62 60 
Hardness, total (as CaCO 3 ) 1350 1080 

Carbonate (as C03 ) 0.0 0 
Aluminum, dissolved <0.01 0 
Ammonia (as N) 1.2 0.53 B 
Arsenic, total 0.002 <0.01 . .  

Barium, total 0.0 0.05 m 

Boron, total 1.06 1.2 I 

Cadmium, total 0.0 0.008 I 

Calcium, dissolved 352 34S 
Chloride 132 94 
Sodium, dissolved 2020 1790 ) U 

Silver, dissolved 0.070 0.004 
Sulfate, dissolved (as SO4 ) 4720 3920 1
Vanadium, dissolved - <0.002 0 
Manganese, dissolved 0.160 0.06 z z 

Chromium, total 0.0 0.03 ( 

Copper, total 0.085 0.03 
Fluoride, dissolved 0.40 0.47 
Iron, total 1.28 2.2 
Iron, dissolved 1.3 
Lead, total 0.0 0.11 

Magnesium, dissolved 114 115 
Mercury, total 0.0 0.002 
Molybdenum, dissolved - 0.01 
Nitrate (as N) 0.0 <0.05 
Phosphorus, total (as P) (ortho) 0.5 0.02 

lUtah Divisionof Health, Lab. No. 761461 
2 Replicate sample analysis for Quality Assurance on radioactivity.
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2.6.3.4 Surface Water Quality in Vicinity of Hanksville 
Ore-Buying Station 

The Hankaville ore-buying station is located in an area of very low 

precipitation (see Section 2.7.3). Consequently, there are no perennial 

streams near the site. Only small ill-defined channels drain the site 

area during short-duration storm events. Nevertheless, two surface water 

sampling stations on Halfway Wash (Plate 2.6-11) have been selected in 

the vicinity of the Hanksville ore-buying station to determine water 

quality during the few times a year when surface runoff may occur.  

However, it has not been possible, from the period of July 1977 to 

December 1977, to collect water samples in the vicinity as there has been 

no collectable surface runoff.  

2.7 METEOROLOGY AND AIR QUALITY 

2.7.1 Regional Climatology 

The climate of southeastern Utah is classified as dry to arid 

continental. Of main importantance in the determination of the clima

tology of this area are its location between major mountain ranges, its 

distance from major moisture sources and its proximity relative to major 

storm tracks. The region including the Blanding vicinity, is typified by 

warm summer and cold winter temperatures, precipitation averaging 

less than 35 centimeters (13.8 in) annually, low humidity, clear skies 

and large annual and diurnal temperature variations.  

Total annual precipitation in the region is low as moisture from the 

Pacific and Gulf of Mexico is largely removed as it passes over the 

Sierra Nevada and Rocky Mountain chains. The Blanding vicinity, which 

averages nearly 30 centimeters (11.8 cm) annually, receives considerably 

more precipitation than areas to the west and northwest. Precipitation 

occurs throughout the year at Blanding but over one third of annual 

precipitation occurs in the three-month period of August through October.  

With the absence of local sources of moisture, thunderstorms (which 

usually comprise a major portion of the annual precipitation in most 

areas) are not abundant in this area; this accounts for the relatively
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sampling was performed by Dames & Moore personnel using the "scintil

lation flask method" (see Section 6.1.5.6).  

2.9.1.3 Ground Water 

Quarterly sampling of ground water and radiometric analysis of 

composite samples was begun in July 1977 as part of the water quality 

monitoring program described in Section 2.6.3.1. The results of analyses 

to date are presented in Table 2.6-6.  

2.9.1.4 Surface Water 

Collection of composite surface water samples from the environs 

of the project site was begun in July 1977 and is on-going (see Section 

2.6.3.2). The results of radiometric analyses of samples collected to 

date are presented in Table 2.6-7.  

2.9.1.5 Soils 

Collection of soil samples from the environs of the project site 

was initiated in June 1977 and will be repeated, on a quarterly basis, 

for a period of one year. The results of radiometric analyses will be 

presented in the Supplemental Report.  

2.9.1.6 Vegetation 

Composite terrestrial vegetation samples were collected May 17, 1977 

at two locations on the project site. The results of the radiometric 

analyses of these samples are presented in Table 2.9-3.  

The higher concentration of lead-210 relative to the other nuclides 

is attributed to the foliar deposition of lead-210 as a result of the 

decay of atmospheric radon-222. This concentration is normal for radio

nuclide measurements in vegetation.  

2.9.1.7 Wildlife 

Collection of terrestrial mammals, primarily Dipodomys ordi, in 

the vicinity of the project site was begun during May 1977. Samples 

were composited by station prior to analysis. The results of the
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2.6.2 Groundwater 

A generalized section of the stratigraphic and water-bearing units in southeastern Utah is 
shown in Fig. 2.6. Recharge of these aquifers occurs from seasonally variable rainfall infil
trating along the flanks of the Abajo, Henry, and La Sal mountains and along the flanks of 
folds. Recharge water also originates from precipitation on the flat-lying beds where tt 
percolates into the groundwater region along joints.  

In the White Mesa area, 39 groundwater appropriations (applications for water wells) are on file 
with the Utah State Engineers Office for wells lying within an 8-kin (5-mile) radius of the 
project site. All but one of these wells produce from the Dakota and Morrison formations.  
Thirty-five of these are for wells which are actually constructed (ER, Table 2.6-1). Most of 
these wells produce less than 55 m3/day (10 gpm) and are used for domestic, irrigation, and 
stock-watering purposes. The remaining well, which was drilled to a depth of 548 m (1800 ft) by Energy Fuels Nuclear, withdraws water from the Navajo Sandstone. The majority (31) are hydrologically upgradient or cross gradient with respect to the project site. The remaining 
four wells (three onsite and one offsite, south) are on land owned by the applicant. Two of 
the onsite wells are located in the area of the proposed tailings impoundment and will be 
completely plugged with bentonite and/or another suitable clay.9, 6 The well which is offsite 
and south will be capped or used for monitoring purposes.  

As is the case throughout most of the Four Corners region, the Blanding area depends largely 
on groundwater for its water supply. A porous soil, underlain by the Dakota Sandstone on top 
of a regional aquiclude (the Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation), provides the 
Blanding area with a near-surface source of groundwater. This situation is somewhat uncommon 
in the highly dissected south-central portion of the Colorado Plateau.  

The Dakota sandstone on White Mesa has been completely isolated by erosion; consequently, 
all recharge to this formation comes from precipitation and irrigation on the mesa. No irriga
tion occurs close to the mill site, and normal precipitation is only 30 cm (12 in.) per year, most of which reenters the atmosphere as evapotranspiration (i.e.. it does not penetrate the 
soils over the Dakota). The Dakota is the underlying bedrock under the proposed tailings 
impoundment and has a permeability coefficient from 1.5 to 3 m (5 to 10 ft) per year (ER, 
Sect. 4.2.4.1 and Appendix H). Jointing occurs In the formation but is probably not fully 
penetrating. An aquiclude, the Brushy Basin member of the Morrison Formation, underlies the 
Dakota sandstone, which accounts for the groundwater retained in the lower portion of the 
Dakota.  

In the Immediate vicinity, only the Dakota Sandstone and the Salt Wash Member (including the 
Westwater Member) are significant aquifers. The Entrada and Navajo formations contain larger 
quantities of water, but their depth prohibits common exploitation, In use for domestic water 
supplies.  

Comb Ridge and the Abajo Mountains are significant areas of recharge of the Salt Wash and 
deeper aquifers. General gradients of groundwater movement in these aquifers follow the 
regional structure, and the water discharges ultimately In the vicinity of the San Juan River.  

Because the Brushy Basin Member acts as an aquiclude to the Salt Wash Member In the uplands, 
the primary recharge areas for this aquifer are Brushy Basin Wash to the northwest of Blanding, 
Cottonwood Creek to the west and southwest of the town, and the upper reaches of Montezuma 
Creek, especially along Dodge and Long canyons.  

Several permeability tests were conducted at the mill and taillngs retention sites. The 
results of these tests show a hydraulic conductivity of 1.5 to 3 m (5 to 10 ft) per year (see 
Fig. 2.7). The shallow groundwater movement at the mill site is estimated to be about 0.3 to 
0.6 cm (0.01 to 0.02 ft) per year toward the south-southwest and the shallow groundwater move
ment at the tailings site is about 0.08 to 0.3 cm (0.0025 to 0.01 ft) per year in the same 
direction. The values were derived using the following formula based on Darcy's Law: 

V , kilo

where
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Table 4.4. Effects of initial Constiruction stgs 

Yearly sediment 
Area production to local Yearly net change Yearly change Locationstem ha acres streams MT/ha tonsiscre MT tons 

MT/ha tons/We 

Borrow area is 36 0 0 -22 -10 -330 -360 
Topsoil stockpile Sloaes 0.2 0.1 1120 500 1098 4490 220 245 
Ovarburren stockpile slopes 0.4 1 1120 100 1098 4490 439 490 
Topsoil central stockpile 3.6 9 0 0 -22 -10 -79 -90 
Overburden central stockpile 6 1s 0 0 -22 -10 -132 -ISO 
Evaporaton cells I and E 40 98 0 0 -22 -10 -880 -980 
Tailing calls 2end 3 so 124 0 0 -22 -10 -1100 -1240 
Mill site dranage 24 s0 0 0 -22 -10 -528 -600 

Net -2390 -2685 

Source: Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.. "Transmittal of Conceptual Review Construction Drawing Set end Synopsis. Tailings 
Management System, White Mesa Uraniumn Project, Blanding, Utah." Apr. 2.1379.  

There-will be no discharge of rill effluents to local surface waters. In addition, sanitary 
wastes generated by mill operation will be retained In a sanitary drainage field (Sect. 3.2.3.2) 
and should not affect surface-water quality.  

The construction and operation of the proposed uranium mill should not affect local surface 
waters to any significant extent.  

4.3.2 Groundwater 

4.3.2.1 Water usage 

The applicant has obtained a permit to utilize up to 1.0 x 106 m3 (811 acre-ft) although the 
mill will only use about 6.9 x 105 m3 (480 acre-ft) of water per year, which will be withdrawn 
from the Navajo sandstone aquifer. All other wells within 8 km (5 miles) produce from other 
formations. This usage will have no effect on other users.  

4.3.2.2 Potential degradation of groundwater 

The mill will discharge about 1.12 m3/min (310 gpm) of liquid to the proposed tailings impound
ment (Fig. 3.4). The chemical and radiological composition of this waste liquid is given in 
Table 3.1.  

The applicant has proposed to line the evaporation cells (1-I and l-E) and tailings cell 2 with 
a multicomponent liner (of synthetic and onsite clayey-silt materials) and to line the remaining 
tailings cells with a 2 foot layer of compacted clay (permeability approximately 3010-8 cm/sec) to 
essentially eliminate seepage into the underlying Dakota formation; therefore, the possibility 
of groundwater degradation caused by seepage of tailings liquids is considered to be remote. After 
reclamation, when deterioration of the liner may have occurred, the staff expects essentially no 
seepage into the Dakota formation because of the high net evaporation rate in the area. Pre
operational and operational monitoring of the groundwater Is required (Sect. 6.3), and mitigating 

,measures will be taken if unexpected groundwater contmination is observed.
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The staff feels t.lat tne applicant's revegetation Procedures and monitoring Or.c-.-s 1-e 
adequate to ensure successful reclamation. Sufficient records must ýe 'iaintaine'a :v :e 
applicant to furnish evidence of compliance with all monitoring. The applicant mill f.e a 
performance bond with the State of Utah to ensure Performance of land reclamation.

6.3 WATER 

6.3.1 Surface water 

Quarterly monitoring of surface-water quality will continue throughout the life of the project.  
Sample locations are described in Table 2.21 and Fig. 2.5, and the chemical and physical 
parameters to be measured are given in Table 2.20. Because of the temporary nature of -1any 3f 
the watercourses in the site vicinity, it is recommended that the applicant take advantage of 
seasonal rainfall and snowmelt in scheduling the collection of water samples.  

6.3.2 Groundwater 

The applicant has supplied chemical constituent data for samples from each of two abandoned 
stock wells on the project site. Hater from these wells (G6R and G7R on Fig. 2.5), completed 
in the Dakota Sandstone, is of poor quality. Total dissolved solids are in excess of 2000 ;pm, 
which would have adverse effects on many crops. Total sulfate is in excess of 1300 ppm compared 
with an acceptable value of 250 ppm; dissolved iron is in excess of 3 ppm compared with an 
acceptable value of 0.05 ppm; and lead is in excess of 0.12 ppm compared with an acceotable 
value of 0.05 ppm.s Data from local springs indicate that the water is suitable for stock and 
wildlife use only.  

Additional sampling in accordance with Table 6.1 will be required. During operation, the aoplicant 
will be required to monitor the groundwater from wells installed and located as specified In 
the Source Material License to detect potential groundwater contamination (as discussed in 
Sect. 4.3.2.2) until reclamation is completed. The applicant is also required to submit a plan 
to mitigate such contamination if observed.  

6.4 SOILS 

During September 1977, an existing soil survey of the site was field-verified by a retired 
USDA Soil Conservation Service scientist, and a soil scientist for the applicant's consultant 
(ER, Sect. 6.1.4.1). At least one soil profile for each mapping unit was located and sampled.  
Soil analyses for potential uses in reclamation operations included contents and characteristics 
such as texture, water-holding capacity, saturation percentage, pH, lime percentage, gypsum.  
electrical conductivity, exchangeable sodium percentage, sodium adsorption ratio, organic 
carbon, cation exchange capacity, boron, selenium and available phosphates. potassium, and 
nitrate/nitrogen (ER, Sect. 6.1.4.1).  

6.5 81OTA 

6.5.1 Terrestrial 

Plant communities at the project site were mapped by aerial photographs and field verification 
(ER, Sect. 6.1.4.3). Vegetation on the site was surveyed during the spring and summer of 1977 
(Fig. 6.1). Five 1.0-m2 quadrats were placed every 10 m along 100-M tran sects. The number 
of transects varied depending upon the size and homogeneity of the community. The larger and 
more diverse communities had the greatest number of transects. Species collected were ten
tatively identified In the field and later verified at the Rocky Mountain Herbarium of the 
University of Wyoming. The density of each species was determined by counting the number of 
individual plants In each quadrat. The percentage of cover for each community was estimated 
visually within each quadrat, and all quadrats were then sumied and divided by the total 
number of quadrats to reach a man percentage of cover for the entire community. Production 
studies were also conducted during the 1977 growing season (April through September) and 
expressed as kilograms per hectare (pounds per acre). The number of 1.0-0n samples taken in 
each community on the site to measure production varied from S to 40, depending upon the size 
and homogeneity of the community.

i
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0 UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555 

Docket No. 40-8681 

Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.  
ATTN: Mr. R. W. Adams 

Chairman of the Board 
Three Park Central, Suite 900 
1515 Arapahoe 
Denver, Colorado 80202 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed is Source Material License No. SUA-1358. This license is being 
issued subsequent to the notice of availability by the Environmental 
Protection Agency on May 25, 1979, of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
Final Environmental Statement (FES) related to the operation of your 
uranium mill. This license does not presently authorize construction of 
the embankments proposed for the tailings impoundment nor does it 
authorize construction of tailings impoundment liner system. NRC approval 
shall be incorporated into this license by amendment and shall be obtained 
prior to construction of either of these tailings impoundment system 
components. Please note that this license is conditioned to require that 
the licensee shall, at least three months prior to the initiation of mill 
operations, submit the surety arrangements as well as supporting documenta
tion showing a breakdown of the costs associated with mill decommissioning 
and mill site and tailings area reclamation to the NRC and shall receive 
approval of the surety arrangements from NRC prior to the initiation of 
mill operations.  

At least ninety (90) days prior to the anticipated start-up of milling 
operations, you must notify the NRC of such in writing in order that the 
Commission's staff can conduct an on-site inspection of both the mill and 
tailings impoundment prior to mill start-up. Please note that all 
administrative and operating procedures and monitoring programs must be 
developed and implemented at least 30 days prior to mill start-up. In 
addition, all staffing and employee training must be completed at least 
one week prior to mill start-up.  

Please note that this license contains conditions which were discussed 
and agreed upon in conversations between your Mr. C. E. Baker and Mr. E. A.  
Trager of my staff.



Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.

As you are aware, the Commission is preparing a Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement (GELS) on uranium milling. Please be advised that the 
conclusions of this GELS, and any related rule making, may result in new 

-- requirements concerning your mill waste generating processes and tailings 
* management practices.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

I.. Ross A. Scarano, Chief 
i Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch 

Division of Waste Management 

Enclosure: 
Source Material License No. SUA-1358

2



U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
MATERIALS LICENSE

Paze 1 of . Pages

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438), and 
Itle 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 1, Parts 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 40 and 70, and In reliance on statements and 

mpresentations heretofore made by the licensee, a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire, possess, and 
transfer byproduct, source, and special nuclear material designated below; to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the 

lace(s) designated below; to deliver or transfer such material to persons authorized to receive It In accordance with the regulations 
f the applicable Part(s); and to Import such byproduct and source material. This license shall be deemed to contain the 

conditions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and Is subject to all applicable rules, regula
"Ions and orders of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission now or hereafter In effect and to any conditions specifira below.

Licensee 

Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.  

Three Park Central, Suite 900 
1515 Arapahoe 
Denver, Colorado 80202

6. Byproduct, source, and/or 
special nuclear material

3. License number SUA-1 358

4. Expiration date August 31, 1984 
Docket or 
Reference No. 40-8681

7. Chemical and/or physical 
form

8. Maximum amount that licensee 
may possess at any one time 
under this license

Natural Uranium Any Unl imited

S 9. The licensee is hereby authorized to possess byproduct material in the form 
of uranium waste tailings generated by the licensee's milling operations 
authorized under SUA-1358.

10. Authorized 
facilities

place of use: The licensee's uranium ore buying and milling 
located in San Juan County, near Blanding, Utah.

11. For use in accordance with statements, representations, and conditions 
contained in Subsection 2.1.1 and Plates 2.1-1 and 2.1-2, Subsections 3.2 
and 3.5 through 3.7 and Plates 3.1-1 through 3.1-5, Section 4 and 
Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2, Section 5 (and tables), Subsection 6.3, and 
Section 7 of the licensee's application dated February 6, 1978, and 
revisions dated September 26, 1978, and July 6 and 16, 1979 and a 
supplement dated August 3, 1979. Whenever the word "will," "would" 
or "should" is used in the above, it shall denote a requirement.  

12. The maximum mill throughput shall not exceed 4700 pounds of barreled U308 
per day, averaged over a year.

%f1C, I 

I..  

I.  rt 
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13. The licensee is hereby exempted from the requirements of Section 20.203(e)(2) 
of 10 CFR Part 20 for areas within the mill, provided that all entrances to 
the mill are conspicuously posted in accordance with Section 20.203(e)(2) 
and with words, "Any area within this mill may contain radioactive material." 

14. Any changes in the mill circuit or effluent collection systems, as 
illustrated and described in Subsections 3.2 and 3.5, Plates 3.1-1, 3.1-2, 
3.1-3 and 3.1-5, Section 4, and Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2, of the licensee's 
application, shall require approval by the NRC in the form of a license 
amendment.  

15. Operations shall be immediately suspended in the affected areas of the ore 
buying station or the mill if any of the emission control equipment, for 
the ore crushing or feed areas or the yellowcake drying or drumming areas 
specified in Table 4.1-I of the licensee's application, Is inoperative.  

16. The results of sampling, analyses, surveys and monitoring, the results of 
calibration of equipment, reports on audits and inspections, and all 
meetings and training courses, committed to in Sections 4.5 and 7 and 
Subsections 3.2 and 3.5 through 3.7 and 6.3 of the licensee's application 
and supplements and in the additional conditions to this license, as well 
as any subsequent reviews, investigations, and corrective actions, shall be 

L7 documented. Unless otherwise specified in NRC regulations, all such 
documentation shall be maintained for a period of at least 5 years.  

S 17. The licensee shall maintain a management control program which shall include 
written operating procedures, reviewed and approved by the Radiation Safety 
Officer, for all aspects of mill operations, including the radiation safety 
program and the environmental monitoring and control program. Approval by 
the RSO will be indicated by the signature of the RSO on the procedure.  

18. A formal report of the quarterly review/audit of all audits and inspec
U tions as well as employee exposures (including bioassay data), effluent 

release data, and environmental data shall be prepared by the Internal 
Audit Committee and along with conclusions and recommendations sub

'- mitted to the Vice President of Uranium Operations to determine (1) if 
there are any upward trends developing in personnel exposures for 

18 identifiable categories of workers or types of operations or effluent
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releases, (2) if exposures and effluents might be lowered under the 
concept of as low as reasonably achievable, and (3) if equipment for 
effluent and exposure control is being properly used, maintained, and 
inspected. This review shall include a review of the radiation safety and 
environmental monitoring programs data collected during the three previous 
quarters.  

19. Eating and/or smoking shall only be allowed in control rooms, offices, 
or enclosed lunch areas.  

20. In-plant airborne monitoring, committed to in Section 5 of the licensee's 
application and supplements, shall be performed under conditions typical 
of employee exposures. Along with results of airborne radioactivity, 
a record of the state of operation of both process and effluent control 
equipment and ventilation conditions shall be kept.  

21. Release of equipment or packages from the restricted area shall be in 
accordance with Annex C, "Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities 
and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of Licenses 
for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material," dated November 1976 
(enclosed).  

22. The licensee shall conduct at least-biweekly surface contamination surveys 
(both smear and total contamination) in all eating areas, change rooms, 
control rooms, and mill administrative offices. Decontamination of these 
areas shall be in accordance with Annex C, "Guidelines for Decontamination 
of Facilities and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or 
Termination of Licenses for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear 
Material," dated November 1976 (enclosed).  

23. The licensee shall implement a program to minimize dispersal of dust 
from the ore piles by water sprinkling or other dust suppression 
techniques, unless a documented weekly inspection indicates that the 
moisture content of the ore and/or weather conditions are controlling 
dusting. This program shall include the use of written operating 
procedures that specify the use of specific control methods for all 
conditions.  

24. The licensee shall construct the tailings disposal facility to incorporate 
the features described in Alternative 1 of Section 10.3.2 and Section 3.2.4.7 
of NUREG-0556, dated May 1979, subject to revisions based on the 
conclusions of the final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on 
Uranium Milling and any related rulemaking.
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25. Construction of any of the tailings embankments shall not begin until the 
system design has been reviewed and approved by the NRC in accordance with 
Regulatory Guide 3.11. NRC approval shall be incorporated into this license 
by amendment and .shall be required prior to embankment construction.  
Required freeboard and other operating requirements shall be determined during 
the review.  

26. The licensee shall construct the liner system for the tailings area only after 
the final liner and liner system specifications and the program for Installatiot 
maintenance and inspection of the liner system have been reviewed and approved 
by the NRC staff. NRC approval shall be incorporated into this license by 
amendment and shall be required prior to liner construction.  

27. The licensee shall provide for stabilization and reclamation of the mill 
site and tailings disposal areas and mill decommissioning as described In 
Alternative 1 of Section 10.3 and in Section 3.3 of NUREG-0556, dated May 
1979, subject to revisions based on the conclusions of the Final 
Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling and any related 
rulemaking. Decontamination shall be in accordance with Annex C, "Guidelines 
for Decontamination of Facilities and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestrict, 
Use or Termination of Licenses for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear 
Material.," dated November 1976 (enclosed). In addition, surety arrangements 
shall be provided prior to the initiation of mill operations and maintained 
in order to ensure completion of the mill site and tailings area stabilization, 
reclamation, and decommissioning plans.  

28. Prior to the initiation of mill activities and the associated generation of 
tailings, the licensee shall submit to the Uranium Recovery Licensing 
Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission, Washington, DC 20555, documen
tation that ownership of lands to be used for tailings disposal has been 
acquired as described in the licensee's application and supplements.  

29. At least three months prior to the initiation of mill operations and the 
associated generation of tailings, the licensee shall submit the proposed suret.  
arrangements as well as supporting documentation showing a breakdown of the 
costs associated with mill decommissioning and mill site and tailings area 
reclamation to the Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Washington, DC 20555. The licensee is required to receive 
approval of the surety arrangement held with the Utah Department of 
Natural Resources, Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, from NRC prior to

n
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the initiation of mill activities and the associated generation of 
tailings. Within 30 days of each revision thereafter, the licensee 
shall submit to the Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch a copy of the 
proposed revision of the surety arrangements covering mill decommis
sioning and mill site and tailings area reclamation as well as supporting 
documentation showing a breakdown of the costs associated with these 
actions and to obtain approval of the NRC.  

The NRC will not terminate the license until final reclamation meets applicable 
NRC regulations..  

30. The licensee shall implement an interim stabilization program that 
minimizes to the maximum extent reasonably achievable dispersal of blowing 
tailings. This program shall include the use of written operating proce
dures that specify the use of specific control methods for all conditions.  
The effectiveness of the control methods used shall be evaluated weekly by 
means of a documented tailings area inspection.  

31. The licensee shall conduct and document at least one inspection of the 
tailings embankment per day and shall immediately notify Region IV, 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, 
Arlington, TX, by telephone and telegraph of any failure in the dam 
retention system or tailings discharge system which results in a release of 
radioactiVe material and/or of any of any unusual conditions which if 
not corrected could lead to such a failure. This requirement is in k• addition to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.  

32. The licensee shall monitor the use of the tailings impoundment by wildlife in 
conjunction with the program to conduct and document an inspection of the 
tailings discharge system once per shift.  

33. The licensee shall consult and coordinate with the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources regarding the extent of fencing and other ways to 
mitigate any adverse impacts that may occur to deer and shall document the 
results of these actions.  

1h 34. Before engaging in any activity not previously assessed by the NRC, the 
licensee shall prepare and record an environmental evaluation of such 
activity. When the evaluation indicates that such activity may result in a 
significant adverse environmental impact that was not assessed, or that is 
greater than that assessed in the Final Environmental Statement (NUREG-0556), 
the licensee shall provide a written evaluation of such activities and 
obtain prior approval of the NRC for the activity.
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35. If unexpected harmful effects or evidence of Irreversible damage not 
otherwise identified in NUREG-0556 dated May 1979 are detected during 
construction or operations, the licensee shall provide to the NRC an 
acceptable analysis of the problem and a plan of action to eliminate or 
significantly reduce the harmful effects or damage.  

36. Mill tailings other than samples for research shall not be transferred from 
the site Without specific prior approval of the NRC obtained through 
application for amendment of this license. The licensee shall maintain a 
permanent record of all transfers made under the provisions of this 
condition.  

37. The results of the effluent and environmental monitoring program required 
by this license shall be reported in accordance with 10 CFR Part 40, 
Section 40.65. In addition, a copy of the report shall be sent directly to 
the Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555.  

38. In addition to conducting the environmental monitoring program summarized 

in Appendix G of the application, the licensee shall perform air particulate 

monitoring as described in Appendix G of the application for "ore 
crusher stack" for all stacks from areas or process circuits in which ore, 

yellowcake or tailings are handled. Alse, the licensee shall conduct a 

monitoring program to collect onsite meteorological data, e.g., wind speed 

and direction at 1-hour intervals and to annually reduce this data to a 

joint frequency distribution by wind speed, direction, and stability class.  

The results of these additional effluent and meteorological monitoring 

requirements shall be included in the licensee's semiannual environmental 
monitoring report to the NRC.  

39. The licensee shall conduct an annual survey of land use (grazing, residences, 

wells, etc.) in the area within five miles of the mill and submit a report 

of this survey annually to the Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch, 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555. This report 

shall indicate any differences in land use from that described in the 

licensee's Environmental Report (January 1978) and supplements or the 

previous annual report. The first annual report shall be submitted by 

August 1, 1980, and by August 1 each year thereafter.
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40. The licensee shall avoid by project design where feasible the archeological 
sites designated "Eligible" in the attached Table A, below. Sites that will 
ultimately be located within 100 feet of the perimeter of the reclaimed 
tailings impoundment area are considered unavoidable and shall be recovered 
through archeological excavation.  

41. The licensee shall conduct testing as required and shall report the results of 
the testing to enable the Commission to determine if those archeological sites 
designated "Undetermined" in Table A are of significance warranting their 
redeslgnation as "Eligible." This action by the licensee shall be completed 
by January 1, 1981. In all cases such testing and a review of the testing 
results by the Commission shall be completed before any aspect of the 
undertaking affects a site.  

42. The licensee shall conduct archeological and historic surveys and testing 
on the NEl/4 of Section 33, T37S, R22E to identify such additional sites as.  
may be located there and to enable the Commission to evaluate their 
significance. The results of surveys and testing shall be reported to the 
Commission no later than December 1, 1979. The licensee shall avoid any 
site within this area until the Commission has reviewed the licensee's 

Sreport and has advised the licensee of its determinations. If the 
Commission, upon review, amends Table A to include additional sites, the 
licensee shall take such action with respect to such additional sites as 
may be required for the sites that have initially been designated.  

43. Condition 42, above, will apply to lands associated with the undertaking, 
but which have not currently been identified, e.g., to borrow areas outside 
the current project boundaries, with the exception that the results of 
surveys and testing may be reported to the Commission after December 31, 
1979.  

44. The licensee shall avoid any archeological site designated "Undetermined" 
in Table A.  

45. When it is not feasible to avoid an archeological site designated "Eligible" 
in Table A, the licensee shall institute a data recovery program with 
respect to the site which the Commission determines will satisfactorily 
mitigate any adverse effect.
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46. The licensee must cooperate with the Commission in the development and 
implementation of a monitoring program with respect to the preservation of 
cultural resources. The licensee shall have obtained the written approval of 
the Commission with respect to this program before initiation of ground
disturbing activities. The plan shall, among other things, include provi
sion for (1) the presence during specified operations of an archeological 
contractor satisfactory to the Commission, and (2) appropriate action, 
including notice to the Commission and the SHPO and suspension of ground 
disturbing activities, upon discovery of previously unidentified cultural 
resources. An archeological contractor acceptable to the SHPO and meeting the minimum standards for a principal investigator as specified by the Secretary of the Interior will be considered satisfactory to the Commission.  

47. The licensee shall recover through archeological excavation all "Eligible" 
archeological sites listed In Table A which are located in borrow areas, 
stockpile storage areas and construction areas. Recovery of all sites will 
be completed no later than December 31, 1982, with sites in the area of the 
first three tailings impoundment cells (the two evaporation cells and the 
first tailings cell) being recovered first.  

48. The licensee shall have the archeological contractor approve the plan for the 
layout of haul roads, i.e., to best avoid sites, and shall obtain the written 
approval of the Commission for this plan prior to earth moving activities.  

49. The licensee shall provide the additional documentation required to obtain 
a determination of eligibility for the "Earth Dam," "Range War Site," 
"Kunen Jones Home," "Posey War Sites," and "White Mesa Community" cultural 
sites prior to October 1, 1979. If the Earthen Dam is determined to be 
"Eligible," the licensee shall ensure that the Earthen Dam is recorded 
prior to its demolition or alteration so that there will be a permanent 
record of its existence. Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc., will 
first contact the Historic Anierican Engineering Record (HAER), Heritage I- Conservation and Recreation Service (Department of the Interior, 
Washington, DC 20243; telephone 202-343-4256) to determine the level of 
documentation required. All documentation must be accepted by the HAER 
prior to demolition or excavation. Copies of all documentation found acceptable 
to the HAER shall be provided to the Commission within one month of acceptance 

o; Iby the HAER.
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iABLE A 

Archeological Sites Related to the White i*esa Project 

Lligible Sites Undetermined Sites Non-Ellgible Sites 

42Sa 6379 6699 42Sa 3766 6436 7685 42Sa 6380 
6385 6739 5381 6437 7686 6384 
6387 6740 6382 6438 7688 6386 
6388 7653 6383 6440 7692 6397 
639Z 7655 6389 6442 7694. 6404 
6393 7656 6390 6445 7695 6684 
6394 7657 6391 -6686 7696 6685 
6395 7658 6398 6697 7699 6754 
6396 7659 6399 6752 7750 7654 
6403 7660 6400 6753 7751 7698 
6405 7661 6401 6757" 7752 
6408 7665 6402 7662 -7753 
6427 7668 6406 7663 7754 
6429 7675 6407 7664 7875 
6430 7684 6419 7669 7876 
6432 7637 6420 7670 
6435 7689 6421 7671 
5439 7690 6422 7672 
6441 7691 6423 .7673 
6443 7693 6424 - 7674 
6444 7695 6425 .7676 
669S 7700 6426 7679 

5423 7680 
6431 7631 
6433 7682 
6'134 7683

Total : 44 Total: 67 Total: 10

For the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissio 

by. 4 Jr 
Division of Fuel Cycle end 

Material Safety 
Washington. D.C. 20555

Date
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC.  

September 9, 1981 

Project No. RM78-682-B 

Dr. C.E. Baker R.CEED 
Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc.  Suite 900 SEP 14 1981 

Three Park Central 
1515 Arapahoe 
Denver, CO 80202 

Letter Report r6 
Assessment of Groundwater Quality 

White Mesa Project 12 
Blanding, Utah 6 .  

Dear Dr. Baker: 

INTRODUCTION 

In response to your request of June 4, 1981, D'Appolonia has reviewed the 

water quality data from monitor wells installed around the tailings 

retention area. The purpose of this review and evaluation is to deter

mine if the data indicate any degradation of the groundwater quality 

which could bd attributed to a leak from the tailings facility or any 

other mill-related operation. Pre-operational baseline data and opera

tional data have been included in the review process. The data have been 

evaluated with regard to trends in select parameters and general overall 

water quality variation with time.  

This report is divided into two main sections as follows: 

"o Evaluation of Groundwater Quality: Potential 

Degradation of Sources - This section contains the 

water quality evaluation of the existing local 

groundwater. Data from the pre-operational and 

operational wells were utilized.  

"o Evaluation of Well 7-2 Water Source - This section 

evaluates the possible sources for the water 

detected in Well 7-2. Data from the pre-opera

tional and operational phase wells and surface 

water supplies were utilized.  

7400 SOUTH ALTON COURT, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112 TELEPHONE: 303/771-3464 TELEX: 45-4565 
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EVALUATION OF GROUNDWATER QUALITY: 
POTENTIAL DEGRADATION AND SOURCES 

Data Reviewed 

Available data reviewed and evaluated consisted of pre-operational water 

quality analyses from Wells 1, 2, 3, and 4 for October, 1979, and January 

and April, 1980, and monthly operational phase analyses from May 1980, 
through February, 1981. The pre-operational sampling and laboratory 

analyses were performed by D'Appolonia except for the radionuclide 

parameters which were performed by CDM Acculabs, Denver, Colorado (Octo

ber, 1979), and Hazen Research, Golden, Colorado (January, April, 1980).  

Monthly operational water quality data from May 1980 through February 

1981 was provided by Energy Fuels. Wells sampled during this period were 

deep groundwater monitoring Wells 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and intermediate depth 

leak detection Well 7-2. Samples for this period were taken by Energy 

Fuels personnel and the analyses performed by WAMCO Labs, Casper, Wyoming.  

During September, 1980, select samples were also analyzed by D'Appolonia 

for comparison purposes.  

Indicator Parameters Selected for Evaluation 

The water quality data was reviewed by selecting several parameters and 

plotting the values for each well against time. The parameters selected 

for evaluation with explanations of the rational for their selection 

follow: 

2
0 Sulfate, SO: Sulfate is highly concentrated 

in the tailings water (35,000 mg/1) and tends to 

move relatively rapidly and freely through the 

subsurface at approximately the same rate as the 

groundwater. As the sulfate from tailings water 

reacts with calcareous soil, gypsum ( CaSO4 " 2H2 0) 
will precipitate, removing some of the sulfate 

from the tailings water. However, the increase in 

sulfate concentration will still be substantially 

above background levels, thus indicating the 

probability of a leak.  

o Chloride, Cl-: Chloride is concentrated in 

the tailings water (2,200 mg/l) and moves through 

the subsurface at approximately the same rate as 

the groundwater. Chloride is usually considered a 

conservative species; that is, it does not react 

with the soil or groundwater. Thus, elevated 

chloride levels usually indicate a leak of tail

ings water. However, the increase over background 

levels is not as dramatic as observed with sulfate.

woku1TDmEmw-h AI-Ultir Al
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o Total Dissolved Solids, TDS: This parameter is an 

indicator of gross water quality and elevated 

values indicate an increase in dissolved ions in 

the water. Typically, 60 percent of the dissolved 
species in the tailings water are due to sulfate; 
therefore, an increase observed in TDS should 
indicate a corresponding increase in sulfate.  

"o Sodium, Na+: Substantial concentrations of 
sodium exist in the tailings water (6,400 mg/l).  
As sodium is not very reactive in the subsoil 
environment, increased concentrations of sodium in 

the groundwater may indicate a leaking tailings 
cell.  

"o pH: This parameter is an indicator of the pos

sible change in water quality because of acid 
tailings seepage. As tailings water reacts with 

calcareous soils, the pH is neutralized. During 
the neutralization process, many of the radionu
clides (thorium, lead uranium, etc.) and the 

heavy metals are co-precipitated with iron oxyhy
droxides. Therefore, decreases in pH indicate 

severe leakage and increased concentrations. of 

radionuclides and heavy metals. The acid front is 

substantially attenuated relative to the movement 

of the groundwater; therefore, increases in 

sulfate and chloride will be observed much earlier 
than decreases in pH.  

" Radiumr-226, Ra-226: This parameter is the most 
mobile radionuclide and therefore is an indicator 
of quality change. The movement of this element 

in the subsurface environment is probably con

trolled by the solubility of radium sulfate.  

" Bicarbonate, HCO3: Due to the low pH of 
the tailings water, no bicarbonate/carbonate 
ions are present. However, as the acid in the 
tailings water reacts with the calcareous soil, 
carbon dioxide and bicarbonate ions are gener

ated. Therefore, elevated concentrations of 
bicarbonate may indicate acid leakage. In
creases depend upon the amount of calcite that 

reacts; therefore, increases may be difficult 
to observe.  

o Calcium, Ca 2 +: Like bicarbonate, calcium 
ions result from reaction of the acid in the 
tailings water with the calcite in the soil. Some 

calcium is present already in the tailings water.

w-&OL m m wruwA"IWAL
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Calcium is also removed by the precipitate of 
gypsum. Overall, trends associated with calcium 
concentrations are difficult to interpret due to 
the variety of mechanisms occurring.  

In summary, elevated concentrations of sulfate, chloride and TDS in the 

groundwater are probably the best indicators to evaluate a change in 

groundwater quality from an acid-type uranium mill and tailings facility.  

Evaluation of Indicator Parameters 

Values for each of the above parameters were plotted against time for 

each well as shown in Figures 1 through 8. In general, the data plotted 

on these figures indicates a change from pre-operational to operational 

phase values. The trend of this change is almost always an increase in 

value. This increase may not reflect an actual change in groundwater 

quality, rather it may be due to the differences in sampling procedures 

and laboratory techniques.  

Specific items of importance observed for each of the indicator parame
ters are: 

2
o Sulfate, S04 , Figure 1 - The data for this 

parameter are relatively constant except for Well 
3 which shows a gradual, but erratic increasing 
trend. Wells 2 and 4 also appear to have slighly 
increasing concentrations. Well 1 consistently 
has the lowest values for the deep wells. However, 
Well 7-2 has lower values than Well 1.  

o Chloride, C1-, Figure 2 - The data for this 
parameter are relatively variable with no particu
lar trend, except again for Well 3. The chloride 
concentrations measured in Well 3 show a gradually 
increasing trend with time. Well 4 also appears 
to have slightly increasing values. Wells I and 
2 have similar concentrations which are the lowest 
observed. Well 7-2 has substantially higher 
values than the other wells.  

" Total dissolved solids, TDS, Figure 3 - This 
parameter indicates trends similar to that 
shown for sulfate. Concentrations in Well 3 are 
gradually increasing with time; concentrations in 
Well 1 are low, with Well 7-2 having similar, but 
slightly lower values.  

"o Sodium, Na+, Figure 7 - The values for this 
parameter are constant with a very slight increas
ing trend noted in Wells 2 and 3. Well 7-2 has 
the lowest values and Well 1 the next lowest.

ah- AL. W ~ W
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o pH, Figure 5 - This parameter is quite variable 
for all wells but typically fall within a range of 

pH = 6.5 to 7.75. A slightly decreasing trend was 

observed from September 1980 through February 
1981, with Well 3 having the lowest value by a 

slight amount.  

o Radium-226, Ra-226, Figure 6 - This parameter is 
variable, but no trends are observed. One very 

high value for Well 7-2 in July 1980 was reported.  

However, the concentrations returned to a more 

typical level the next month; therefore, the July 

1980 value is considered erroneous.  

"o Bicarbonate, HC0], Figure 7 - This parameter 

indicates no particular trend with Well 7-2 having 

the lowest values; Well 1, the next lowest, and 

the other wells grouped together with higher but 

similar values. A high value was reported for 

Wells 2,. 3 and-5 in September 1980, but the values 
went back down in the subsequent months' analysis.  

" Calcium, Ca 2 +, Figure 8 - This parameter shows 

an increasing trend for Wells 2 and 3. A rela

tively wide variation in values is observed, with 

Wells 3 and 4 having the highest concentrations.  

The data plotted on the figures for several wells indicate increasing 

trends for certain parameters. To determine whether th- increase was 

statistically significant, Student's 't' test was used. The hypothesis 

that the mean of the pre-operational concentrations is equal to the mean 

of the operational concentrations was tested at the 99 percent level.  

This level of significance means that the confidence needed to state 

there was indication of degradation must be high. Such a level is 

justified because it should help screen out extraneous variability due to 

sampling methods or fluctuations in other variables. The methodology 

used is in accordance with the monitoring and evaluation techniques 

required by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)(40 C.F.R.  

265.9).  

The sulfate, chloride and TDS concentrations in Well 1, 2, 3 and 4 were 

evaluated. In all cases, the means of pre-operational and operational 

concentrations were not statistically different at the 99 percent confi

dence level. However, at the 95 percent confidence level, the means of 

TDS and chloride in Well 3 were statistically different. In fact, 

chloride concentrations in Well 3 were almost different at the 99 percent 

level. The main reason the means are not different is due to the large 

variance (standard deviation) in the means. For example, in Well 4, the 

sulfate concentrations were as follows:

vw-%M~ftArV.WLVW AL
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o Pre-operational 1,673 + 441 mg/l 
o Operational 1,921 + 102 mg/l 

These values yielded a 't' of 1.0 while the criteria 't' at 99 percent is 

9.9. Therefore, the hypothesis that the means are equal is rejected. In 

other words, the large variability in the analyses makes it difficult to 
conclude that the means of the two populations are different. If the 

variability (as measured by the standard deviation) was smaller, differ
ences in the means between the pre-operational and operational data would 

be easier to detect.  

If the increasing trend is due to tailings water leakage, it should not 

be observed in the upgradient Well 1. However, the mean of the opera
tional sulfate concentrations in Well 1 increases 47 percent over the 
mean of the pre-operational concentrations. The mean of the sulfate 

concpntration in Well 3 increased 70 percent. Therefore, most of the 

apparent increase observed in Well 3 can be attributed to natural 
increases in background. The increase in Well 3 appears to be more 

dramatic because the pre-operational concentrations are significantly 
higher than those in Well 1. However, as shown, the percentage increase 
is similar in the two wells. In fact, the concentration of such species 

as calcium and sulfate increased substantially during pre-operational 
sampling. If this increase was projected into the operational period, 
the actual values measured during operational sampling would actually be 

less than or similar to the trend predicted from the pre-operational 
data. Furthermore, in most instances, the constant increase is no longer 

observed and concentrations have fairly well stabilized over the past 6 

to 8 months. This observation is significant and indicates that the 

waters in the wells are now in equilibrium with their surrounding rock.  

Conclusions 

Conclusions from the available data and analyses discussed above are: 

"o No trends are present which would indicate 
a failure of the liner system in Cell 2. The 
water quality values shown on Figures 1 through 8 
do not indicate any contamination occurring from 
the operation of the tailings cell.  

The changes and trends which have been noted and 
discussed above are not considered significant 
enough to indicate a leak from the tailings cell.  

"o Statistical analyses also indicates that there are 
no differences in the means between the operation
al and pre-operational data. However, the mean of 
the chloride concentrations in Well 3 during 
operations may be slightly higher than the pre
operational mean (at the 95 percent confidence
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level). If increased levels of chloride occur.in 

Well 3, increases in chloride concentrations 

should also be noted at Well 7-2 and 5. Wells 7-2 

and 5 both have higher chloride concentrations 

than the other wells indicating the possiblity of 

degradation from some source. However, if the 

source was Cell 2, increased sulfate concentra

tions should be observed in Wells 7-2, 5 and 3.  

As previously stated, the sulfate increase in Well 

3 is not statistically significant and Wells 5 and 

7-2 have low sulfate concentrations. This indicates 

that Cell 2 is probably not leaking to any detect

able degree and that the increased levels of 

chloride observed are probably from another 

source. Possiblities for this source are dis
cussed later.  

o Well 3 is reflecting some change in groundwater 

quality which is not being reflected by the 

upgradient baseline Well 1. The groundwater 

quality change-in Well 3 could be the result 

of several causes other than an actual change in 

the water quality. One of these causes is reflected 

in the fact that when Well 3 was drilled and 

completed in September, 1979 it was dry and required 

several days before a water level was detected.  

This is indicative of a low permeability material 

with low productivity. Lower permeable aquifers 

typically contain elevated concentrations of 

dissolved species due to the longer contact time 

and more surface area of aquifer materials. Water 

quality parameters could also be increasing in this 

well if water is being concentrated and formation 

water is not being introduced. Well 3 could also 

be reflecting the effect of the different water 

source detected in Well 7-2; however, the increas

ing sulfate values in Well 3 are inconsistent with 

the low sulfate values in Well 7-2. Also, Well 5 

(down gradient from Well 7-2) does not reflect a 

change in water quality with time. Therefore, it 

is concluded that the water quality-parameters 
being detected in Well 3 may be unrepresentative 

of the actual groundwater quality and that remedial 

work on Well 3 should be performed.  

o Defective samples or analyses were probably obtained 

for the September 1980 period.  

The possibility of a different contaminant source detected in Well 7-2 is 

discussed in detail in the following section.

- a - - fl -- a
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EVALUATION OF WELL 7-2 WATER SOURCE 

Potential Water Sources 

Water was reported by Energy Fuels in Well 7-2 in June 1980. Well 7-2 is 

one of five intermediate depth wells completed at a depth of 50 to 60 

feet (30 to 40 feet above the local water table). The purpose of the 

intermediate depth wells is detection of a leak from the tailings cell.  

Water should not be detected in these wells unless a change in the 

groundwater model for the site occurs or a new source of water is devel

oped. To determine if the water detected in Well 7-2 was related to the 

tailings cell or mill operations, an assessment of the possible sources 

of this water was made. The results of this assessment are discussed in 

the following sections.  

Two categories of potential water sources for the water were evaluated as 

follows: 

"o Natural Groundwater 
- Local groundwater system 

- New source of groundwater recharge, i.e., 
irrigation water or construction water ponded 
on-site 

"o Mill or Tailings Related Facilities 
- Tailings Cell 2 
- Mill sedimentation pond (Baker's Lake) 
- Mill process circuit 

Natural Groundwater Source Evaluation 

The natural groundwater source was evaluated by comparing the measured 

water level in Well 7-2 with the level predicted in the local groundwater 

model (discussed in Engineer's Report, Tailings Management System, June 

1979). The prediction indicates that the local water table is about 40 

feet below the level of water in Well 7-2. Forty feet is greater than a 

normal fluctuation in the level of the water table due to seasonal varia

tions in precipitation. Therefore, this physical interpretation indi

cates that the water in Well 7-2 is from another source. A new potential 

groundwater source is unlikely because of the long-term existence of the 

water (8 months) which is not consistent with seasonal (irrigation)-or 

intermittent (construction-related) sources. No other new sources were 

identified.  

Water quality comparisons between Well 7-2 and baseline, Well 1, were 

also made as discussed under the previous section. This comparison 

indicates that the water in Well 7-2 is different than the local ground

water. In general, the local groundwater has greater concentrations of 

the major ions (bicarbonate, sulfate, magnesium, sodium and total dis

s6lved solids). However, the concentrations of chloride, nitrate and 

uranium are greater in Well 7-2.

8Dr. C.E. Baker
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A comparison of water from Well 7-2 was made with Well 5 which is closest 

to Well 7-2 geographically and located downgradient from Well 7-2 with 

respect to the flow of groundwater. This comparison is shown in Table 1 

and is based upon calculating the mean value for a population of values 

from several analyses. The value is reported as the mean with a standard 

deviation of 2 sigma. This type of statistical evaluation is used to 

emphasize differences between populations rather than precision of analyses.  

Although a large value of standard deviation relative to a mean may 

represent lack of analytical precision, it also reflects variation in the 

concentration of a parameter with respect to time. Lack of overlap in the 

range defined by the standard deviations indicator may be interpreted as 

values which belong to different populations. This hypothesis can be 

tested using Student's "t" test as previously described. However, the 

general conclusions can be made without the test.  

In Table 1, it is observed that the concentrations of sodium, sulfate, 

bicarbonate, fluoride, alkalinity, and total dissolved solids, as well as 

the specific conductance, are greater in Well 5 than in Well 7-2. The 

concentrations of chloride, fluoride, nitrate, and uranium are greater in 

Well 7-2. Concentrations of other parameters, such as pH, calcium, 

potassium, and magnesium are essentially the same in the two wells.  

Additionally, the concentration of radium-22 6 was substantially greater 

in Well 7-2 in July; however, in subsequent analyses, the concentration 

decreased to background levels.  

The differences in concentrations of major constituents from the statis

tical analysis between Wells 7-2 and 7-5, however, are large enough to 

suggest that the water in Well 7-2 is from a source other than regional 

groundwater.  

Kill Tailings Related Source Evaluation 

The potential of a local source from the tailings or within the mill site 

was also considered. The potential sources evaluated included tailings 

Cell 2, the mill sedimentation pond (Baker's Lake), and other mill circuit 

sources. Determination of the most likely source was made by comparing 

the water in Well 7-2 with waters from Cell 2 and from the mill sedimenta

tion pond.  

Water was collected from Cell 2, the sedimentation pond, and Well 7-2 by 

Energy Fuels in September 1980 and samples sent to D'Appolonia for 

analysis. Splits from the sedimentation pond and Well 7-2 samples were 

also sent to WAiCO by Energy Fuels for analysis. The results of these 

analyses are presented in Table 2. A discussion of the comparison 

between the results from the two laboratories is presented later.  

The most obvious aspect in the comparison of the water quality from the 

three sources is that concentrations of most components in Well 7-2 are 

considerably lower, by one to two orders of magnitude, than corresponding 

parameters in either Cell 2 or the sedimentation pond.
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The water in tailings Cell 2 is a characteristically, acidic solution 

containing very high levels of sulfate from the sulfuric acid used in the 

leaching process. It contains high levels of sodium and chloride which 

are derived from sodium chlorate (NaCI0 4 ) and sodium chloride (NaCI) in 

the acid leach process. Nitrate is present in tailings Cell 2 in rela

tively moderate amounts; however, the source of this nitrate is not 

readily apparent. Some acid leach processes use ammonium nitrate 

(NH4N0 3 ) in the solvent extraction circuit. Another source for nitrate 

may be in the oxidation of the ammnonium ion during the drying of the 

yellowcake and subsequent collection in the fly ash. The presence of 

nitrogen oxidizing bacteria in the tailings cell could produce nitrates, 

but such a species would need to be extremely tolerant to highly acidic, 

saline solutions. It is not likely that ammonia can oxidize readily in 

the tailings cell at the given conditions of pH and Eh.  

The mill sedimentation pond (Baker Lake) is an unlined collection pond 

located in the southwest corner of the mill and facilities area and 

immediately north of tailings Cell 2. The purpose of this pond is to 

collect and retain sediment and runoff water from the facilities area.  

The pond should be dry except after a precipitation event while evapora

tion of the runoff occurs. Water has been reported in the sedimentation 

pond since June, 1980. The source of this water is reported to be from 

runoff, mill processes, and start-up-type operations.  

Concentrations of parameters in the sedimentation pond are generally an 

order of magnitude lower than in tailings Cell 2. The water is basically 

sulfate-rich with moderate concentrations of chloride, sodium, calcium, 

and magnesium. (Nitrate concentrations are not elevated above values 

which are generally considered harmful to plants and animals.) The 

solution is acidic, although not to the same degree as tailings Cell 

2. Neither the sedimentation pond nor tailings Cell 2 contain detectable 
amounts of bicarbonate ion, and consequently, the waters have no measur

able alkalinity.  

In evaluating either one of these surface waters as the source of water 

in Well 7-2, it is apparent that the concentrations of the major compon

ents are considerably different so that identification of the likely 

source should be possible. However, water in Well 7-2 is not as concen

trated as either Cell 2 or the sedimentation pond source with respect to 

some parameters (sulfate, chloride, sodium, magnesium, potassium, ammonia, 

radionuclides, acidity), and is more concentrated with respect to others 

(bicarbonate, calcium, nitrate, alkalinity).  

As previously discussed, the natural buffering capacity of the soils, 

which is due to calcium carbonate, can neutralize acid in the leachate 

and elevate the pH. This neutralization reaction causes an increase in 

the concentrations of calcium and bicarbonate in the groundwater and a 

decrease in heavy metal and radionuclide concentrations.
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Because Well 7-2 is near both tailings Cell 2 and the sedimentation 

pond, it was expected that the concentrations of major constituents 

should be very similar to those in the source. Chemical reactions, such 

as precipitation and adsorption, act to alter the chemistry of a water as 

it moves through soil or bedrock, and such a mechanism will influence the 

differences in compositions between the well and the surface ponds.  

However, one notable exception to these processes is chloride which forms 

easily soluble salts. Hence, it is not removed from groundwater by 

precipitation or adsorbed by most geological materials. Chloride ions 

are considered to move at the same rate as the groundwater, and there

fore, are considered to be a good tracer. Although sulfate is not 

strongly adsorbed by soils either, it is preferred over chloride in some 

cases of adsorption, and it can be precipitated as gypsum when the 

solubility product is exceeded.  

Chloride concentrations in Well 7-2 remained relatively constant, varying 

from 83 to 99 mg/I from July, 1980 through February 1981 (Figure 2). The 

chloride concentrations in the sedimentation pond and tailings Cell 2 

were recorded as 250 mg/l and 2,200 mg/l resepctively (Table 2). Allow

ing for some dilution, the concentration of chloride in Well 7-2 best 

reflects that found in the sedimentation pond. Concentrations of all 

other constituents in Well 7-2 are likewise more similar to the sedi

mentation pond than tailings Cell 2. If water was seeping from a leak in 

the tailings cell, greater concentrations would be expected in the 

well.  

Comparison of Laboratories 

As previously mentioned, splits of samples from Well 7-2 and the sedimenta

tion pond were taken in September, 1980, and analyzed by D'Appolonia's 

water quality lab and WAMCO Labs. Table 2 presents the results from 

D'Appolonia axid WAHCO laboratories for Well 7-2 and the mill sedimenta

tion pond for comparison. Overall, the results from the two laboratories 

are very similar with the following exceptions: 

"o Ammonia measured by WANCO in the sedimentation 
pond is extremely high.  

"o Concentrations of radionuclides measured by 
D'Appolonia were substantially higher than the 
values measured by WAMCO.  

These high values reported by the respective laboratories are probably in 

error and are being checked by the laboratories. Besides these few 

parameters, the agreement is typically excellent. Therefore, the increas

ing trend observed between pre-operational and operational data probably 

cannot be attributed to differences in laboratories. Some differences may 

be attributed to changes in sampling techniques and personnel. However, 

these are also probably small.
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Other Considerations 

Dilution of the groundwater has been mentioned as a reason for lower 

concentrations in the well. One possible source for mixing of waters 

could be water from the septic leach field. Other possibilities are 

water from irrigation of sod at the facilities, and construction-related 

sources. Both conditions could cause water to intercept the water from 

the sedimentation pond at a point upgradient from Well 7-2; however, such 

occurrences are speculative and would be difficult to verify.  

One item which has been investigated closely is the trend of nitrate in 

the well from July to September, 1980. The source of the elevated 

concentration of nitrate (100 mg/1) in July, 1980, has been difficult to 

identify because no waters which could be sources were found to contain 

comparable levels of nitrate. In a conversation with Jim Gallagher of 

WAMCO Labs in Casper, Wyoming, reasonable doubt was raised concerning the 

validity of this analysis. Mr. Gallagher suggested that a sample may 

have been collected for nitrate analysis with a bottle previously acidi

fied with nitric acid. Other possible sources of nitrate could be from 

septic sludge or fertilizer. However, the existence of such sources is 
not known.  

Conclusions 

Based on the preceding discussion, the most likely source of water in 

Well 7-2 is the sedimentation pond. This conclusion is supported by the 

following facts: 

"o Water in Well 7-2 is not similar to local ground
water quality or elevation.  

"o Water in Well .7-2 is closer in chemical composi
tion to water from the sedimentation pond than to 
water in tailings Cell 2.  

"o Chemical concentrations of some key components, 
such as chloride, should be similar in both 
Well 7-2 and its source. The concentration of 

chloride and sulfate is far too small in the well 

for tailings Cell 2 to be the source.  

"o The sedimentaion pond is directly upgradient from 
Well 7-2. The tailings cell lies between the well 

and the pond, and it is lined with an impermeable 
seal. The sedimentation pond is not lined and 
water can percolate into the subsurface where it 

could flow beneath the impermeable seal of the 
tailings and intercept Well 7-2 at depth.  

"o Changes in chemical composition between the 
sedimentation pond and the well water are attri
buted to chemical interactions between the ground
water and the geological material through which it
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o Changes in chemical composition between the 

sedimentation pond and the well water are attri
buted to chemical interactions between the ground

water and the geological material through which it 
flows. Dilution may change the levels of concen

trations by mixing of two waters, but another 

source of water in the immediate subsurface has 

not been verified.  

OVERALL SUMAY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Groundwater water quality data from pre-operational and operational 

(through February 1981) phases have been reviewed. No indication of 

local groundwater degradation attributable to the mill or tailings 

operation is evident from these data. Indications of a change in water 

quality in Well 3 are considered to possibly be the result of poor water 

supply to Well 3. However, the consistency of the concentrations measured 

recently may indicate that static conditions have been achieved.  

The possible sources of water in Well 7-2 were also evaluated. Results 

of the evaluation indicates that the most likely source is the sedimenta

tion pond (Baker Lake). The basis for this conclusion is the comparison 

of water quality data and the elimination of other known possible sources.  

The water quality comparison for Well 7-2 and the sedimentation pond as 

detector and source, respectively, is not exact and other unknown sources 

may be contributing or causing the detection occurrence of water in Well 

7-2.  

If you have any questions or wish to discuss any of these items, please 

contact us.  

Very truly yours, 

Corwin E. Oldweiler 
Project Engineer 

Roger L. Olsen 

Project Geochemist 

CEO:RLO:klg 

cc: H.R. Roberts, Energy Fuels 
D.K. Sparling, Energy Fuels
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TABLE 1 

WATER QUALITY PARAMETER COM)PARITSON 
WELL 7-2 and WELL 5(l)

PARAMETER 

PH 

Specific Conductance 

Alkalinity 

Hardness 

Total Dissolved Solids 
Solids

UNITS 

Standard Units 

micromhos/cm@25*C 

mg/l as CaC03 

mg/1 as CaC03

mg/l

WELL 7-2(2) 

JULY 1980 - SEPT 1980 
7.54±.17 

1389±137 

168±33 

600±63

1112±139

WELL 5(3) 

MAY 1980 - SEPT 1980 

7.60±.14 

2480±126 

376±114 

601±48 

2228±126

Major Ions 

"- Sodium 

SCalcium..  

Potassium 

Magnesium 

SChloride 

Sulfate 

Bicarbonate 

Carbonate 

Fluoride 

Nitrate 

Uranium

mg/1 

mg/ 1 
mg/l 

mg/1 
mg/l 

mg/1 

mg/1 

mg/i 

mg/l 
I'g/ 1

99±8 

160±7 

10±4 
49±11 

89±5 

502±48 

205±40 

0±0 

0.51± .21 
39±53 

24±19

468±24 
162±17 

18±4 

48±5 
57±4 

1140±120 

460±140 

0±0 

0.29±.08 

.07(4) 
8.5±1.0(5)

(1)Analyses were performed by WAMCO Lab of Casper, Wyoming.  

(2)Values are statistical means with standard deviations for a population of three 

data sets.  

S(3)Values are statistical means with standard deviations for a population of five 

data sets.  

(4)Average of two values.  

( 5 )Mean determined for four values.
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TABLE 2 

WATER QUALITY PARAMETER COMPARISON( 1 )

WELL 7-2

PARAMETER UNITS A(2 ) B(3)

MILL SITE 
SEDIMENTATION POND 

(BAKER'S LAKE) 

A(2) B(3)

TAILINGS 
CELL 2(3)

pH 
Specific Conductance 
Acidity 
Total Alkalinity 
Bicarbonate 
"Carbonate 
Chloride 
Nitrate 

-_ Ammonia 
Total Phosphate 
Sulfate 
Total Dissolved Solids 

Metals 
Arsenic 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Potassium 

L. Sodium 
Uranium 

Radionuclides 
Gross alpha 

Gross beta 
Ra-226

S.U.  
umhos/cm 
mg/1 CaCO3 
mg/1 CaCO3 
mg/l HC0 3 
mg/i Co3 
mg/l 
mg/i N03 -N 
mg/l N4 3 -N 
mg/l P0 4 -P 
mg/l 
mg/l@180"C

mg/l 
mg/l 
mg/1 
mg/i 
mg/I 
mg/i 

pCi/i 
pCi/l

Calculated Values 
Cat ions 
Anions 

Cat ions-Anions 
Cat ions +An ions

meq/1 
meq/1 

Percent

17.65 15.54 
17.33 11.07 

0.91 -16.8

ND - Not Detected 

(1)Analysis for samples taken on September 19, 1980; all parameters are dissolved unless 

otherwise indicated.  

(2)Analyses performed by WAMCO Labs; Well 7-2 dated October 21, 1981, WAMCO No. 1903; 

Baker Lake, dated October 13, 1980, WAMCO No. 1907.  

(3)Analyses performed by D'Appolonia water laboratory.  

(4)Total analysis.

7.56 
1454 

190 
232 

0 
83 

8 
ND 

3.7 
538 

1218 

0.004(4) 
164 

59 
9 

101 
20 

3.4 
1.8 
0.2

6.60 
1400 

<2 
175 
214 

0 
77 

.12 
2.2 

5.75 
250 

1150 

0.026 
155 
44 

4 
94 
28 

57.4 
7.4 

0.23

4.46 
2650 

14 
17 
0 

270 
2 

116 
0.72 
1108 
2281 

0.002(4) 
212 
100 

33 
250 
49 

22.0 
55.0 

3.6

4.00 
3700 

38 
0 
0 
0.  

250 
3.5 

0.16 
0.56 
1300 
2140 

0.174 
145 

72 
17 

190 
18 

1,700 
444.0 

2.1

1.10 
87000 

3800 
0 
0 
0 

2200 
24 

3.0 
160 

35000 
58100 

35.8 
90 

1800 
405 

1400 
87 

114,000 
74.0 

180

30.52 
30.94 

-0.68

21.85 
34.15 

21.9

223.7 
790.4 

55.9

e"
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

27-OCT-82

MNv IRoLoG IC SYSTEMS , xNCo

RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES'COLLECTED AT LOCATION?

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 
DATE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION? AURORAy CO

W82289 - I 
WELL tl 

08-31l82/ 850 
08-31-82/1400 
09-01482/ 900

W82289 - 2 
WELL t2 

00-31-82/1125 
08-31-82/1400 
00-01-82/ 900

W82289 - 3 
WELL t3 

09-31-82/ 950 
08-31-82/1400 
09-01-82/ 900

U82289 - 4 
WELL t4 

08-31-82/ 945 
08-31-82/1400 
09-01-82/ 900

W82289 - 5 
WELL *5 

08-31-82/1025 
08-31-82/1400 
09-01-82/ 900

W82289-6 
Added Well 
Sample 

10/21/82/850 
10/21/82/1301

*FIELD TEMPERATURE (DEG. C) 
*FIELD PH 

LAB PH (0 25 DEG, C) 
*FIELD COND. (uMHOS G 25 DEG* C) 

LAD COND. (uHHOS 9 25 DEG. C)

20,5 
7,8 
8,05 

140 
610

23.0 
8s4 
8,05 

130 
383

17,5 
8.6 
8.30 

130 
419

26.5 
8.1 
8,00 

130 
405

* 24.0 
8.8 
8,30 

140 
401

15.0 
4.5 
4.60 

3900 
4450

SVALUES SUPPLIED TO CORE LABORATORIES BY SAMPLE COLLECTION AGENT 

-- ALL VALUES REPORTED ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (MG./L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE 

Theme omn opinonsm or Weiporetions or bosed ao obseolons and maoerfit up'd by fth crent to wheom a for whose exchw ond connMf us. 04" mpat is made. T10e elo or CPmn"W% 

ewresed reprst t bet Wgme of Core Lebotorces Ic.. (ol ernor an omlsions ewcepoed: bui Cwo LaboatiAe Im an t officer and emvkpyw m smmn re oosiblity OMd make ono vworl49y or 
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27-OCT-82

ENVXROLOGXC SYSTEMS, INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO* 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS? 

GENERAL PARAMETERS

182289 - 1 
WELL t1

W82289 - 2 
WELL. f2

W82289 - 3 
WELL *3

W82289 - 4 
WELL $4

U82289 - 5 
WELL *5

W82289-6 
Added Well 
Sample

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC,) 
BICARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (604) 
CHLORIDE (Cl) 
TOTAL ALKALINITY (AS CaCO3) 
PHOSPHATE-TOTAL (P04-P) 
NITROBEN-KJELDAHL (TOTAL) 
NITRATE (N03-N) 
NITRITE (N02-N) 
SULFIDE (S) 
ORGANIC CARBON, TOTAL (TOC) 
inorganic Carbon, Total (TIC) 
Phosphate-Total (P04-P) ,Total

530 
303 
<1 
<0,5 
97.1 

8,01 
263 
<0,00 
<0.5 
<0,1 
0,00 

<0.1 
<1 
63.8 

0.0

(254 180 (1 
225 
<1 

<0,5 
22.6 

1 0.94 
192 

1 <0.01 <00.S 

0.1 
02 0.003 

<0.1 
<1 
48.5 

1 0.01

34 ) 280 (173 250 (1 
206 239 
<1 <1 
<0.5 <0.5 
63.8 3249 
7.06 1.06 

181 203 
<0.01 <0.01 
1.5 <0.5 
013 <0.1 
0,004 0,002 
0.7 <0.1 

16 2 
38.3 48.8 
0.02 0.01

51 ) 252 (1 
234 

<1 
<0.5 
30.5 
3.15 

201 
0.02 

<0.5 
0.1 
0.005 

<0*1 
<1 
47.4 
0.02

L48 ) 4890 (3421) 
6.14 

<1 
<0. S 

3185 
213 

22

1.1 
20.4 
0.027 

<0.01

*All data reported on a TOTAL basis unless.'noted otherwise 

*Thqese o.woes pinWon or 11OP1etotlons ome based on obsewvamon and nmtwerh supol by it'.c~ont ftowho.Ad for whose duve end coWnlirtil use. ft report is oade. The eropletaf on or somii 

eupesed epeset he es Iugmnlof ar Loorlores In. oH rrrsand omission enweped): bte Cor. Laboatreiis. lnc. Ofl hdI officers @n erplayeesasuw.0eonblt dma.noan ya 

i eprewM Iatin%. s to the productivity, poper operations or profialeness of any oIL Ms coal or vothr minerl. piarory. well or sand In conection with whuid such repel is used or refled upon.
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27-OCT-82

ENVXROLOGIC SYSTEMS "

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID? 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

TOTAL METALS

U82289 - 1 
WELL f1

RESULTS OF 
ON-SAMPLES 

96f2289 - 2 
WELL f2

WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

g82289 - 3 
WELL *3

.gS2289 - 4 
WELL f4

W82289 - 5 
WELL 05

W82289-6 
Added Well 
Sample

TOTALICALCIUM (Ca) 
TOTAL COPPER (Cu) 
TOTAL IRON (Fe) 
TOTAL MAGNESIUM (Mg) 
TOTAL MANGANESE (Mn) 
TOTAL POTASSIUM (K) 
TOTAL SELENIUM (Se) 
TOTAL SODIUM (Na) 
TOTAL VANADIUM (V) 
TOTAL ZINC (Zn)

36.0 
<0.01 
0.58 
2800 
<0.101 

7#0 .0,01 
<0.01 

69.0 
<0.5 

0,01

49.0 
<0,01 
0.35 

20.0 
<0.01 
'3.4 
<0.01 

7.2 
<0.5 

0006

33.0 
0.02 

7.80 
22,0 
0,14 
3.3 

<0.01 
33.0 
<0.5 

0079

45,0 
0.06 

0.56 
18.0 
<0.01 

3.5 
<0.01 
24,0 
<0.5 
0,04

13.0 
0,01 

0.15 
6.1 

<0.01 
1.6 

<0.01 

<0,5 
0.03

520 
<0.01 

2.38 
480 

3.90 
4.5 

170 

2.00

Thee olyw. opi•on• or I•o•eeto6moe om od am obsun'otlon ar moerel w by th c!let to whom and for whton eswse a c dmfe•thi use. • o Is mode. The mTrrtftn or opmnu.r 
ewprmwed irepraso the beo judgme*t of Core Laboratore I.. (ant errors aMd omslom nWcepted); but Core tabortries. Inc. and Ih offi rod employe, assume n repOnslffrdy emd mkole no wwmfty or 
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ENVXROL-OG XC SY ST EM S x N c

RESULTS OF WATER (lUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID! 
SAMIPLE REMARKS1 

RADIOCHEIIISTRY

W82289 - I 

WELL $1
U02289 - 2 
WELL *2

W82289 - 3 
WELL U3

W82289 - 4 
WELL f4

U82289 - 5 
WELL *5

>Gross Alpha (pCi/i) 

>(jross Beta (pCi/i)

1.6 ± 1.4 

6.2 ± 1.8

S.3 ± 2.2 

3.3 ± 1.7

2.0 ±1.3 

3.2 ±1.6

3.7 ± 1.9 

5.1 ± 1.7

3.3 ± 1.8 

1.9 ± 1.6

>--Denotes Paramieter Analyzed on a total basis 

Thes anfymoplnions r hweprettsonsmeboed onaobnevilomo and cata suppledby theclient %towhNt.an for whos e'ecluhe and confidentia use. f% report is made. The mn~er~e~aqon or o-OpmnOl 

express rep esent tOe be st udme of Coem Lcborcg~es Inc (off erwrsM and lomiios ewcceped): but Com Labcora ltoe. Inc. and ifts ofiei and emplyee. aummo njo rwMMoNs~fby and ,,iak. no worvonty or 

reprew !aion%. asto the productiity popr operations. or profitablenessofany oc4 go%, coot or c~her mhkwev& propetty. wefllor s6nd in e.meton with wwhid such reporisbused or relied upon.

F- F ~AY ICAL PEOIT_ 

27-OCT-62

F- I- -
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

JOB NO,6307-W83484 
COMPANY: ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, INC# 
JOB/GROUP REMARKSt

IDENTIFICATION
JAN 3 'I

IDENTIFICATION

1) MONITORING' 
WELL 1 

3) MONITORING 
WELL 3 

5) MONITORING 
WELL 5

2) MONITORING 
WELL 2 

4) MONITORING 
WELL 4 

6) MONITORING 
WELL 11 

8) MONITORING 
WELL 13 

10) CULINARY 
WELL

7) MONITORING 
WELL 12 

9 MONITORING 
WELL 20 

11) S9 COTTONWOOD 
CREEK

12) RUIN 
SPRINGS

-C, 1'

These analyses, opinions or inreqxetis are based on observations and material sumlied by the client to whom, and for who" excusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Loboratories. Inc. (an errno and omissions excepted); but Care Loboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no rsponsibility and make no wanranly or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or refied upon.

I . [ I F--- -- I ...
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29-DEC-83

ENERGY F tJ EL S NUCLEAR ,

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB HO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 
DATE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORAY CO

U93484 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL 1 
10-26-03/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

W93484 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL 2 
10-27-83/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

183484 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL 3 
10-26-83/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

U83484 - 4 
MONITORING 
WELL 4 
10-26-83/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

W83484 - 5 
MONITORING 
WELL 5 
10-27-83/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

UB3494 - 6 
MONITORING 
WELL 11 
10-26-83/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

LAD PH (9 25 deS. C) 
LAD COND. (as umhos/cm 

-- ALL VALUES REPORTED

7,89 
? 25C) 1680 

ON A DISSOLVED DASIS

7.72 7.49 
3560 5550 

(MG./L.) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

Thes omlys. opinions or i. mtepraIons am bosed on observatios and material swpplied by the client to whom. and for whose excusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors ond omissons excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees. assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations. as to the productiv"y", poper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, we"l or sand in connection with which such report is used or rerled upon.

INC.

7,71 
3700

7.96 
2840

8.21 
2600



F r .r-- r-F- I"R'm Ar'RA's)RI, ir"I 
ANALYTICAL REPORT

29-DEC-83

ENEFRGY FUELS NUCLEAR. INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION?

JOB NrO. 6307
SAMPLE IDt 
SAMPLE REMARKSt 

MAJOR CATIONS

U83484 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL 1

V83484 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL 2

983484 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL 3

183484 - 4 
MONITORING 
WELL 4

1483484 - 5 
MONITORING 
WELL 5

U83484 - 6 
MONITORING 
WELL 11

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (Mg) 
SODIUM (Na) 
POTASSIUM (K) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (me/i)

140 
54 

170 
61

( 6.99) 
(4.44) 
(7,39) 
(0o16) 
(18.99) 

(18.99)

310 
92 

500 
6.5

(15.47) 
( 7,57) 
(21,75) 
( 0,17) 
(44.96) 

(44.96)

450 
210 
80g 

21

(22,45) 
(17,28) 
(34.80) 
( 0.54) 
(75,08) 

(75.08)

430 
160 
320 

9,0

(21.46) 
(13.17) 
(13,92) 
( 0.23) 
(48.78) 

(48.78)

150 
41 

480 
7.0

( 7,48) 
( 3,37) 
(20.88) 

a0.18) 
(31,91) 

(31.91)

28 
6.7 

540 
5.0

( 1.40) 
( 0.55) 
(23.49) 
( 0.13) 
(25,57) 

(25357)

MAJOR ANIONS

BICARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (504) 
CHLORIDE (CI) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (me/i)

334*0 
<1 
<015 

675 
12,7

( 5,47) 
( 0,00) 
( 0.00) 
(14,05) 
( 0.36) 
(19,89) 

(19,88)

451.0 
<1 
<0,5 

1818 
5.1

( 7.39) 
( 0100) 
( 0.00) 
(37,85) 
( 0s14) 
(45.38) 

(45.38)

52440 
<1 
<0.5 

3226 
56.6

C(8.59) 
C0.00) 
(0,00) 
(67.17) 
(1.60) 
(77.36) 

(77.36)

464.0 
<1 
<005 

2034 
"35,8

( 7,60) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(42.35) 
( 1,01) 
(50,96) 

(50.96)

396.0 
<1 
<0.5 

1183 
46.8

( 6o49) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(24.63) 
( 1.32) 
(32.44) 

(32.44)

402.0 
<1 
<0.5 

922 
26.0

( 6.59) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(19,20) 
( 073) 
(26,52) 

(26o52)

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for.whose exclusive and confirential use, this report is mode. The interrations or opinions 
expressed re , esnt the best" dgment of Care Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Loboratories Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to th• produ"tvity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with whidh such report is used or relied upon.

I . . F - -..... . I ' . ...... .. . IF - -- [
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29-DEC-83

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR ;

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATIONI

JOB NO. 6307
SAHPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS! 

GENERAL PARAMETERS

U83484 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL 1 .

1183484 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL 2

W83484 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL 3

983484 - 4 
MONITORING 
WELL 4

W83484 - 5 
MONITORING 
WELL 5

W834B4 - 6 
MONITORING 
WELL 11

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC,) 
*TOTAL ALK* (PH 37 as CaC03)

1225 C 
289

1225) 2972 ( 
389

2957) 5127 ( 5026) 
457

3300 C 
401

3221) 2093 (2i06) 
339

*--FILTERABLE 

These anolyes opinios or interpretations ore bosed on observations ond material supplied by the client to whom. aind for whose exclusive and con'idential use. this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Care Laboratories, Inc. (oll errorsad oomissions excepted): but Core Loboratorie, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibilifyond make no warranty or 
representations, os to the productivity, proper operations, or profitoblmess of any oil, gos. coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

INC.

F

1697 C 
353

1729)
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

29-DEC-83

I1 I .. .. I . . . F

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, INC0

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION1

JOD HO. 6307
SAMIPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

DISSOLVED METALS

1V93484 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL I

983484 - 2 
MIONITORING 
WELL 2

V83484 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL 3

W83484 - 4 
MONITORING 
"WELL 4

W83484 - 5 
MONITORING 
WELL 5

983484 - 6 
MONITORING 
WELL 11

URANIUM (UJ308) 00003 0.009 
( 6(y16-

0.042 
1.• 'F o- I

0.001 0.001 
6') 7*1-/ ( 7 7k/-

These analyses, opinions or inteprieionor am bosed on obseriations and material supplied by the ent to whom, and far whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The initpetat or opinions 
expressed represent the best Wudgmnent of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees. assume no responsIblty and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the producivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

0.001 
(77v1r0 ff
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29-DEC-83

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR. INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY. ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID! 
SAMPLE REMARKS!

983484 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL 1

U83484 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL 2

U83484 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL 3

V83484 - 4 
MONITORING 
WELL 4

183484 - 5 
MONITORING 
WELL 5

V83484 - 6 
MONITORING 
WELL 11

DISSOLVED RADIOCHEHISTRY

GROSS ALPHA (pCi/L) 14 1 6 0.0 1 5.2 43 & 9 2.1* 4,7 0,2 1 3.0 0.0 1 2.5

These onalyses opiniom or interprmtaio re based on observat;os and material supplied by the dleMt to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The iftrpretation or opinion 
x'pressed represe the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissiom excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its offiers and employees, assume no responsilility and make no woamrty or 

re e tions, as to the productivity, proper operation, or prof'tableniess of any oil, gas, coal or other minrl. property. well or sand in connecion with whkh such report is used or relied upon.
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29-DEC-83

I v#" I . ..I . [- [ ( I f7 - --- I

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, INC0

RESULTS OF WATER CUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO* 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMIARKS! 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 
DATE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST! RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORAP CO

LAD PH (P 25 deg, C) 
LAD COND. (as ushos/cm 

"-ALL VALUES REPORTED

U83484 - 7 
MONITORING 
WELL 12 
10-27-83/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800 

7,47 
2 25C) 4000 
ON A DISSOLVED BASIS

U83484- 8 
MONITORING 
WELL 13 
10-27-83/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

U83484 - ? 
MONITORING 
WELL 20 
10-27-03/ 
11-01-83/1000 
11-02-83/ 800

CU' 
MEI 
10' 
11.  
11-

7.87 7.78 
4380 5770 

(MG,/L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

5484 -10 
INARY 

-26-83/ 
-01-83/1000 
-02-83/ 800 

8,20 
470

These onlyses, opinions or interetationm ore based on observations and material Supplied by the client to whom, arnd for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed eqpesn the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. ond its officers and employees, amsume no responsilility and make no warranty or 
representotions, as to the productivity, proper operations. or profidableness of any oil, gos, cool or other mineral, property, well or sond i cannertion with which such repoxt is used or relied upon.
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

29-DEC-83

f - f F . -- - I ....

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, INC.

RESULTS OF WATER OUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

MAJOR CATIONS

483484 - 7 
MONITORING 
WELL 12

183484 - 8 
MONITORING 
WELL 13

U83484 - 9 
MONITORING 
WELL 20

W83484 -10 
CULINARY 
"ELL

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (lg) 
SODIUM ("a) 
POTASSIUM (K) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (me/i)

530 
210 
290 

13

(26.45) 
(17,28) 
(12.61) 
( 0.33) 
(56o68) 

(56.68)

350 
100 
640 

%9,

(17.47) 
( 8.23) 
(27,84) 
( 0.25) 
(53,79) 

(53,79)

520 
210 
790 

21

(25,95) 
(17.28) 
(34,36) 
( 0,54) 
(78,13) 

(78.13)

46 
19 
17 

3,4

( 
( 
C 
C 
C

2#30) 
1,56) 
0074) 
0.09) 
4,69)

( 4.69)

MAJOR ANIONS

BICARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (804) 
CHLORIDE (Ci) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (me/1)

529.0 
<1 
(0,5 

2338 
53,9

( 8,67) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(48o68) 
( 1.52) 
(58o87) 

(58.87)

430.0 
<1 
<0.5 

2265 
41.2

( 7.05) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(47.16) 
( 1016) 
(55,37) 

(55,37)

532,0 
<1 
<0.5 

3250 
58.3

( 8.72) 
( 000) 
( 0.00) 
(67,67) 
(1,64) 
(78,03) 

(78,03)

255.0 
<1 
<0.5 
64 
0.6

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
(

4,18) 
0,00) 
0.00) 
1633) 
0,02) 
5053)

( 5.53)

These anolyes opiniom or interpetaions are based on obseratiom and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose excdusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretotions or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laborotories. Inc. (oll errors and omiions excepted); but Core Laboratoriesrn oand its officers and employees, assume no responsiblity and make no warroray or 
representations, os to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral. property, well or sond in connemion with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

"29-BEC-83

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEARP

I -- [ - - f ( - I .

INC.0

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO* 6307
SAMPLE IDI 
SAMPLE REMARKSt 

GIENERAL PARAMETERS

483484 - 7 
MONITORING 
WELL 12

U83484 - 8 
MONITORINI 
WELL 13

183484 - 9 
MONITORING 
WELL 20

U83484 -10 
CULINARY 
WELL

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC.) 
*TOTAL ALK, (PH 3,7 as CaC03)

3922 C 
453

3699) 3689 ( 3621) 
371

*--FILTERABLE 

These onolyses. opinions or iterpretationh are based on observations ond materiol supplied by the client to whom, ond for whose exclhsive and conridentiol use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgmernt of Core Laboratories Inc. (oal errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity. proper operations. or profotbleness of any oil, gas. coal or other minerol. property. well or sand in connextion with which such report is used or reried upon.

5156 C 
461

5115) 293 
221

( 278)
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ANALYTICAL REPORT
[ --, .... .. I .. I . I

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEARP INCo

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION?

JOB NO# 6307
SAMPLE IDI 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

DISSOLVED METALS

U93484 - 7 
MONITORING 
WELL 12

U83484 - 8 
MONITORING 
HELL 13

183484 - 9 
MONITORING 
WELL 20

URANIUM (U308) 00015 
AID

0,021 _q 

1,4. 47- KI

These anolyses. opinons or interpretions Ou e bosed on observationi and mteriaol supplied by the clent to whom. and for whose exclusive an confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expessed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (aUt errors and omissions excepted): but Core Loboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsrbflity and make no warranty or 
rer t ns, as to the product"riy, proper operation or profitbleness of any oil, gas, coal or othe mirneal, property, well or sond in conrnemion with which such report is used or relied upon.

29-DEC-83

W83484 -10 
CULINARY 
WELL

0.036 
a.41(10

0,001 
/0.?77 V' 10
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

29-DEC-83

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR ,

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPIES COLLECTED AT LOCATION$

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE IDI 
SAMPLE REMARIKSt

U83484 - 7 
MONITORING 
VELL 12

U83484 - 8 
MONITORINO 
RELL 13

983484 - 9 
HONITORIW 
WELL 20

DISSOLVED RADIOCHEMISTRY

GROSS ALPHA (eCi/L) 10 1 5 11 f 5 34 1 8 0,0 1

These onalyse opinions or imerpre.tpioet are based on observatiom and material suppried by the crient to whom. and for whose exckusive oand confidential use, this report is made. The interpretotiom or opinions 

expors represme the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility an make no warranty or 

representotions. as to the productivity. proper operations or profitableness of any oil, gas. coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

iNCo

W83484 -10 
CULINARY 
VELL

Ole

I . ... f' -... ... .- - 1, --- .. .. [ - .1 F -- - I -"
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JOB NO. :6307-WB2096 
COMPANY: ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, INC.  
JOB/GROUP REMARKS:

IDENTIFICATION

CoktN-LYTiCA•U L, RP R C.T ANALYTICAL. REPORT MAR 1 O1999.
CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

IDENTIFICATION

1) WELL NO. 1 
CULINARY

2) WELL NO, 2 
MONITORING

3) WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING 

Thee oaalyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and far whose exclusive and conf'idential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its off'icers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representotins, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitobleness of any oil, gos, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

I-.-



ANALYTICAL REPORT

26-APR-82

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEARP INC.

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS! 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 

'E/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORA, CO

W82096 - 1 
WELL NO. 1 
CULINARY 
04-07-82/ 
04-09-82/1045 
04-13-82/1050

W82096 -2 
WELL NO, 2 
MONITORING 
04-02-82/ 
04-09-82/1045 
04-13-82/1050

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING 
04-07-82/ 
04-09-82/1045 
04-13-82/1050

LAB PH (9 25 DEG. C) 7.70 7,50 
LAB COND. (uMHOS 0 25 BEG. C) 459 3402 
-- ALL VALUES REPORTED ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (HG./L.) UNLESS

7,36 
3630 

INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based an observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidentiol use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed. epresen the best judgment of Core Laborotories. Inc. (oil errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

I . . F .... I.......
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26-APR-82

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEARv INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON-SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

W82096 
WELL NO, 
CULINARY

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS* 

MAJOR CATIONS

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (Md) 
SODIUM (Na) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (men) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (men)

43*0 
22*0 
22.0

1 
1

( 
( 
( 
(

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO, 2 
MONITORING

2,15) 
1.81) 
0.96) 
4,92)

310 
88,0 

460

( 4.92)

(15,47) 
( 7.24) 
(20,01) 
(42,72) 

(42,72)

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO. 4 
MONITORING

420 
160 
330

(20,96) 
(13.16) 
(14,36) 
(48,48) 

(48,48)

MAJOR ANIONS

,..ARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (S04) 
CHLORIDE (Cl) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (men) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (mee)

249 ( 
<1 
<0.5 C 
40,7 ( 
2.46( 

C

4,08) 
0,00) 
0.00) 
0,85) 
0.07) 
5.00)

( 5100)

451 ( 7.39) 
<1 ( 0.00) 
<0.5 (- 0,00) 

1766 (36,77) 
6.94( 0.20) 

(44,36) 

(44.36)

These onalye. opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive ond confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors ond omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers anrd employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

renrns.ntntinn n% tn the 'rrcxlrtivitv nrnw nnerarins. r arifit'nbleness of any oil. oas. cool or other mineral. ropleuty. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

F -- F - - ---- F -- F F 1 CORE LABORATORIESINC.  
ANALYTICAL REPORT

451 
<1 
<0.5 

2056 
39,7

( 7,39) 
( 0100) 
( 0.00) 
(42.81) 
( 1.12) 
(51,32) 

(51o32)



26-APR-82

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR P

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE IDt.  
SAHPLE REMARKS: 

IERAL PARAMETERS

W82096 
WELL NO, 
CULINARY

1 
1

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC,) 
TOTAL ALKALINITY (AS CaC03)

390 (252 ) 2860 (2852 ) 3260 (3227 ) 
222 404 404

These oanalysf, opinions or interpretatioas ore based on obsetvations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. ond its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. coal or other mineral, property, well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

]INC.

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO. 2 
MONITORING

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO. 4 
MONITORING

C06: LA R i-O-" INC.  
ANALYTICAL REPORT

I " f - F -......-. . ( ... F - - F



* U F V
FCOkE LABORToikiES, iNC.  

ANALYTICAL REPORT

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION?

JOB NO& 6307
SAMPLE ID? 
SAMPLE REMARKS?

W82096 - 1 
WELL NO. 1 
CULINARY

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO* 2 
MONITORINS

JIOCHEMISTRY

LEAD 210 (pCi/) 
POLONIUM 210 (pCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (pCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (pCi/L) 
URANIUM (U30)-(uA/L)

3,9 :k 

7

294 0.6 1 0,7 

2

**--PRELIMINARY REPORT, RESULTS TO FOLLOW 

These onalye. opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material , supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretation or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (oil errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

ENEROY FUELS NUCLEARP

26-APR-82

INC .

U82096 - 3 
WELL NO 4 
MONITORING



.. I--- I r- F- r- [

ANALYTICAL REPORT

26-APR-82

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEARP INC.

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB HO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS? 

"AL RADIOCHEMISTRY

TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL

LEAD 210 (pCi/L) 
POLONIUM 210 (PCi/L) 
RADIUM'226 (pCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (pCi/L) 
URANIUM (U3O8)-(ud/L)

W82096 - 1 
WELL NO. 1 
CULINARY

0.5 i 0.5 

<1

**--PRELIMIHARY REPORT9 RESULTS TO FOLLOW 

Thene amlysm opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, fhis report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed. epresen! the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (oil errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and rmoke no warranty or 

representotions. as to the productivity. proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas. cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

F._ . ..

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO, 2 
MONITORING

182096 - 3 
WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING

F - F.... F- f-" _ F ---_



J .- -- F--; r-- F- 7t- LAk ROt"1O &S, rlrC. t wp-or I ANALYTICAL REPORT.

\'7�7Y C-.,

r -.. - [ . . .. I . .. . F. I

CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

JOB NO, 6307-W82094 
COMPANY: ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, INC# 
JOB/GROUP REMARKS!

IDENTIFICATION 

1) WELL NO. 7-2

IDENTIFICATION

2) SOUTH 
COTTONWOOD

3) WESTWATER 

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose excIusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.



ANALYTICAL REPORT 

22-APR-82

f I I I [ F

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR. INC -

RESULTS OF WATER OUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION*

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID? 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 

E/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST? RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORA, CO

W82094 - 1 
WELL NO. 7-2 

04-01-82/ 
04-07-82/1100 
04-08-82/1030

W82094 - 2 
SOUTH 
COTTONWOOD 
04-01-82/ 
04-07-82/1100 
04-08-82/1030

U82094 - 3 
WESTWATER 

04-01-2 / 
04-07-2 /1100 
04-08-2 /1030

LAD PH (0 25 PEG. C) 7.50 8.35 
LAD COND, (uMHOS @ 25 PEG. C) 1352 686 
-- ALL VALUES REPORTED ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (MG./L6) UNLESS

8.20 
1155 

INDICATED OTHERWISE

These anmlyses €iions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and conflidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represmet the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, os to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas. coal or other mineral, property. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.



*F--- ' r- F--- I ... F-7- F-

22-APR-82

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEARv "INC 0

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY. ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB HO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS! 

IERAL PARAMETERS

W82094 - 1 
WELL NO. 7-2

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC,) 
TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS 
BICARBONATE (HCO3) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (S04) 
CHLORIDE (Cl) 
TOTAL ALKALINITY (AS CaC03)

850 (875 

235 
<1 
<0.5 

380 
86*1 

210

) 410 (413) 
<4 

296 
<1 
<0,5 

114 
19.5 

270

710 (758 
5 

348 
<1 
<0,5 

258 
67.7 

303

These onalyses. opinions or interpretotons ore based on observations and .atereiol supplied by the clent to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidentiol use, this report is made. The interpretpins or opinions 
expres•d represent the best judgmen of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warroany or 
representations. as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gos. coal or other mineral, property, well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

W82094 - 2 
SOUTH 
COTTONWOOD

W82094 - 3 
WESTWATER

1~~ I'- oft7 rI( CO' 0 L k - R. k-1O09 riuS r4'IC.' 
ANALYTICAL REPORT



F F F� F I

ANALYTICAL REPORT 

22-APR-82

f I I t F�" I

ENE RGY FUELS NUCLEAR. INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOD NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS!

W92094 - 1 
WELL NO. 7-2

U82094 - 2 
SOUTH 
COTTONWOOD

W82094 - 3 
WESTWATER

"ALS

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (MA) 
SODIUM (Na)

160 
40.0 
93.0"

55.0 
36,0 
44,0

88.0 
24.0 

150

Thes analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observationm and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive ond confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity. proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.



ANALYTICAL REPORT 

22-APR-82

F I r .. F..

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAI�r INC*

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMIPLE ID* 
SAHPLE REGARKS:

W82094 - I 
WELL NO, 7-2

W82094 - 2 
SOUTH 
COTTONWOOD

U82094 - 3 
WESTWATER

:IOCHEfISTRY

LEAD 210 (PCi/) 
POLONIUM 210 (PCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (pCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (pCi/L) 
URANIUM (U3O8)-(uA/L)

** 
** 
** 
** 
25

**--PRELIMINARY REPORT, RESULTS TO FOLLOW 

These anolit, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representoions. as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral. property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.



r-- .- w- -7 Fr i F_ FrC6: LANLRYTICALREs, 6RC.  
ANALYTICAL REPORT

F I

22-APR-82

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEARP INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION*

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

rAL RADIOCHEMISTRY

U82094 - 1 
WELL NO. 7-2

W82094 - 2 
SOUTH 
COTTONWOOD

W82094 - 3 
WESTWATER

TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL

LEAD 210 (eCi/L) 
POLONIUM 210 (pCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (pCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (pCi/L) 
URANIUM (U3O8)-(ug/L)

** 
** 
** 
** 
18

2* 

t* 
** 

2

**--PRELIMINARY REPORT, RESULTS TO FOLLOW 

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed rpresent the best udgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibirity and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.



WANIc, LAE

c. U. Box 2953 - Casper-- WY E2 D"

AAY$I=S R•'EPoRT

~~ Well Apo.)

S , N- . ; • .- d 

-: 4.

":otei .CYiN.-,'eC$ Socsl~d% COa i m (Ca) 

Oh~ ~~ 1 rc 'il Cae-bate (903! 

Bicar-bonte (HC(3) 

pH, U ni/t.s' 

Conductivit, uMhofr.../ 25 C 

Majo.- Cati cnIS MillieIujv.  

Major An J.:r, s il i j e1iuiv

AbsolJte Vaue-h Chared Bal.  

Amm..onia (a+H3 as N') 
Nitrate (NOa as N) 
Nitrite (N02 as N" 

F ccrice cre 

"Tt& p A n intr• i as CC,3 
cita Hr.dres:. s as:- C,;zC C,2"

B orr.cA , r. (F
41 , zrr,,..un': (.-l, 2 

,3 r-fi.ur. Z A .• 

-• • ."I . ... ..  

F. -. a r i r.

r- ! , . . s 

-, -. . .. . . *• .  

-.• .- 4 . " ; .. " 

"" .r : : .  

• t •UCC".-

2.70 

14 

`42 

6 3 
13 

0 

325 

7.25 

19.37 
19.12 

0.65 

0.45 
<.05 
<.001 
0..51

".267 

<.•12 

K. 6 

. 5 

r -.

2769 

26.  

325 
244 

447 

7.17 

345C' 

42,07 

42t. 71 
-. 75 

0.43 

0. 40

367 
10( 28S

00. 1( 

• ::. 0,02 

"0 01 

(5:. (42.' 

05 

0.rsc

-c m '

4990 
757 

58 
481 

2:00 

64 

464 

6.73 
5100 

6.79 

75.57 

0.16 

0.20 
<.001 
Z,57

362

<.l0 

04.  

c2, 

C" 

4." 0 • 

6.[•• 
< C(5

3228 
340 

417 
177 

'920 
42 

0 

433

2273 
490 

22 

200 
83 

1260" 
51 

0 
354

7.77 7.32 
370< 3050

50.97 
49.97 
0.99 

0.92 
0.22 
<.00 1 
0.45

354 
1768 

0.2-3 
<. : 0 

<. * 10 

<. 01 
(5.07 
<. 05 

0:. 82 

C,... 021 
0,. ,•".  

< I V 

K". 8:5

Z5. 15 
34. 46 

0. 56 

<. 10 
07. 93 
0.05 
0.74

290 
716 

i0 

0002 

0c4.2 • ..

L-� N 4

a.. -. 6

5



F. c. Box:2~3-Cai'r Wy -E=260'2; 

A I A..YSIS RFCýRT

N

5.9 6.0 

10. 7-' 2 2' C 

Chem i O>C's:Den E. 0C) 3 

Cl,1. arid EGrea:Fe 0.2 0. 17. 03.  
ory 25

Gposs Alpha. pCi/L + re 
Giross Bela pCi/u. 

Reidiumn-2-26 pCi/L+-P.  
Thoriurni--<Z pC.L '-C 

LA~d 2~rCiS/L ~

=022-1 

F 2- 4

14i'

1.5-1. 3.-"-2.34.5-+--2.5 '-.5+-1.5 7.5-1--2.3 

6.3-4-3. 1 14-1-3.5 22+-3.9 5.4+-3.1 12+-3.4

3.+-1. 2 

7Z.

1.6+-. 6 

6

i..i+-.5 1.0+-.5 0.9+-.5 
I~5'-.5'0.8+-.5 1.7+-.9 

~7+ 0S+- -6 .. 3 -. s

1- 2 S- E-*2

127, 
<. 0 

4.56 

11.70 

<1 

7 
01.  
53

Sample Description.:



WAMCC) L.AE

P. .Bo 29t3 - Casper-' Wy i 2.AS0 2 

ANiALYS.?IS REPORT

,- ':~J '.~i irr~p.~.-L ~ ~:: ~ N'4-

Ir D s s.n IvdSids 

c! rium (Ca) 

BCArbonate (CO-3) 

Husiro>:±de (OH) 
PHI Units 
Ceornductivits; uMhos/cm 25 C 

Majo:r Cation~s, Millieciuiv.  
_Major- Anioins- Millie~quiv.  

Ammonia (M-13 as N) 

Nlitratlc f-403 as N) 

Nitrite (N02 as. N)j 
iLFloridce (P) 

Total Aekalin-itv as. Ca'CO3 

L , ýý -dr~r~ .7. !.;-1: 

C rur.: C!1 

y :i 

u -. ,

6 (7-2) 

951 
97 

435 

1275 

lm. 69 
15. 44 
0.60a 

<. 10 
< . 0 5 

O<.00I 
05 i

0 1.  

CI.:.  

"NC.

D-'7t-- - M-sf-ch 30- lcý=7.

N C, - 3 U71 ;:: 5-



F c. E2.0,: 2 95 3 - C;=-: Yi ?2 6 -22 

ANALYSIS PEPPORT

:A.TE~ Me-ch >:S

te r1 7~' 0r 2 S ~z~whr e' 

a~~ ~ ~ ~ L.7 !N' -2) 

h C. P s P Prl 2.e . -l 

Stronrtiumn (Sr-) 2. 621 

Total Ornanic Canbon (TOC) 6 

Oil1 and Grease 2 

T~otal Suspended -Sol idis 16

Grossi Alphra c'Ci/L. 4-Pt-eC 

Gross Bete pCi/L +-Prec 

Radium-226 pCi/L +-Pr-cc 

_Thoriurn-230 pCi/L +-Precc 

Lead-210 pCi/L -f- Precc 

Pol oriurr 210 pCi/L- +i- Pi-ec

5+-I * S 
3., 6+-3. 0 

0. 94--.6 
* 2+-i * 1 

0. 6+-..5

Sample Description: 

3028-6 #7 1-27--e2

Ene-Rlý Fsj,ý,ts 7.!-:.:.



P. 0). Box 2953 - Casper, WY 82602 

ANALYSIS REPORT

Ener.y Fuel s N.cl =ear Inc. DATE: M.,-ch 70, :8.

5pmI.;*le tvpe Water W. 0. No. 3026

Araivs in.r Muiil-,- " er' Li t r' e::-c.,ept wher.er Noted

3 4

Total Dissolved SoidS 1199 
_ S,,dium (Ne) 170 

PCotassiurm (K) 14 
Ce. cium (Ca) 142 
1Macnesium (Ms) 55 

Sulfate (804) 613 
Chiroride (CI) 13 

Carbor•ate (CO3) 0 

SBicarbcnate (HC03) 325 

Hydroxide (OH) 
pH, Units 7.25 

Condu',tivitv uMhos/cm 25 C 1450

Major- Cations, Milliequiv.  

Major Anions, Milliequiv.  
Absolute Value, Charsed Bal.

Ammronia (NH3 as 
SNitrate (NO3 as 

Nitrite (N02 as 
Floride (F)

N)

"Total AIkalinitu as CaC03 
Total Hardness as CaCO3 

S B,:r-or, (B) 

Aluminum (Al) 
Arsenic (As.) 

L Bitr-iun (.a) 
C*-.flv urn (: C,' ) 

L r :,(Fe 
LeE.d (Pb) 

0ar6ese (M PE) 

L -- Cir:. .-.u j " £

*•. i e rf : " jr'• . (['Ic' 

...'r-ariur (U3C'8) PPEB

19.37 
19. 12 

0.65 

0.45 
<. 05 
<. 001 
0.51

2769 4990 
483 757 

26 58 
325 481 

244 229 

1595 3100 
E 64 

0 0 
447 464

7.17 
3450 

42.07 
42.71 

-. 75 

<. 10 
0.43 

<. 001 
0.40

267 367 
581 1028

0.25 

<.001 
10 

0,02 

.67 
0 

0202 
0<. 05 

1. 20 

<1

0.25 
<.10 

001.  
<10 

<. IV) 
002 

<. 0 

0.02 
<.05 
&•. 16 

S0. 0c2 

3 
"- .0

6.73 
5100 

76.79 
75.57 
0.80 

1.16 
0.20 
<. 001 
0.57

382 
2141

<. 10 

C,004 <.10 

K. O04.  

0.04 
K. 05 
2.07 
<.0002 

<. 02: 

L. 05s 
(.0 

6 
<.10

3228 
340 

32 
417 
177 

1920 
42 

0 
433 

7.07 
370<

50.97 
49.97 

0.99 

0.92 
0.22 
<.001 
0.45

354 
1768 

0.26 

<.001 

0. 10 
.<.00 
(. 01 

<.01 

0.07 
<.05 
2.63 

-<0002 

0.049 

-<10

CC' A 1AY:

S r, p 's _,- I,-

2273 
490 

2:2 
200 

63 
1260 

51 
0 

354 

7.32 

3050

35. 15 
34.48 

0.96 

<. 10 
0.93 
0.05 
0.74

290 
718 

0.11 
<..10 
<. ICAI 

10 

0Z.2 

::: '?.. i 

A.,

!

WAMCO LAB.



WAMCO LAS 

P. 0. Box 2953 -- Casper, WY 82602 

ANALYSIS REPORT

DATE" Mprch 31t 1q98
COMPANY:

3anple type Water
W. 0. No. 3028

Anal ~sis in Milligrams per Liter- except where Noted

*Sample No.  

Redox Potential 
SPhopsphorus as P 

Silica (Si02) 
Strontium (Sr) 

Uranium (U308),Dissolved 

Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 

Chemical Ox9gen Demand BOD 

Oil and Grease 
Total Suspended Solids 

Gross Alpha pCi/L +- Prec 

Gross Beta pCi/L +- Prec 

Radium-226 pCi/L +- Prec 

Thorium-230 pCi/L +- Prec 
Lead 210 pCi/L +- Prec 

Polonium 210 pCi/L +- Prec

1 

143 
<.01 
4.40 

10.7 'I.7 

<1 
.1 
36

3

140 
<.01 

6. 10 
21.20 

3 
3 

5 
0.2 

42

126 
<.01 

5.90 
8.80 
4 

4 
1 

0.1 
30

4 

126 
<.01 

6.00 
1i.90 

1 
1 
3 

03.  
25

5 

127 

<. 90 
4.9Ae 

11.70 
<1 

3 
7 

01.  
53

1.5+-1.5 3.0+-2.3 4.5+-2.5 1.5+-1.5 7.5+-2.3 

6.3+-3.1 14+-3.5 22+-3.9 5.4+-3.1 12+-3.4

0.8+-. 5 
0. 8+-. 5 
1.3+-i1.2 
0. 9+-. 7

1.6+-. 6 

1.2+-i. 1 

1. 1+-.8

1.1+--.5 1.0+-.5 0.9+-.5 
1.5+-.9 0.8+-.5 1.7+-.9 

1.8+-1.3 0.9+--1.1 1.0+-1. i 

1.3+-.8 0.8+-.6 1.3+-.S

Sample Description: 

3o28-1 #1 1-28-82 
3028-2 #2 1-26-82 
3028-3 #3 1-27-82 

S302e-4 #4 1-26-82 
3029-5 #5 1-26-S2

I

Ener-gy Fut:?1s F:J l • inc.
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F ----- ... " [ - I- l - ...... F - I

ANALYTICAL REPORT

CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

.JOB NO. 6307-'2.26 38 
COMPANY: ENERGY FUEt.S NUCLEAR, INC.  

,JOB/GR(RUI" REMARKISt

I D E M T i F I Ch T 10 MI IDENTIFICATION

1.) M{0N I TO PTMGs 
t! .1.. 0: R.I 

.3) MONITOR~ir!t 
t,,'i":L.LL t'" 

5 ) MO0 .l I T OF: .1 G.U 
W F. L. 1 1: t

2) MONITORING 
WELL f2 

4) MONITORING 
WELL 1:4 

6) MONITORING 
WELL SOUTH

These onalyses, opinions or interpretations am based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (afn errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations, as to the productivity. proper operations, or prolitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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03-SEP-82

Ei."-;E.3'uY' FU.)ELS NLICLI.EAR •, INC .

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307

SAMPLE ID': O':.)MF'IE REMARKS! 

,TE/TiME SAMVI.E: 
fiArI1 /T XE RECEIVED 
DA CE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMISY : RIF/DERH 
LOCATIO•I, AURORA, CO

W82268 - I 
MONITORING 
WELL tl 
08-04-82/ 
00-09-82/1000 
OP-10-82/1000

WB82268 - 2 

MONITORING 
WELL t2 
08-03-82/ 
08-09-82/1000 
08-10-82/1000

W82268 - 3 

MONITORING 
WELL $3 
08-05-82/ 
08-10-82/1000 
08-10-82/1000

WB2268 - 4 

MONITORING 
WELL t4 
08-05-82/ 
08-10-82/1000 
08-10-82/1000

W82268 - 5 

MON1TORING 
WELL. f5 
08-03-82/ 
08-09--82/1000 
08-10-92/1000

Lri PH (@. 25 DEC-, C) 7.82 
LAP COND, (uiMiOS @ 25 PEG, C) 1570 
-. ALL VAI.UES REPtIRIEi OtN A I:SSOLVED BASIS

7,70 7,50 
3340 5170 

(MG,/L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These anolyses. opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive ond conf'idential use. this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitobleness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral. property, well or sand in connertion with which such report is used or relied upon.

082268 - L 

MON IfORING 
WELL SOUTH 
08-05-82/ 

013-10-81/1000

7.80 
3380

0,01 
2790

ANALYTICAL REPORT

51?Q
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03-SEP-82

FE i"! E R GC) "s FLUELS NUCLEAR s.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:.

Jbt NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID* 
CZAMPL.E REHARKS:

W82268 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL fl

W82268 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL f2'

hAG3NES!lJf I.i:,tt 
sorl filM (Ca) 

SUiM (IF MAJOR CAfIONIS (flOo) 

StiUM 0i1- f0I1AL.. C('!I"iW.iS (vime) 

.)FR ANIONS

130 ( 6.49) 
51"0 ( 4.20) 

160 ( 6,96) 
(17.65)

320 
91.0 

470

(17. 65)

(15.97) 
(7,49) 
(20.45) 
(43.91) 

(43.91)

480 (23.95) 
210 (17.27) 
750 (32.63) 

(73.85)

(73.85)

420 (20,96) 
170 (13,98) 
340 (14,79) 

(49,73)

(49.73)

BI;ARO:Nl•il- (41C03) 
CAROf1iNATE (C03) 
WIYlif-OXIDlE (01-1) 

SUI.FATE (904) 
SlOF..I NAORE (CI) 
SlUHi OF MIAJOR Ar!itI5l

31? 
<1 

<0.5 
662 

12,4

(i, ec)

b.i OiF' TOTAL 0i410Hi.S (weu)

5,23) 
0.00) 
0.00) 

.13.78) 
(0,35) 
(19.36) 

(19,36)

450 ( 7,38) 
<I ( 0.00) 
<0,5 ( 0,00) 

1788 (37,22) 
6,27(-'0,18) 

(44.78) 

(44,78)

These anolyses. opinions or interpretations ore bosed on obsevations and material suppr•ed by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use. this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted)f but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the produdivity, proper operations, or profitobleness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral. prop , well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

INC *.

W82269 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL *3

U82268 - 4 
MOJNIiORING 
WELL 11

I'J82268 -5 

MON] TORINIBG 
WELL. 15

002268 - I 
MONIrORII'G 
WELL SOUTH

170 
48,0 

470
( 3,95) 

(20,45) 
(32,.88; 

( ." -,L CJ -

(32.43) 
J7.8)

426 
<1 
<0.5 

66,7

450 
<1 
<0 5 

2047 
43 1

(6,98) 
(0,00) 
(0,00) 
(66,31) 
(1.88) 
(75417) 

(75,17)

372 

55,.0

(7.38) 
( u.00) 

0,00) 

(42.62) 
( 1.22;' 
(51.22) 

(51.22)

(6.10) 
( 0.00) 

(26.97) 
(1.55) 
(3.162• 

(t'i L')')

.25 6... 8) 
0.0o) 

(6,.31) 

1 1,87: 

(75,16)

I'A.JOP, CATIONS



03-SEP-82

EINERGY F-EIL_ S NUCLEAR I NC .  

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE In: 
cAMPLE. REMARKIS 

GENERAL PARAf'EiEI•

W82268 -- I 
MONITORING 
WELL tl

W82268 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL *2

W82268 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL #3

W82268 - 4 
MONITORING 
WELL t4

W82268 - 5 
iONUITOR ING 
WELL. *5

W82260 - 6 
HONITORINU 
WELL SOUl H

TOTAL DISSOLVED' SOLIDS (CALC>) 
TOIAL ALKALINITY iAS Cat;03)

1238 
276

(1171 ) 2996 
389

(2895 ) 5388 
371

(4900 ) 3546 
389

(3241 ) 2264 
3-224

(2221 ) 5276 (4900

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Loborotories, Inc. (oll errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

presentations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connertian with which such reporl is used or relied upon.

)

'-- --CO~u LAoDRI'iOI-uc3, , Imc 
ANALYTICAL REPORT
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

03-SEP-82

I . . .l... . .. r .. . F, -[. ..

E N E Ir- G Y SU-E L. N Ui C t- LE. A % INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAIVLE ID! 
'•AMPLE REMARKS! 

RADIiOCHlEIISINR•

LEAf) 210 (rCii .  

POLONIUM 210 (rCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (;UiiL) 
THORIUM 230 (pti/L) 
URANIUM (U3O8)-(ku/L)

W82268 - 1 
MONI'TORIN6 
WELL $1

0. 0 
0.3 
0.7 
0,2 

<1

I 
1:

3.5 
0,5 
0,,2 
Q .8

W82268 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL t2

0.0 
0.0 
1.5 
2,0 
4

3.5 
0.0 
0.2 
1,2

W82268 - 3 
MONITORING 
WELL #3

010 
0,3 
1.2 
0,2 

13

3.5 
0.3 
0.2 
0.9

U82268 - 4 
MONIHORING 
WELL t4

0.0 
0.2 
1,0 
0.3 

<1

3,5 
0. *!, 
0,2 
0.9

W82268 - 5 
OlII'TORING 

IJELL 15

id. 4 0,3 
0.1 
0,2 

<'1

i -3 7 
0,3 

0.1 
0,8

W82268 - 6 
MUNITOI'INO 
FIELL SOUTH

02 

2''' 0 .2, 
1.2

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based an observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use. this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (oll errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations, as to the productiv, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas. cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.



JOB NO,:6307--W82096 
COMPANY, ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR? INC# 
JOB/GROUP REMARKS:

IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATION

1) WELL NO, 1 
C UL LI MARY

2) WELL NO, 2 
MONITORING

3) WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING 

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material suppflied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

-..... LA*B.R.AO1 ... S, INC.  
-C b' ANALYTICAL REPORT 

"CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

I .. ... .... I . ... I ... . -- F - I ...
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ENERGY FUJELS NUCLEAR t ,

7-MAY-82 

INC*

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO6 6307
SAMPLE IDO 
SAMPLE REMARKS? 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 

TE/TIME RECEIVED 
hATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORA! CO

W82096 - 1 
WELL NO. I 
CULINARY 
04-07-82/ 
04-09-82/1045 
04-13-82/1050

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO, 2 
MONITORING 
04-02-82/ 
04-09-82/1045 
04-13-82/1050

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING 
04-07-82/ 
04-09-82/1045 
04-13-82/1050

LAB PH (2 25 DEG, C) 7.70 7.50 
LAB COND* (uMHOS @ 25 DEG# C) 459 3402 
-- ALL VALUES REPORTED ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (MG./L.) UNLESS

7.36 
3630 

INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Loboratories, Inc. (an errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property. well or sand in connertion with which such report is used or relied upon.



ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR v

7-MAY-82 

INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

,..,JOR CATIONS

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (Mg) 
SODIUM (Na) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (mec) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (mea)

W82096 - 1 
WELL NO, 1 
CULINARY

43.0 
22,0 
22.0

( 
( 
( 
(

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO* 2 
MONITORING

2,15) 
1.81) 
0.96) 
4.92)

310 
88,0 

460

( 4.92)

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING

(15,47) 
(7*24) 
(20,01) 
(42.72) 

(42.72)

420 (20.96) 
160 (13.16) 
330 (14,36) 

(48,48) 

(48,48)

MAJOR ANIONS

ARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (S04) 
CHLORIDE (Cl) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (mea) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (mea)

249 ( 
<1 ( 
<0,5 ( 
407 ( 
2,46( 

(

4.08) 
0.00) 
0.00) 
0.85) 
0.07) 
5,OOY

( 5.00)

451 ( 7,39) 
<1 ( 0.00) 
<0.5 ( 0100) 

1766 (36,77) 
6.94( 0.20) 

(44.36) 

(44,36)

These onolyses, opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and conf'dential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (oil errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool *or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

451 
<1 
<0,5 

2056 
39,7

( 7,39) 
( 0,00) 
( 0.00) 
(42.81) 
( 1.12) 
(51,32) 

(51.32)

F- - --~ --F I- -- IE o LkOR iO it:S:, rC..  
ANALYTICAL REPORT
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ANALYTICAL REPORT
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7-MAY-82

ENER6Y FUE'.JLS NUCLEAR, IN C .  

RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS!

W82096 
WELL NO.  
CULINARY

1 
1

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO. 2 
MONITORING

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING

IERAL PARAMETERS

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC0) 390 (252 
TOTAL ALKALINITY (AS CaCO3) 222

2860 (2852 ) 3260 (3227 ) 
404 404

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitobleness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ANALYTICAL REPORT
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR.

7-MAY-82 

TINC *,

RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS:

W82096 - 1 
WELL NO, I 
CULINARY

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO. 2 
MONITORING

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO, 4 
MONITORING

)IOCHEMISTRY

LEAD 210 (PCi/) 
POLONIUM 210 (pCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (pCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (pCi/L) 
URANIUM (U3O8)-(uA/L)

0.5 
2.0 
0,6 
0,0 
7

1,2 
1.0 
0.2 
0.5

0.9 
0.6 
1,0 
0.0 
2

1.0 
0.7 
0.2 
0.3

These anolyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretaoins or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its off icers and employees, assume no responsibility and molie no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity. proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

7-MAY-82

ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR .

1 .. . f I � FT

INC P .

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION'

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS' 

"AL RADIOCHEMISTRY

TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL 
TOTAL

LEAD 210 (PCi/L) 
POLONIUM 210 (pCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (pCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (PCi/I.) 
URANIUM (U3OB)-(u9/L)

W82096 - 1 
WELL NO, 1 
CULINARY

Ito 
0,5 

0.2 
0.6 

<1

:1:

W82096 - 2 
WELL NO, 2 
MONITORING

W82096 - 3 
WELL NO* 4 
MONITORING

1,0 
0.5 
0,2 
1,4

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral. property, well or sand in connertion with which such report is used or relied upon.
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CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

JOB NO,* 6307-W82100 
COMPANY: ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, INC, 
JOB/GROUP REMARKS: MONITORING WELLS

IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATION

1) WELL NO. 1 2) WELL NO* 3

3) WELL NO. 5 

These analyses, opinions or interpretations oe based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Loboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral. property. well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR, 
MONITORING WELLS

6-MAY-82 

"rNC. *

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION?

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID' 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 
"TE/TIME SAMPLED 

_..rE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORAi CO

W82100 - I 
WELL NO, 1 

04-13-82/ 
04-16-82/1100 
04-19-82/ 900

W82100 - 2 
WELL NO. 3 

04-13-82/ 
04-16-82/1100 

.04-19-82/ 900

W82100 - 3 
WELL NO, 5 

04-13-82/ 
04-16-82/1100 
04-19-82/ 900

LAB PH (@ 25 DEC. C) 
LAB COND, (uMHOS @ 25 DEG, 
-- ALL VALUES REPORTED ON A

7,70 7.20 7,80 
C) 1635 5489 3275 
DISSOLVED BASIS (MG,/L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses. opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose excchsive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (aln errors nd omissions excepted): but Core Laboratores, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

- 0OIAN LYTICRAiORTE, I6%.  
ANALYTICAL REPORT
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ENERGY 
MONITORING WELLS

FUELS NUCLEAR.

6-MAY-82 

"rNc

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID' 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

MAJOR CATIONS

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (Mg) 
SODIUM (NH) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (mea) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (men)

W82100 - 1 
WELL NO, I

140 
50,0 

190

( 6,99) 
( 4,11) 
(8,26) 
(19,36) 

(19.36)

W82100 - 2 
WELL NO. 3

470 
250 
790

(23.45) 
(20.56) 
(34.36) 
(78,37) 

(78.37)

W82100 - 3 
WELL NO, 5

220 
55.0 

510

(10,98) 
( 4,52) 
(22.19) 
(37,69) 

(37.69)

MAJOR ANIONS

BICARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (S04) 
CHLORIDE (Cl) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (men) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (men)

325 
<1 
<015 

697 
11.7

( 533) 
0100) 

(0.00) 
(14.51) 
( 0,33) 
(20,17) 

(20,17)

472 
.<I 

<0.5 
3239 

64,3

( 7,74) 
( 0,00) 
(0.00) 
(67o44) 
( 1,81) 
(76,99) 

(76.99)

358 
<1 
<0,5 

1518 
50,0

( 5,87) 
( 0100) 
( 0.00) 
(31,60) 
( 1,41) 
(38,88) 

(38,88)

These onolyses, opinions or rpretations am based on obsemations and moterial supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (oil errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations, Os to the productivt, proper operations, or profitableness of any oiq, gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

ANALYTICAL REPORT
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ANALYTICAL REPORT 

6-MAY-82

f I. It - . 1.

ENERGY 
MONITORING WELLS

FUELS NUCLEAR. I N C a

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION?

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

udERAL PARAMETERS

W82100 - 1 
WELL NO. 1

W82100 - 2 
WELL NO, 3

W82100 - 3 
WELL NO, 5

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC.) 
TOTAL ALKALINITY (AS CaC03)

1269 
286

(1248 ) 5193 
416

(5045 ) 2575 
323

These analyses. opinions or interpretations am based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose excusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Ltaoratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assuve no responsibility and mohe no warranty or 

representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. coal or other mineral. property, we" or sand in connec'tion with which such report is used or relied upon.

(2528 )
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ENERGY 
MONITORING WELLS

FUELS NUCLEtFAR

6-MAY-82 

"I"NC *

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION?

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE IDI 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

....JIOCHEMISTRY

LEAD 210 (pCi/) 
POLONIUM 210 (pCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (PCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (pCi/L) 
URANIUM (U3O8)-(u9/L)

W82100 - 1 
WELL NO, 1

060 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
2

i 
i

W82100 - 2 
WELL NO, 3

1.1 
0.6 
061 
1.0

1.3 
0.8 
0.5 
0,0 

35

1,2 
.1,0 
0.1 
0,2

W82100 - 3 
WELL NO, 5

0,0 
0,4 
0,3 
0.0 
4

11 
007 
0.1 
0.4

These onalyses, opinions or interpretftions are based on oaservations and material spr~ied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expresed represent the best iudgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (al errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsiblity and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper opeaIons or profitobleness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral, property, w6II or sand in connecion with which such report is used or relied upon.
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CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

JOB NO.:6307-WB2438 
,OMPANY: ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR INC.  
JOB/GROUP REMARKS!

IDENTIFICATION

[ F I I F-- � 

4.) fr 
C 

� .� 1q 
I 1\

IDENTIFICATION

1) MONITORING 
WELL #4

2) MONITORING 
WELL #5

These analyses, opinians or interpretations re mbased on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (an errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, os to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gos, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID* 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 
DATE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST! RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORA, CO

W82438 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL f4 
12-10-82/ 
12-16-82/1427 
12-17-82/ 830

W82438 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL f5 
12-13-82/ 
12-16-82/1427 
12-17-82/ 830

.AB PH (@ 25 deg# C) 
-AB COND, (as umhos/cno 
-- ALL VALUES REPORTED

7,60 8.02 
e 25C) 3320 2610 
ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (MGs/L.) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses. opinions or int etotions ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and conf•dential use, this report is mode. The interpret!tions or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgmient of Core Laboratories. Inc. (oil enor and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no wmrnty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral. property, well or sand i connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR INC.  

RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

1AJOR CATIONS

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (Mg) 
SODIUM (Na) 
POTASSIUM (K) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (me/i)

W82438 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL f4

420 
190 
334 
9.2

(20.96) 
(15.64) 
(14,53) 
( 0,24) 
(51.37) 

(51.37)

U82438 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL #5

143 
40 

431 
7o4

C: 7.14) 
( 3,29) 
(18.75) 
( 0.19) 
(29,37) 

(29.37)

MAJOR ANIONS

BICARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (604) 
CHLORIDE (Cl) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (me/i)

453,0 
<1 
<0#5 

1979 
36.0

( 7o42) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(41,20) 
(1.02) 
(49,64) 

(49,64)

377.0 
<1 
<015 

1182 
47.1

(6,18) 
( 0.00) 
( 0,00) 
(24.61) 
(1,33) 
(32.12) 

(32,12)

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are hosed on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use. this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and moke no warranty or 

representations. as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas. coal or other mineral, property, welt or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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:NERGY FUELS NUCLEAR INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

ENERAL PARAMETERS

W82438 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL t4

OTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC,) 
:TOTAL ALK. (PH 3,7 as CaC03)

3470 ( 3195) 
389

:--FILTERABLE 

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ore s on observations and material supprlid by the client to whom, and for whose extcuive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (oll errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations. as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property. wenl or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

U82438 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL f5

2180 
323

2039)
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR INCo 

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE IDO 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

ISSOLVED METALS

IRANIUM (U309)

U82438 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL *4

<0,001

W82438 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL #5

<0,001

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Loboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of ary oil, gos, coal or other mineral, property,.well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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NERGY FUELS NUCLEAR INC.

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

OB NO. 6307
AMPLE ID: 
AAMPLE REMARKS:

W82438 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL f4

U82438 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL f5

SSOLVED RADIOCHEMISTRY

OSS ALPHA (eCi/L) 0.3 i 1,5 2.2 i 1.5

These analyses. opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and conrfdential use. this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best iudgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productv",. proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gos. coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

OB NO.:6307-W82436 
OMPANY: ENERGY FUEL NUCLEAR INC.  
0B/GROUP REMARKS:

IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATION

1) MONITORING 
WELL 01

2) MONITORING 
WELL 02

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and far whve exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (afl errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations. as to the productivity. propet operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUEL NUCLEAAR INC.o

RESULTS OF WATER OUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION*

JOB NO* 6307
SAMPLE IDB 
SAMPLE REMARKS! 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 
DATE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION! AURORA, CO 

AD PH (9 25 deg. C) 
AD COND. (as umhos/cm 
-- ALL VALUES REPORTED

W82436 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL f1 
12-10-82/ 
12-14-82/1000 
12-14-82/1300

U82436 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL f2 
12-10-82/ 
12-14-82/1000 
12-14-82/1300

7.80 7071 
9 25C) 1525 3190 
ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (MG./L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses. oponions or interpretations are based on observations and material suppried by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best iudgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations, as to the producivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERG0Y FUEL NUCLEAR INC.

RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID! 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

AJOR CATIONS

•ALCIUM (Ca) 
iAONESIUM (Mg) 
;ODIUM (Na) 
'OTASSIUM (K) 
;UM OF MAJOR CATIONS (me/i) 

;UM OF TOTAL CATIONS (me/I)

W82436 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL f1

143 
51 

170 
6,4

( 7.14) 
( 4.20) 
(7.39) 
(0.16) 
(18.90) 

(18.90)

W82436 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL #2

300 
90 

480 
10.2

(14,97) 
(7.41) 
(20,88) 
( 0,26) 
(43,52) 

(43,52)

IAJOR ANIONS

:ICARBONATE (HC03) 
:ARDONATE (C03) 
IYDROXIDE (OH) 
;ULFATE (504) 
:HLORIDE (CI) 
'UM OF MAJOR ANIONS (me/i) 

'UM OF TOTAL ANIONS (me/i)

326.0 
<1 
<0.5 

653 
10,9

( 5.34) 
( 0.00) 
(0.00) 
(13.60) 
( 0.31) 
(19,25) 

(19,25)

451.0 
<1 
<0,5 

1749 
5,5

(7.39) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(36t41) 
( 0,16) 
(43.96) 

(43,96)

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ore bosed on observations and material applied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed repsent the best judgment of Core Liooratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibilty ond make no warranty or 
representations, as to the product",viy, proper operations. or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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:NERGY FUEL

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON'SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

ENERAL PARAMETERS

W82436 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL fl

OTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC.) 
TOTAL ALK, (PH 3.7 as CaC03)

1326 C 
277

1197) 3056 ( 2860) 
388

-- FILTERABLE 

These onalyses. opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (oal errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its ofcers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. coal or other mineral, property, wenl or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

NUCLEAR INCo

U82436 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL t2
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:NERGY FUELE NUCLEAR INC.

RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE IDI 
3AMPLE REMARKS: 

ISSOLVED METALS

RANIUM (U308)

W82436 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL Hl

<0o001

U82436 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL 42

<01001

These analyses, opinions or interpretation are based on observations oanl material supplied by the dient to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (al errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitobleness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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'NERGY FUEL NUCLEAR INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

lOB NO. 6307
;AMPLE ID: 
;AMPLE REMARKS,

U82436 - 1 
MONITORING 
WELL it

182436 - 2 
MONITORING 
WELL t2

.SSOLVED RADIOCHEMISTRY

OSS ALPHA (pCi/L) 37.3 i 11.1 1.6 1 116

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are bosed an obsewvations and moterial supplied by the client to whom. ond for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressd represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and moke no warranty or 
representations, as to the productiviy, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral, proper!y, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

OB NO.:6307-W82451 
OMPANY: ENERGY FUELS'NUCLEAR, INC.  
OB/GROUP REMARKS:

IDENTIFICATION 

1) MONITOR WELL 
*3 

3) MONITOR WELL 
*12

C
IDENTIFICATION 

2) MONITOR WELL 
t11 

4) MONITOR WELL 
*13

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations. as to the productivity, proper operations. or profitableness of any oil, gas. cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR .

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE IDO.  
SAMPLE REMARKS! 
DATE/TIME SAMPLED 
DATE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORA, CO

W82451 - 1 
MONITOR WELL 
*3 
12-13-82/ 
12-21-82/1000 
12-21-82/1300

W82451 - 2 
MONITOR WELL 
1l1 

12-16-82/ 
12-21-82/1000 
12-21-82/1300

W82451 - 3 
MONITOR WELL 
t12 
12-17-82/ 
12-21-82/1000 
12-21-82/1300

482451 - 4 
MONITOR WELL 
f13 
12-17-82/ 
12-21-82/1000 
12-21-82/1300

-AD PH (@ 25 deg. C) 
_AB COND, (as umhos/cm 
---ALL VALUES REPORTED

7,55 8,19 7,8 
@ 25C) 5450 2600 3840 
ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (MO,/L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These anolyses, opinions or interpreaiom are baedW on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted). but Core Loboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsiblity and make no worra or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. cool or other mineral, property. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

INC 0

7.85 
4200
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=-NERGY FUELS NUCLEAR. INC.

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATIOHt

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID! 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

iAJOR CATIONS

W82451 - 1 
MONITOR WELL 
#3

W82451 - 2 
MONITOR WELL 
#11

W82451 - 3 
MONITOR WELL 
*12

W82451 - 4 
MONITOR WELL 
*13

;ALCIUM (Ca) 
iAGNESIUI (Mg) 
ODIUI (Na) 

5OTASSIUM (K) 
3UM OF MAJOR CATIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (me/i)

480 
185 
810 

16

(23,95) 
(15o22) 
(35.24) 
( 0.41) 
(74,82) 

(74.82)

36 
8.8 

550 
5.7

(1.80) 
(0,72) 
(23,92) 
( 0.15) 
(26,60) 

(26.60)

500 
214 
310 

16

(24.95) 
(17.61) 
(13.48) 
( 0.41) 
(56,46) 

(56o46)

390 
109 
630 

8.1

(19.46) 
( 8o97) 
(27.40) 
( 0.21) 
(56.05) 

(56,05)

iAJOR ANIONS

3ICARDONATE (HC03) 
":ARRONATE (CO3) 
IYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (S04) 
HLORIDE (CI) 
3UM OF MAJOR ANIONS (me/i) 

3UM OF TOTAL ANIONS (me/i)

463.0 
<1 
<0,5 

3259 
53.0

( 7,58) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(67.85) 
( 1.50) 
(76.93) 

(76.93)

399 
<1 
<0.5 

926 
24,4

( 6.53) 
(0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(19,28) 
( 0.69) 
(26.50) 

(26.50)

416.0 
<1 
<0.5 

2395 
57,4

( 6,82) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(49,86) 
( 1,62) 
(58.30) 

(58,30)

419.0 
<1 
<0.5 

2288 
40.5

( 6.87) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(47,64) 
( 1,14) 
(55,65) 

(55.65)

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (oil errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FU EL S NUCLEAR, INC.

RESULTS OF WATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS? 

3EHERAL PARAMETERS

W82451 - 1 
MONITOR WELL 
#3

W82451 - 2 
MONITOR WELL 
1l1

182451 - 3 
MONITOR WELL 
012

182451 - 4 
MONITOR WELL 
013

MOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC.) 
tTOTAL ALK, (PH 3.7 as CaCO3)

5366 ( 5034) 
399

t--FILTERABLE 

These analyses, opinions or interprettions are based on observotkons and matersal suppfled by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this rep is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. ond its officers and employees, assume no responsibrity arnd make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations. or profitoleness of any oil. gas. cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.

1812 ( 
340

1750) 4116 ( 
366

3700) 3780 ( 
360

3675)
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR , INCW

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS? 

IISSOLVED METALS

W82451 - 1 
MONITOR WELL 
#3

W82451 - 2 
MONITOR WELL 
f11

W82451 - 3 
MONITOR WELL 
#12

182451 - 4 
MONITOR WELL 
*13

IRANIUM (U308) 0,037 <0,001 0,024 0.033

These anolyses, opinions or interpretations are bseod on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose *xckve and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpreIotns or opinions 
expressed represent the best judment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (afl errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and Its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral, property. wefl or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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:NERGY FUELS NUCLEAR P INC .

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID! 
SAMPLE REMARKS:

W82451 - I 
MONITOR WELL 
t3

W82451 - 2 
MONITOR WELL 
#11

W82451 - 3 
MONITOR WELL 
*12

W82451 - 4 
MONITOR WELL 
#13

ISSOLVED RADIOCHEMISTRY

ROSS ALPHA (pCi/L) 12,0 i 22,5 33.2 1 18.1 33.2 i 22.6 10,7 f 17,1

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best Kidgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratorke•, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

JOB NO#:6307-W83176 
COMPANY? ENERGY FUELS 
JOB/GROUP REMARKS:

NUCLEAR INCs

IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATION

1) WELL f4 

3) WELL #11

5) WELL DIKE 4'

7)

2) WELL *5 

4) WELL f12 

6) WELL M13

\\j \� �

WELL *2

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (afn errors and omissions excepted); but Care Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas. coal or other mineral. property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS NUCL-EAR INCo 

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMIPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATIONI

F I I r I----

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKSI 
DATE/TItE SAtPLED 
DATE/TIlE RECEIVED 
DATE/TIlE ANALYZED 
CHEMIST: RIF/DRH 
LOCATION! AURORA, CO

W83176 - 1 
WELL #4 

05-25-83/ 
05-27-83/1000 
05-27-83/1300

1183176- 2 
WELL *5 

05-24-83/ 
05-27-83/1000 
05-27-83/1300

083176 - 3 
WELL #11 

05-24-83/ 
05-27-83/ 100 
05-27-83/1300

W83176 - 4 
WELL *12 

05-04-83/ 
05-27-83/1000 
05-27-83/1300

183176 - 5 
HELL DIKE 4 

05-04-83/ 
05-27-83/1000 
05-27-83/1300

083176 - 6 
WELL *13 

05-26-83/ 
05-27-83/1000 
05-27-83/1300

LAB PH (@ 25 deg. C) 
LAB COR!D. (as umhos/cm 

-- ALL VALUES REPORTED

7,82 8611 8,09 
9 25C) 3580 2730 2500 
ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (NO,/L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses. opinions or interpretations are based on observations Ond material supplied by "b. client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (oil erros mnd omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representotions as to the producivity. proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or reried upon.

7,39 
3700

7,96 
4200

8.02 
4100
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FUELS NUCLEAR INC

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID! 
SAMPLE REMARKS! 

MAJOR CATIONS

W83176 - 1 
WELL f4

003176 - 2 
WELL #5

983176 - 3 
WELL #11

W83176 - 4 
WELL f12

U83176 - 5 
WELL DIKE 4

U83176 - 6 
WELL f13

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (Mg) 
SODIUM ("a) 
POTASSIUM (K) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (me/I)

420 
190 
330 

8.0

(20,96) 
(15.64) 
(14,35) 
( 0,20) 
(51.16) 

(51,71).

150 
42 

460 
6.5

( 7,48) 
( 3.46) 
(20.01) 
( 0.17) 
(31,12) 

(31.37)

31 
7,7 

530 
4,7

( 1.55) 
C0.63) 
(23005) 
( 0.12) 
(25.35) 

(25.46)

530 
270 
310 

12

(26,45) 
(22,22) 
(13,48) 
( 0,31) 
(62,47) 

(62o59)

360 
94 

640 
8.5

(17,96) 
( 7,74) 
(27,84) 
( 0*22) 
(53.76) 

(54.24)

360 
94 

640 
8.5

(17,96) 
( 7,74) 
(27.84) 
( 0,22) 
(53,76) 

(54.24)

MAJOR ANIONS

BICARBONATE (HC03) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (904) 
CHLORIDE (C1) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (me/i)

430.0 
<1 

<0,5 
2109 

37.3

( 7,05) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(43.91) 
(1005) 
(52,01) 

(52e03)

372,0 
<1 
<0.5 

1228 
48.1

( 6t10) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(25.57) 
(1,36) 
(33,03) 

(33408)

363.0 
"<1 
<0.5 

943 
26.8

( 5.95) 
(0.00) 
(0,00) 
(19,63) 
( 0.76) 
(26*34) 

(26,37)

507,0 
<1 
<0,5 

2420 
80.5

( 8.31) 
( 0600) 
( 0,00) 
(50.38) 
( 2.27) 
(60,96) 

(60,98)

411.0 
<1 
<0,5 

2315 
42*2

C6,74) 
(0.00) 
C0.00) 
(48,20) 
( 1.19) 
(56013) 

(56,15)

396,0 
<1 
<0.5 

2324 
43.8

( 6,49) 
( 0.00) 
( 0,00) 
(48.39) 
( 1,24) 
(56o12) 

(56,14)

These analyses. opinions or interpretatans are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best jdment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (on errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitobleness of any oil. gas. cool or other mineral. property, well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS_ NUCLEAR INC.  

RESULTS OF WATER tMALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

GENERAL PARAMETERS

U83176 - 1 
WELL #4

W83176 - 2 
WELL *5

183176 - 3 
WELL 11

U83176 - 4 
WELL *12

U83176 - 5 
WELL DIKE 4

U83176 - 6 
WELL f13

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC,) 
TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS 
OIL I GREASEP TOTAL 
*PHOSPHATEt TOTAL (P04-P) 
*•ITROOENr AMMONIA (NH3-N) 
*HITROOENr NITRATE (NO3-N) 
*FLUORIDE (F) 
ORGANIC CARBONi TOTAL (TOC) 
*REDOX POTENTIAL, eH (mV) 
OXYGEN DEMANDt CHEMICAL (COD)

3532 ( 3340) 
8 

<5 
<0.01 
0.58 
0,2 
0.3 

<2 
193 

<5

2236 ( 2140) 
92 
<5 
<0001 
0.39 
0,6 
0,8 

<2 
182 

6

1728 ( 1739) 
6 

<5 
<0601 

0.48 
<0.1 

0.5 
4 

200 
<5

4026 ( 3879) 
93 
<5 
<0.01 
0.81 

0.3 
5 

180 
106

3824 ( 
10 
<5 
0.02 
0.97 
0.2 
0.3 
3 

182 
16

3694) 3808 ( 3697) 
14 
<5 
<0.01 
0,94 
0,2 
0.3 
2 

181 
17

*--FILTERABLE 

These analyses. opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and conf'dentiol use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its offics and employees. assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral, property. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEAR INC.  

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION*

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE IDI 

-SAMPLE REMARKS: 

DISSOLVED METALS 

ALUMINIUM (Al) 
IRON (Fe) 
MANGANESE (Mn) 
MOLYBDENUtM (Mo) 
SELENIUM (Se) 
SILICA (Si02) 
SILVER (A9) 
STRONTIUM (Sr) 
URANIUM (U) 
VANADIUM (V) 
ZINC (Zn)

U93176 - 1 
WELL #4

<0.1 
4,15 
1,22 

<0,1 
<0.01 
13 
<0.01 
11 
<0.001 
<0 ,1 
<0.01

1183176 - 2 
WELL t5

<0,1 
0.91 
0,29 

<0.1 
<0.01 

9 
<0,01 

7,5 
<0,001 
<001 
<0.01

183176 - 3 
WELL H1I

<0,1 
0.85 
0.04 

<0.1 
<0,01 
11 
<0,01 

1,79 
<0,001 
<0.1 
<0.01

W%03176 - 4 
NELL t12

<0,11 

2,03 
<0 *1 
<0.01 

<0.01 

0.003 
<0,1 
0.04

183176 - 5 
WELL DIKE 4

<0,1 
2,42 
3,1 

<0,1 
<0,01 
14 
<0,01 

8.0 
0,006 

<0,1 
<0.01

983176 - 6 
WELL 013'

<041 
2.44 
3.1 

<0,1 
<0,01 
14 
<0,01 

7,? 
0,006 

<0.1 
<0.01

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (aol errrs ond omissions excepted): but Core Labo.atories Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no worranty or 
representations, as to the productiv"ty, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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FUELS NUCLEAR INC.  

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATTOHI

-IN - f. I I E F I

JOB NO* 6307
SAMPLE ID? 
SAMPLE REMARKS:

W83176 - 1 
WELL #4

U83176 - 2 
WELL f5

983176 - 3 
WELL #11

1W83176 - 4 
WELL #12

W83176 - 5 
WELL DIKE 4

183176 - 6 
WELL #13

TOTAL METALS

ARSENIC (As), total 
BARIUM (Ba), total 
BOROH (B), total 
CADMIUM (Cd), total 
CHROMIUM (Cr)0 total 
COPPER (Cu), total 
IRON (Fe), total 
LEAD (Pb), total 
MERCURY (1e), total

<0,01 
<0,1 

0,28 
<0001 
<0,01 
<0,01 

4.18 
<0.01 
<.0003

<0001 
<001 

0,28 
<0,01 
<0.01 
<0,01 

1,51 
<0.01 

<,0003

<0.01 
<0.1 

0,28 
<0.01 
<0.01 
<0001 

1.09 
0,02 
<#0003

<0.01 
<01 
0,24 

<0,01 
<0001 
<0,01 
2047 

<0.01 
<,0003

<0001 
<0#1 
0.23 

<0,01 
<0.01 
<0.01 
2.45 

<0001 
<.0003

These analyses, opinions or interprtations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity. proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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~NERGY FUELS NUCLEAR .NC.  

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
OH SAMHPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!
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JOB HO, 6307
SAHPLE ID: 
SAMIPLE REMiARKS:

983176 - 1 
WELL #4

983176 - 2 
WELL #5

983176 - 3 
WELL #11

W83176 - 4 
WELL #12

U83176 - 5 
WELL DIKE 4

W83176 - 6 
WELL #13

DISSOLVED RADIOCHEHISTRY 

GROSS ALPHA (pCi/L) 
GROSS BETA (pCi/L) 
LEAD 210 (pCi/L) 
POLOHIUM 210 (pCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (pCi/L) 
THMRIUH 230 (pCi/L)

0,0 
1,5 
0.0 
0.0 
1.0 
0,1

i 

& 

i

10.9 
28o9 

0.8 
0.6 
0.2 
0.4

0.0 
2.9 
0.0 
0.0 
1.2 
0,2

& 

& 
& 
& 
&

10.3 
13.3 
0.8 
0.8 

0,2 
0.6

0.0 
7*1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
0.0

&.  
i.  
&.  
4& 
I.  
4.

is's 
12,4 

0,8 
0.8 

0,2 
0.6

0,0 
0,0 

060 
0.0 

0.6 
0.1

4& 
&.  
4.  
& 
*.  
&.

17,3 
22.6 
0,8 
1.0 

0.2 
0,8

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.7 
.0,1

&.  
:1: 
&.  
&.  

*.

20.9 
28.9 

0.8 
0.7 
0.2 
0.3

0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.6 
0.1

& 
& 
& 
i 
& 
*

18,7 
27.7 

Ole 
1.0 

0.2 
0,6

0, 

These onalyses, opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use. this report is made. The interpreaions or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all enros and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the produdivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral. property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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FUELS NUCLEAR INC.

RESULTS OF VATER DUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE IDI 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 
DATE/TIJM. SAMPLED 
DATE/TIME RECEIVED 
DATE/TIME ANALYZED 
CHEMIST! RIF/DRH 
LOCATION: AURORAP CO

LAD PH (@ 25 deg. C) 
LAB COND. (as umhos/cm 
-- ALL VALUES REPORTED

183176 - 7 
WELL #2 

05-04-83/ 
05-27-83/1000 
05-27-83/1300 

7.80 
9 25C) 3170 
ON A DISSOLVED BASIS (1G,/L,) UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on obsewvations and material supprled by the client to whom, and for whase exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity. proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, wen or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY Fv E L S NUCLEAR INC.

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB NO* 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKSt 

MAJOR CATIONS

CALCIUM (Ca) 
MAGNESIUM (Mg) 
SODIUM (Wa) 
POTASSIUM (K) 
SUM OF MAJOR CATIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL CATIONS (me/i)

U83176 - 7 
VELL #2

320 
87 

470 
9,5

(15,97) 
( 7.16) 
(20s44) 
( 0.24) 
(43,82) 

(43.84)

MAJORANIONS

BICARBONATE (HCO3) 
CARBONATE (C03) 
HYDROXIDE (OH) 
SULFATE (804) 
CHLORIDE (CI) 
SUM OF MAJOR ANIONS (me/i) 

SUM OF TOTAL ANIONS (me/1)

442,0 
<1 
<0.5 

1801 
25.0

( 7,24) 
( 0.00) 
( 0,00) 
(37.50) 
( 0,71) 
(45,45) 

(45.47)

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose excdusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representotions, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS NUCLEA R INC.

RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

GENERAL PARAMETERS

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS (CALC) 
TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS 
OIL I GREASE, TOTAL 
*PHOSPHATEP TOTAL (P04-P) 
*NITROGEN9 AMMONIA (UH3-N) 
*FLUORIDE (F) 
ORGANIC CARBONt TOTAL (TOC) 
*REDOX POTENTIAL, eH (mV) 
OXYGEN DEMAND, CHEMICAL (COD)

W83176 - 7 
WELL #2

2820 ( 
26 
<5 
<0.01 
0.14 
0,3 
4 

231 
<5

2934)

1--FILTERABLE 

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ore based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose excdusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibilty and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand i connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUEL-S NUCLE-eIR INC

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE in: 
SAMPLE REMARKS: 

DISSOLVED METALS 

ALUMINUM (Al) 
CHROMIUM (Cr) 
MANGANESE (fin) 
MOLYBDENUM (No) 
SELENIUM (Se) 
SILVER (A!0 
URANIUM (0) 
VANADIUM (V) 
ZINC (Zn)

1183176 - 7 
WELL #2

<00*1 
<00,01 
0.22 

<00*1 
0.01 

<00*01 
0 *0005 

<00*1 
0.08

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ame based an observations and moteriol supplied by the client to whom, arid for whose exclusive anid confidential use, this report is made. The hIter pretaions or 'pinion 
expressed represet the best judgment of Care Laboratories, tnc. (anl errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility ond make no warrnt or 
representations. as to the productivity, proper operatons, or profitableness of any o6l, gas. coal or other mineral, property. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENEROY FUELS NUCLE AR INC.  

RESULTS OF VATER GtUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE IDl 
SAMPLE REMARKS:

DIS SOL VED RADIOCHEMISTRY 

GROSS ALPHA (pCi/L) 
GROSS BETA (PCi/L) 
LEAD 210 (pCi/L).  
POLONIUM 210 (PCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (pCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (PCi/L)

W83176 - 7 
VELL f2

0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.7 
0.4

* 
i 

i 
*

13.1 
28,3 
018 
1.0 
0.2 
0.6

These analyses, opinions or interpretations ore based on observations.and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exdusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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CLIENT IDENTIFICATION

,J(.B NO, A,.307- .121 
CI~iF'ANY F 1F7 R•OY FUELS NMICL. Al' 
.. OB/i6tROt1P. RFMAF:KS:

.(I[FLNT IF CI'AT TON 

I U LL!.I.. AT R Y F LL.  

W. FlE.,T W AT FR.  

ý-!.JRFACE !-lT !E R,

IDENTIFICATJON 

2) SO. COTTON1OOD 
SURFACE WATER 

-1) !WELL $1 
TAILINGS MONITOR

5) WELL *3 
I"A r.TNiHS MIlitIITOF 

These analyses, opinions or interpretations oare based on observations and material suppried by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (oal errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, cool or other mineral, property, weln or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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RESULTS OF WATER GUALITY ANALYSIS 
nIN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

,1OR tNO 6307

£.~?irI.F F.'IA K 

PATE/1"IME SAMPLEDI 
1hAl F/TJI. 1 RECEIVED 
i:'A rE!TIME ANALYZErD 
NIEMIS1: R] F/1t*1 

t t•;TI~teURORAt C0.(

W8312l I 
CI'LLIN.!hY "EL 

04-19-83/ 
04-22-C3/1000 
04-23-03/1300

W83121 - 2 
SO. COTTONWO0 
SURFACE. WATER 
04-19-83/ 
04-22-83/1000 
04-23-83/1300

W81121 - 3 
WEST WATER 
SURFACE WATER 
04-19-83/ 
04-22-83/1000 
04-23-83/1300

W93121 - 4 
LELL #1 

TAILINGS MONtI 
04-22-83/ 
04-26-83/1000 
04-27-83/1300

W83121 - 5 
WELL #3 
TAILINGS MONI 
04-21-83/ 
04-26-83/1000 
04--27-83/1300

IA. PHI (f? 2ý' d .n, C) 
A.eB .'4D(. (a c kl,-hos/Tef, 

-A... t.L VALUIES, R•EVRF'OFT

7,83 7.89 8,10 

S25C) 478 435 1300 
ON A DISSOLVLD PASIS (0G./L.) UNL.ESS INDICATED OTHERWISE

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations, as to the productivity, proper operations. or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, propermy, well or sa in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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7,75 
1625

7.52 
4900
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RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION'

W83121 '- I 
CtL.L TNARY I.EL

J.Bý 0I0, 6307

M.J~l't IREMARKS 

MAJ.OR CATIO(fNS

W83121 - 2 
SO. COTTONWO0 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 3 
14EST WATER 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 4 
4ELL f1 
TAILINGS MONI

W83121 - 5 
WELL #3 
TAILINGS MONI

HIACNESIUM (Mg) 

POTASSIUM (K) 
'1IM OF IIAJOP CATIOINS (me/]) 

!SlI OF TOTAL CATIONS (tP/l)

4 4 
20 
27 

4.,2
(

2.20) 
1.65) 
1.17) 
0.11) 
5.13)

43 
17 
23 

2.5

( 
( 
( 

(

( 5.14)

2.15) 
1,40) 
1100) 
0.06) 
4.61)

100 
25 

170 
2,3

(4.61)

( 4,99) 
(2.06) 
( 7,39) 
( 0,06) 
(14.51) 

(14.51)

100 
51 

170 
6.0

(7,48) 
(4,20) 
( 7,39) 
( 0.15) 
(19,23) 

(19.27)

470 
260 
770 

2f2

(23,45) 
(21.40) 
(33.4?) 
( 0,56) 
(78.91) 

(79 -04)

MAJOR ANJIOHS

PTICAP['ONATE (HC03) 
lARTPONATE (C03) 

f!lII.FATE (S04) 
CtHI.OR(IDE (CD) 
SUMt OF MIAJOR ANIONS (me/l) 

SlIM O1F TOTAL.. AtlIOPS (r,/l)

251,0 
<1 
<0.5 
41 

2 .B

( 
C

4.11) 
0.00) 
0.00) 
0,85) 
0.08) 
5.04)

201,0 
<1 
<0.5 
18 

7.7

( 5.04)

( 
C 
C 
C 
( 
(

3.29) 
0.00) 
0,00) 
1.00) 
0,22) 
4.51)

352.0 
<1 
<0.5 

305 
86,0

( 4,51)

( 5.77) 
( 0.00) 
(0.00) 
( 6,35) 
( 2.43) 
(14,55) 

(14,55)

322,0 
<1 
<0,5 

658 
16.5

( 5,28) 
(0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(13,70) 
( 0.47) 
(19.45) 

(19.45)

444.0 
<1 
<0.5 

3226 
66.5

(7,28) 
( 0.00) 
( 0.00) 
(67.17) 
( 1.88) 
(76,33) 

(76,33)

These analyses, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exckusive and confKdential use. this repo" is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best Kugment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (aln errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories, Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productiv, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas, coal or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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W T. R - GY F", L k-L. S f-1;U C I._.r..:- A E R 

RESULTS OF UATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION!

,JUO NO, 6307
SAMFPi.E ID: 

MA4!"tLF IF.MARKS 

1,F-;RAL. PARAMlFTERS

4,183321 - I 
C•LI.L..INARY PEL

W83121 - 2 
SO. COTTON4O0 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 3 
WEST 4ATER 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 4 
WELL 41 
TAILINGS MlONI

W83121 - 5 
WELL #3 
TAILINGS MlOtIT

1l0TAL DtSSIILUEI' SOLIDS (CALC.) 
10TAL SUSPENTdEr SOLIDI 
1!!)TAl. ALK. (PH 3,7 Ps CnC03) 
tP-At.K. (PH 8,3 es CaC03) 

,l-1IOPHATEY TOTAL (P04-P) 
I.1TR6iPEtl, AMMftONIA (NI13-N)

?7H ( 265) 
<4 

217 
<1 
<0,01 
0,15

266 ( 242) 
2758 

177 
<1 
0,01 
0,t0

790 ( 864) 
14 

307 
<1 
0.01 

<0.05

1160 ( 1213)

283 
<1 
<0101 
0.53

4880 ( 5040) 

393 
<1 
<0.01 
0,57

:4- -F II. I F RAB.LE 

These analyses. opinions or interpretations re based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. ond its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warrady or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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RESUILTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

..JOB NO- 6307
SAMFLE Ib : 
SAMPILF PEltAPKS4, 

rIISSOLVED METALS 

iLUMINUM1 (Al) 
ARSENIC (As) 
(.ADMI1'tiI (C-' 
CIIROIIIUM (Cr) 
(tOnPPER (rVij) 
ILEAD (Pb) 
MANGANESE (Mn) 
MERCURY (Hg) 
MOLYBDENUM (Mo) 
SELENIUM (Se) 
URANIUM (U3OB) 
VANADIUM (V) 
ZINC (7n)

W83121 -- I 
CULLIIIARY 14EL

<0. 1 
<0:01 

<0.01 

(0.01 <0.01 

<. 0003 

<0.01 

(0.01

W83121 - 2 
SO. COTTONWO0 
SURFACE WATER

<0. I 
<0,01 
<0.01 

<0101 
<0.01 
<0.01 
<0,01 
<.0003 

<0,1 
<0.01 

<0,1 
<0.01

W83121 - 3 
WEST WATER 
SURFACE WATER

<0.1 
<0101 
<0.01 
<0.01 
<0101 
<0.01 
0.00 
<.0003 

<0.1 
<0101 

<0.1 
0.01

W83121 - 4 
9ELL #1 
TAILINGS MONI

<0,1 
<0.01 
<0,01 

<0.01 
<0401 
<0.01 
0.24 
<.0003 

<0.1 
<0001 
<0.001 
<041 
<0.01

W83121 - 5 
WELL f3 
TAILINGS MONI

<0.1 
<0.01 
<0.01 
<0401 
<0001 
<0.01 
2,57 
<.0003 

<0.1 
0,01 
0,030 

<0.1 
0910

These am"lyse, opinions or interpretations are based on observations and materiol supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use. this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (oal errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers ond employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity. proper operations. or profitableness of any oil. gas. cool or other mineral. property, well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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V7. Nf I I 4 I Y VU EL. N L.C L E A R

RESULTS OF WATER OUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

JOB NO. 6307
SAMPLF ID:.  
SAMPI.,E FEMARPKS.  

IOTAL METALS

W83121 - I 
CULLINARY WIEL

W83121 - 2 
SO. COTTONWO0 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 3 
WEST WATER 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 4 
WELL tl 
TAILINGS MONI

W83121 -- 5 
WELL f3 
TAILINGS Mg!.I

tIRAtIItIM (U308), totMl <0,001 01005 <0,001

These oanlyses. opinions or interpretations are based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mode. The interpretations or opinions 

expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (alo errors and omissions excepted); but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 

representations. as to the productiviy, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, cool or other mineral, property, well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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EN NE r< G iYF F EUELS ,!LI CLEAR 

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

,JOB "0. 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS#

W83121 - I 
CULLINARY WEL

W83121 - 2 
SO, COTTONHO0 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 3 
WEST WATER 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 4 
WEL.L f1 
TAILINGS MONI

W83121 - 5 
WELL f3 
TAILINGS MONI

DISSOLVED RADIOCHEMISTRY 

GROSS ALPHA (pCi/L) 
GROSS BETA (pCi/L) 
LEAD 210 (pCi/L) 
POLONIUM 210 (PCi/L) 
RADIUM 226 (PCi/L) 
THORIUM 230 (PCi/L)

7o9 
9,3 
010 
0.0 
0,4 
040

:1
10.2 

9.8 
0,7 
0.1 
0.1 
0.5

27.0 
133 
0.5 
0,7 
1,4 
0.5

A: 
A: 
A: 
A:

29.3 
41,5 

0.7 
0.8 
0,2 
1.0

These analyses, opinions or interpretations oe based on observations and material supplied by the client to whom. and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is made. The interpretations or opinions 
expressed represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories, Inc. (all errors and omissions excepted): but Core Laboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no responsibility and make no warranty or 
representations, as to the productivity, proper operations, or profitableness of any oil. gas, coal or other mineral, property. well or sand in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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ENERGY FUELS N1UCLEAR 

RESULTS OF WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS 
ON SAMPLES COLLECTED AT LOCATION:

IN I I F-.... I . .. [ ..... " f

JOB NO, 6307
SAMPLE ID: 
SAMPLE REMARKS:

W83121 - 1 
CULLINARY WEL

W83121 - 2 
SO. COTTONWOO 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 3 
WEST HATER 
SURFACE WATER

W83121 - 4 
WELL i1 
TAILINGS MONI

W83121 - 5 
WELL f3 
TAILINGS MONI

TOTAL RADIOCHEMISTRY

GROSS ALPHA (PCi/L), total 
CROSS BETA (PCi/L), total 
LEAD 210 (PCi/L), total 
POLONIUM 210 (PCi/L), total 
RADIUM I226 (pCi/L), total 
THORIUM 230 (•Ci/L), total

0.2 
18.2 

0.0 
0.0 
0,4 
0,0

f
2,0 
5.1 
0,7 
0.1 
0,1 
0.5

43*.9 
31.71 
3,9 1 
3.1 1 
1.7 1 
2.1 1

19.6 
2394 

1.0 
1.8 

0,3 
0.8

040 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0

4,4 
8.4 
0.7 
0,1 
0.1 
0,6

*

These analyses. opinions or interpretations ore based on obwrvations and material supplied by the client to whom, and for whose exclusive and confidential use, this report is mde. The iterpretations or opinions 
expoese represent the best judgment of Core Laboratories. Inc. (all errors and oinissions excepted); but Core Loboratories. Inc. and its officers and employees, assume no onsibirity end make no warranty or 
representations, as to the prodfuctivity. prope operations, or profitableness of any oil, gas. coal or other mineral, property, well or sond in connection with which such report is used or relied upon.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

"MATiRIALS LICE1SE

PAGE 1 -. OF 10 PAGES

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93 -438). and Title 10, 
Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 1, Parts 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 40 and 70, and in reliance on statements and representations 
heretofore made by the licensee, a license is hereby issued authorizing the licensee to receive, acquire, possess, and transfer byproduct, 
source, and special nuclear material designated below; to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the place(s) designated below; to 
deliver or transfer such material to persons authorized to receive it in accordance with the regulations of the applicable Part(s). This license shall be deemed to contain the conditions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and is 
subject to all applicable rules, regulations and orders of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any 
conditions specified below.

Licensee 

i. Umetco Minerals Corporation 3. License number 

_ 5SUA-1358, as renewed 
2. Post Office Box 787 

Blanding, Utah 84511 . *' 4. Eipiratlon date September 23, 1991 
5. Docket or X 40-8681 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Reference No. -
6. Byproduct, source, and/or ,- 7. Chemical and/or physical . -8. Maximum amount that license 

special nuclear material form may posess at any one time 
•" " ":'> . •, ..-. "" .." .under this license 

Natural Uranium _ / .drtsUnlimited 
a .:"-•.2 ", ,• "- • " 

9. Authorized place of use: The licensee's..uranium milling ficilities located In San 
Juan County, Utah..- ,, . -. , 

10. The licensee is hereby authorized to possess byproduct material in the form of 
uranium waste tailings and other uranium byproduct waste generated by the 
licensee's milling operations authorized by this license.  

p"," ":" /" . "N" •) 

11. For use in accordance with statements, representations and conditions contained in Sections 3.6.6, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.2 and 6.3 and Appendix E, Section 5, of the 
license renewal application dated January, 1985 as revised May, 1985, except where 
superceded by license condition below.  

Whenever the word "will" is used in the above referenced sections, it shall denote 
a requirement.

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.

The mill production per calendar year shall not exceed 4,380 tons of 0308.  

Any changes in the mill circuit as illustrated and described in Plate 3.1-3 of the 
renewal application shall require approval by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission in the form of a license amendment.  

Release of equipment or packages from the restricted area shall be in accordance 
with Attachment No. 1 to SUA-1358, "Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities 
and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of Licenses for 
Byproduct or Source Materials," dated September, 1984.  

The licensee shall avoid by project design, where feasible, the archeological sites 
designated "contributing" in Attachment No. 2 to SUA-1358. When it is not feasible

e



MATERIALS LICENSE 
SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

to avoid a site designated "contributing" in Attachment No. 2, the licensee shall 
Institute a data recovery program for that site based on the research design 
submitted by letter from C. E. Baker of Energy Fuels Nuclear to Mr.  
Melvin T. Smith, Utah State Historic Preservation Officer, dated April 13, 1981.  

The licensee shall recover through archeological excavation all "contributing" 
sites listed in Attachment No. 2 which are located in or within 100 feet of borrow 
areas, stockpile areas, construction areas, or the perimeter of the reclaimed 
tailings impoundment. Data recovery fieldwork at each site meeting these criteria 
shall be completed prior to the start-of any-project related disturbance within 
100 feet of the site, but analysiseyn•d report preparation need not be complete.  

Additionally, the licensee'•shafl conduct such testing as is required to enable the 
Commission to determineffI those sites designated as "Undetermined" in Attachment 
No. 2 and located wlthfrIbO0 feet of present or known future construction areas are 
of such significance to-warrant their redesignation as "contfibuting." In all 
cases, such testing shall be-completed before any aspect of the undertaking affects 
a site.  

16. Archeological contractors shall be.-apgrojved in writitn by the tommission. The 
Commission will consult with the SHPO regarding the'qualifications of all 
archeological contractors and the quality of the laboratory faciTities they will 
use. The Commission will approve anlarcheological contractor who meets the minimum 
standards for a princlpal.investigator-set forth in 36. CFR Part 66, Appendix C, and 
whose qualifications are found.acceptable by-the SHPO.-- 

17. The licensee shall conduct uf'ann aIuvey ofla d use (private residences, 
grazing areas, private.and public potable water and agricultural wells, and 
non-residential structures and uses) in the. area within five miles (8 km) of any 
portion of the restricted area boundary and'submit a report of this survey to the 
USNRC, Uranium Recovery Field Office. This report shall-indicate any differences 
in land use from that described inthe last report.* 

18. The results of all effluent and environmental monitoring required by this license 
shall be reported in accordance with 10 CFR 40, Section 40.65 with copies of the 
report sent to the USNRC, Uranium Recovery Field Office. Monitoring data shall be 
reported in the format shown in the Attachment No. 3 to SUA-1358, "Sample Format 
for Reporting Monitoring Data." 

19. Before engaging in any activity not previously assessed by the USNRC, the licensee 
shall prepare and record an environmental evaluation of such activity. When the 
evaluation indicates that such activity may result in a significant adverse 
environmental impact that was not previously assessed or that is greater than that 
previously assessed, the licensee shall provide a written evaluation of such 
activities and obtain prior approval of the USNRC in the form of a license 
amendment.

NRC Form 374A 
(5-84)

PAGE 2 OF 10 PAGES 
Licnse number 

e SUA-1358, as renewed 

Docket or Reference number 

40-8681

TO I

&Yxur
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20. The licensee shall maintain a USNRC approved surety arrangement adequate to cover 
tailings stabilization and reclamation, mill decommissioning, mill site 
reclamation, long term maintenance and monitoring, and ground water restoration as 
warranted. The licensee shall submit for USNRC review and approval a proposed 
revision to the surety arrangement within six (6) months of USNRC approval of a 
revised tailings area reclamation plan or approval of or revision to any ground 
water protection program. The revised surety shall be in effect within three (3) 
months of written USNRC approval. Furthermore, the licensee shall submit for USNRC 
review any proposed revision or update to the surety arrangement at least two (2) 
months prior to the proposed effective date.- Along with each proposed revision or 
update and at least annually, tthe'jcinsee shall submit documentation showing a 
breakdown of the costs and.the.cost basis for tailings stabilization and 
reclamation, mill decommiss-ioning, mill site reclamation,.long term maintenance and 
monitoring, and groundwater restoration as warranted. • 

If the licensee choosei-toL.retain a corporate guarantee .as the surety arrangement, 
the licensee shall provide f6r..USNRC review and approval in the.form of a license 
amendment the financial dataliisted in Items (a) -(d) of Attachment No. 4 to 
SUA-1358, NRC Self-Bonding Criteria, within. four (4) months of the date of this 
license and annually. thereafter. ! ", -

21. Prior to termination of this license,-theiticensee'shall provide-for transfer of 
title to byproduct material;and land,'.-tncluding any interests therein (other than 
land owned by the United Stites od the:State of Utah), which is used for the 
disposal of such byproduct materiai'io'r is essential to ensure the long term 
stability of such disposaT _I te to th Se United.States or the State of Utah, at the 
State's option. I' L 

22. The licensee shall not make any changes to the present tailings retention system 
without specific prior approval of the USNRC, Uranium Recovery Field Office, in the 
form of a license amendment..' 

23. The license shall implement an interimstabilization program for all-tailings not 
covered by standing water. This program shall include written operating procedures 
and shall minimize dispersal of blowing tailings. The effectiveness of the control 
method used shall be evaluated weekly by means of a documented tailings area 
inspection. The operating procedure shall be submitted for USNRC review and 
approval within three (3) months of the issuance of this license.  

24. The licensee shall implement the effluent and environmental monitoring program 
specified in Section 5.5 of the renewal application as revised with the following 
modifications or additions: 

A. Stack sampling shall include a determination of flow rate.  

B. TLD chips used for radon monitoring shall be exchanged and read quarterly.



C. Surface water samples shall also be analyzed semiannually for total and 
dissolved U-nat, Ra-226, and Th-230.  

D. Ground water samples from Monitor Wells 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13 and the 
culinary water well shall be analyzed quarterly for pH, specific conductance, 
chlorides, sulfates, TDS, and U-nat. Quarterly water level measurements shall 
also be made. Ground water samples shall be analyzed semiannually for 
arsenic, selenium, sodium, Ra-226, Th-230, and Pb-210.  

E. Data for the quarterly ground water Parameters shall be maintained in 
graphical form and copies af,,the*graphs-inCluded with the environmental 
monitoring reports submftted'in accordance with,b10,.CFR 40.65.  

F. The licensee shall-utilize lower limits of detectio6 in accordance with 
Section 5 of Regulatory Guide 4.14, Revision 1 dated April 1980, for analysis 
of effluent and.environmental samples.  

25. The licensee shall submit to..the USNRC, Uranium Recovery Field Qffice, by March 15, 
1986 for review and approval in the form:otfa lHcense:amendment a detailed 
reclamation plan for the authorized tiltngs-dtsposal1,area which includes the 
following: A I '

A. A post operations interim stabilization pian".hich detailsmethods to prevent 
wind and water erosion and recharge of the tallings'area.

B. A plan to determine the'best methodologyZEoXdewater and/or'consolidate the 
tailings cells prior to placement of. the final reclamation cover.  

C. Plan and cross-sectional views of afinal reclamation cover which details the 
location and elevation of tailings. WThe plan shall include details on cover 
thickness, physical characteristics of cover materials, proposed testing of 
cover materials (specifications and QA), the estimated volumes of cover 
materials and their availability and location.  

D. Detailed plans for placement of rock or vegetative cover on the final 
reclaimed tailings pile and mill site area.  

E. A proposed implementation schedule for items A through D above which defines 
the sequence of events and expected time ranges.  

F. An analysis to show that the proposed type and thickness of soil cover is 
adequate to provide attenuation of radon and is adequate to assure long term 
stability as well as an analysis and proposal on methodology and time required 
to restore ground water in conformance to regulatory requirements.  

G. The licensee shall include a detailed cost analysis of each phase of the 
reclamation plan to include contractor costs, projected costs of inflation
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based upon the schedule proposed in item E, a proposed contingency cost, and 
the costs of long term maintenance and monitoring.  

26. The licensee shall conduct a tailings retention system and liner inspection program 
in accordance with Section 5.5.7 and Appendix D, Section 3.0, of the renewal 
application. Notwithstanding any statements to the contrary, changes in inspection 
frequency shall require the approval of the USNRC in the form of a license 
amendment. Further, copies of the report documenting the annual technical 
evaluation shall be submitted to the Uranium Recovery Field Office, USNRC, within 
one month of completion of the reportz .EQ

27. The licensee is hereby exemptedfrom the requirements of Section 20.203(e)(2) of 
10 CFR 20 for areas within'-,hi mill, provided that allT'entjrances to the mill are 
conspicuously posted in-a;cordance with Section 20.203(e)(2) and with the words, 
"Any area within this miil may contain radioactive material"'' 

28. The results of samp1riag,liTyses, surveys and monitthing, t't'j-esults of 

calibration of equipment, reports..on audits and inspedtions, all meetings and 
training courses required by this.licenseand any subsequent r14iews, 
investigations, and torrectiviacttonss hall be documented. Unless otherwise 
specified in the USNRC regulationi all such documentation shaltbe maintained for a 
period of at leastgive (5 .ears'i. - " 

29. Standard operating proceu, s.(SOPS) Shall be established for a~ll operational 
process activities involving".radioactive materials that are handled, processed, or 
stored. Standard operating prcedures'.for operational activities shall enumerate 
pertinent radiation safety practices-to be-followed. Additionally, written 
procedures shall be established for nonoperational.jactivities.to include in-plant 
and environmental monitoring, bioassay'analyses, and instrument calibrations. An 
up-to-date copy of each written procedure shall be kept in'the mill area to which 
it applies. "/ *

All written procedures for both operational and nono'perational activities shall be 
reviewed and approved in writing by the RPO before implementation and whenever a 
change in procedure is proposed to ensure that proper radiation protection 
principles are being applied. In addition, the RPO shall perform a documented 
review of all existing operating procedures at least annually.  

30. The Radiation Protection Officer (RPO) shall have the following education, training 
and experience: 

A. Education: A bachelor's degree in the physical sciences, industrial hygience, 
or engineering from an accredited college or university or an equivalent 
combination of training and relevant experience in uranium mill radiation 
protection. Two (2) years of relevant experience are generally considered 
equivalent to one (1) year of academic study.
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B. Health physics experience: At least 1 year of work experience relevant to 
uranium mill operation in applied health physics- radiation protection, 
industrial hygience, or similar work. This experience should involve actually 
working with radiation detection and measurement equipment, not strictly 
administrative or "desk" work, 

C. Specialized training: At least 4 weeks of specialized classroom training in 
health physics specifically applicable to uranium milling. In addition, the 
RSO should attend refresher training on uranium mill health physics every two 
(2) years.  

0. Specialized knowledge:.QA.thorough knowledge 6f..the proper application and use 
of all health physics'equipment used in the mill,'-thechemical and analytical 
procedures used for:.•adiological sampling and monitoring, methodologies used 
to calculate personnel exposure to uranium and its daughters, and a thorough 
understanding of the uranium milling process and equipment used in the mill 
and how the hazards aregenerated and controlledduring _e milling process.  

31. The license shall be' required to use a Radiation Work Permit (RQP) for all work or 
nonroutine maintenance Jobs where the •potential for-significant exposure to.  
radioactive material exists and for which no standard'written bperating procedure 
already exists. The RWP shall 1be issued by'the RPO.QOr his designate, qualified by 
way of specialized radiation protection.training,7and shall at least describe the 
following , - - , 

~P 
A. The scope of the workIto be performed. •-ti..  

B. Any precautions necessary to reduce exposure'to uranium and its daughters.  

C. The supplemental radiological monitoring and sampling necessary prior to, 
during, and following completion of the work.  

In addition, the RPO's review of all non-routine activities, committed to in 
Section 5.3.1 of the renewal application, shall be documented.  

32. The licensee shall assure that both the RPO and mill foreman, or qualified 
designees during their absence, perform weekly inspections of all mill areas to 
observe general radiation control practices and that a member of the radiation 
protection staff perform the daily walkthrough inspection during weekdays, with 
qualified supervisory personnel performing the walkthrough on weekends. In 
addition, the RPO shall prepare a monthly report which includes a review of daily 
and weekly inspections, and a summary of all monitoring and exposure data for the 
month. A copy of the monthly report shall be submitted to the Operations Manager.  

33. A copy of the semiannual ALARA report described in Section 5.3.2.2 of the renewal 
application shall be submitted to the Uranium Recovery Field Office, USNRC, by 
March 1 and October 1, 1986, and every year thereafter.
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34. The licensee shall maintain effluent control systems as specified in Table 4.1-1 of 
the licensee's renewal application with the following additions: 

A. Operations shall be immediately suspended In the affected area of the mill if 
any of the emission control equipment for the yellowcake drying or packaging 
areas is not operating within specifications for design performance.  

B. The licensee shall, during all period of yellowcake drying operations, assure 
that the scrubber is operating within the manufacturer's recommended ranges 
for water flow and air pressure differential necessary to achieve design 
performance. This shall be.adcomplished by Oither (1) performing and 
documenting checks ofowateir-flow and air presiure.differential approximately 
every four hours durtngWoperation or (2) installThfg instrumentation which will 
signal an audible alarm if either water flow or air-pressure differential fall 
below the manufacturer's recommended levels. If any audible alarm is used, 
its operation shall be check and documented daily.,• a 

C. Air pressure differential 4auges for other emis~ton control equipment shall be 
read and the readings documented once per shiftduring operations.  

35. Sample volume and 'analysis for:all ,In-plantlair moiitoring'shall be adequate to 
achieve an LLD of'10% of the MPC Tisted"in"Table lCppendix B of 10 CFR 20.  

36. The licensee shall utilize.'the.resltsof laoliampln.n calculating employee exposures when the lapel samplers .re used.. ,Ingin cg 

37. Occupational exposure Calculationisha1.': be performed and documented within one 
week of the end of each- reguTatorw-compliance'period as specified in 
10 CFR 20.103(a)(2) and 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2).-ARoutine airborne ore dust and 
yellowcake samples shall be.analyzed in atimely manner to allow exposure 
calculations to be performed in accordance with this c6indition. Non-routine ore 
dust and yellowcake samples shall be analyzed and the results reviewed by the RSO 
within two working days after sample collection.  

38. The licensee shall conduct a bioassay program in accordance with Section 5.4.2.4 of 
the renewal application with the following addition: 

A. A urinalysis program shall be conducted for mill personnel as specified in 
Section 1.4.1 of the "Radiation Protection Procedures Manual" as revised June, 
1985.  

B. In-vivo counting of mill personnel shall be conducted at least once every two 
years.  

C. Laboratory surfaces used for bioassay analyses shall be decontaminated to less 
than 25 dpm alpha (removable)/100 cm2 prior to analysis of samples.
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D. Anytime an action level of 15 ug/1 uranium for urinalysis or 9 nCi uranium or 
an in-vivo measurement is reached or exceeded, the licensee shall provide 
documentation to the USNRC, Uranium Recovery Field Office, indicating what 
corrective actions have been performed to satisfy the requirements of 
Regulatory Guide 8.22. This documentation shall be included and submitted 
with th semiannual 10 CFR 40.65 report.  

E. Anytime an action level of 30 ug/l uranium for four consecutive specimens or 
130 ug/l uranium for one specimen for urinalysis or 16 nCi uranium for an 
in-vivo measurement is reached or exceeded, the licensee shall provide 
documentation within 30 daysl tolhe-nUSNRC,iUranum Recovery Field Office, 
indicating what corrective actions have been-performed to satisfy the 
requirements of Regulatory Guide 8.22.  

39. Surveys for fixed and removable alpha contamination shall be conducted in 
accordance with Section-2.3.2.2 of the "Radiation Protection Procedures Manual" as 
revised June, 1985. '-ActionJlevels shall be as specified in Section 2.3.4 of the 
procedures manual. 4;. 7 

40. Calibration of In-plant air and radiation monitoring equipment.shall be as 
specified in Section 3.0 of the.,Radiation Protection. Procedures-Manual" as revised 
June, 1985, with the exception that.in-plant-air sampling equipment shall be 
calibrated at least quarterly. -Air s.ampling equipment shall be checked prior to 
each use, and the checks documented., i . :i • > • ?j, : ;.•/ 

41. The licensee shall submit adetailed'decomtssioning plan to the USNRC at least 
twelve (12),months prior to-plannedfltnal shutdown of mill operations.  

42. Within six (6) months of issuance of this license, the licensee shall submit to the 
Uranium Recovery Field Office a detailed proposal for the disposal of contaminated 
material and equipment generated at the mill site. The proposal shall include a 
description of the materials to be disposed of, location(s) of disposal, method(s) 
of disposal, estimated annual volumes of materials, and an estimate of the impact 
of the disposal on the tailings management plan.  

43. Mill tailings other than samples for research shall not be transferred from the 
site without specific prior approval of the USNRC in the form of a license 
amendment. The licensee shall maintain a permanent record of all transfers made 
under the provisions of this condition.  

44. All liquid effluents from mill process buildings, with the exception of sanitary 
wastes, shall be returned to the mill circuit or discharged to the tailings 
impoundment.  

45. A decontamination and survey program for barrels containing yellowcake shall be 
conducted In accordance with Section 1.8 of Regulatory Guide 8.30, "Health Physics 
Programs in Uranium Mills," prior to shipment.

- - - -..... - nr.A�v - -- -
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46. The licensee shall implement a program to minimize dispersal of dust from the ore 
stockpile area(s). This program shall include written operating procedures. The 
effectiveness of the control method used shall be evaluated weekly by means of a 
documented inspection. The operating procedure shall be submitted for USNRC review 
and approval within three (3) months of the issuance of this license.  

47. The licensee shall, by January 1, 1986, submit to the Uranium Recovery Field 
Office, USNRC, for review and approval in the form of a license amendment a plan 
for instrumentation which shall detect ruptures of the tailings discharge and 
solution return lines when these lines are:being utilized. Indications of a 
possible rupture of these lines--shaVll'resultin:activation of an alarm in an 
occupied area of the mill...The 4nstrumentation shall be tested daily, and testing 
documented, to ensure proper~operation. The instrumentation shall be operational 
within sixty (60) days.of;USNRC approval.  

48. The licensee shall implement a ground water detection monito ng program to ensure 
compliance to 40 CFR .192.32(i)(2) which includes the following elements: 

A. The licensee shall monitor at the pqint of compliance and 6 ackground wells for 
the following indicator parameters;'-Arsenic,:Selenium and pH. The licensee 
shall utilize analytical techniques, capable ofproviding lower limits of 
detection of 0-005 mg/i afid 0.001"mg/1'for arsenic and seleilium, respectively.  
Measurements of. pH shall be reported to the nearest 1/10 standard unit.  

B. The determination of'complfan~e shall be based on samplingWell Nos. 2 and 3.  

C. The determination-of backgrouhd levelsjfor the parameters specified in subsection (A) shall be defined by sampling Well No. 1.: 

D. The licensee shall sample for those parameters specified in subsection (A) 
above at those wells designated in subsections (B) and (C) on a monthly basis 
for a period of one (1) year and at least twice annually thereafter. The 
first monthly sample shall be taken within 30.days of the date of this Order.  
All semiannual samples shall be taken at least four months apart.  

E. The licensee shall, within 60 days of collection of the last of the twelve 
monthly samples, propose for USNRC review and approval in the form of a 
license amendment. background levels for indicator parameters and a statistical 
procedure for identifying significant changes (95% confidence level) between 
data from the wells specified in subsections (B) and (C).  

F. The licensee shall report the data required by subsection (D) semiannually 
along with those data required by License Condition No. 18 in accordance to 
the reporting format, Attachment No. 5 to SUA-1358, "Sample Format for 
Reporting Detection Monitoring Data." These monitoring requirements are in 
addition to the requirements specified in License Condition No. 24.

17=C7L1aZV I ý _ _ - - - 1
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G. The licensee shall report at least annually in accordance to reporting 
requirements specified in subsection (F) the rate and direction of ground 
water flow under the tailings impoundment.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DateC I Dae- Smith' .Director 
-. U-rannium Recoveryf•ield Office 
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5.0 OPERATIONS (continued) 

5.4.3 Contamination Control Program 

5.4.3.1 Personnel 
4 

All personnel working within the mill area are 
provided with change room, shower, and laundry 
facilities. Employees working in the yellow cake 
product areas or performing maintenance on 
"equipment from these areas are provided coveralls 
and are required to change and shower prior to 
leaving the mill. All employees are also 
required to monitor themselves with an alpha 
survey meter prior to leaving the mill. Alpha 
contamination on skin or clothes greater than 
1,000 dpm/100 cm2 shall be cause for additional 
showering or decontamination and an investigation 
by radiation protection staff. Spot checks with 
a survey meter also are made at least quarterly.  
Coveralls and contaminated clothing are laundered 
on site. A respiratory protection program 
includes written procedures and personnel 
training in the use, care and selection of 
respirators as outlined in ANSI-Z88.2-1980.  

5.5 Environmental Surveillance Program 

The environmental monitoring program is designed to assess the 
effect of mill process and disposal operations on the unrestricted 
environment. Delinatlon of specific equipment and procedures is 
presented in the Environmental Surveillance Procedure Manual, 
Appendix D.  

5.5.1 kmbient Air Monitoring 

5.5.1.1 Ambient Particulate 

Radionuclide particulate sampling will continue 
at the five locations currently monitored. The 
present sampling system is to be replaced. The 
proposed system consists of high volume 
particulate samplers utilizing mass flow 
controllers to maintain an air flow rate of forty 
standard cubic feet per minute. Samplers will be 
operated continuously with an expected on-stream 
operating period exceeding ninety percent.  
Filter rotation will be weekly with quarterly 
site composition for particulate radlonuclide 
analysis. Analysis will be done for U-natural, 
Thorium-230, Radium-226, and Lead-210.
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5.0 OPERATIONS (continued) 

5.6.1.2 Ambient Radon 

Radon-222 monitoring will continue at the five 
air particulate monitoring locations currently 
utilized. System quality assurance will be 
determined by placing a duplicate monitor at one 
site continuously. Monitoring methodology 
consists of a Passive TLD monitoring system.  
Integration duration is continuous for one month 
with monthly exchange of TLD chips for analysis.  

L 5.5.2 External Radiation 

TLD badges, as supplied by Eberline, Inc., or equivalent, 
L_ will be utilized at the five existing ambient particulate 

monitoring sites to determine ambient external gamma 
exposures. Exchange of TLD badges will be on a quarterly 

_ basis. Badges consist of a minimum of five TLD chips.  

5.5.3 Soil and Vegetation 

5.5.3.1 Ambient Soil Monltoring 

Soil samples from the top one centimeter of 
surface soils are collected annually at each air 
particulate monitoring site. A minimum of two 

ilograms of soil is collected per site and 
analyzed for U-natural and Radium-226.  

5.5.3.2 Ambient Vegetation Monitoring 

Forage vegetation samples are collected three 
times per year from animal grazing areas near the 
mill site which have the highest predicted 
concentrations of emissions from the mill. The 

6- samples are collected near air particulate 
station one: by the meteorological station, to 
the imuedlate west of this site, and by air 

L particulate station four. Samples are obtained 
during the grazing season, in the late fall, 
early spring, and in late spring. One to two 

L kilograms of grass are submitted from each site 
for analysis of Radium-226 and Lead-210.  

5.5.4 Heteorol ogical 

Meteorological monitoring will continue at the current 
site near air particulate sampling station one. The
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5.0 OPERATIONS (continued) 

sensor and recording equipment will be replaced with 
sensors to monitor wind velocity and direction along with 
stability classification. Data integration duration is 
one-hour with hourly recording of mean speed, total wind 
run, mean wind direction, and mean wind stability (as 
degrees sigma theta). The recording system will consist 
of a backup power supply, a backup paper tape printout and 
a primary ASCII tape recording system.  

Monitoring for precipitation consists of a daily log of 
precipitation using a standard NOAA rain gauge installed 
near the administrative office, consistent with NOAA 
specifications.  

Windrose data will be summarized in a format compatible 
with MILDOS and UDAD specifications for 40 CFR 190 
compliance.  

5.5.5 Point Emission 

Stack emission monitoring from yellow cake facilities 
follow.EPA Method 54 procedure and occur on a quarterly 
basis,. during operating of the facillty. Particulate 
sampling'is analyzed for Uranium-natural on a quarterly 
basis and for Thorium-230, Radium-226, and Lead-210 on a 
semi-annual basis. Ore stack emission monitoring follows 
EPA Method 5 procedure oi a semi-annual basis, during 
operation of the facij (ty. Particulate samples are 
analyzed for Uranium-natural, Thorium-230, Radium-226, and 
Lead-210. Monitorbd data includes ventilation system 
operation levels, process fed levels, particulate emission 
concentrations, isoKinetic conditions, and radionuclide 
emission concentrations.  

5.5.6 Water 

5.5.6.1 Surface Water Monitoring 

Stream monitoring of Westwater and Cottonwood 
Creeks is on a quarterly basis at locations 
hydrologically above and below the White Mesa 
Mill and tailing disposal site. Field monitored 
parameters include pH, specific conductivity, and 
temperature. Laboratory monitored parameters 
include total dissolved solids, total suspended 
solids, and gross alpha concentrations.
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5.0 OPERATIONS (continued) 

5.5.6.2 Groundwater Monitoring 

Groundwater monitoring of the existing monitor 
and culinary water wells at the White Mesa 
facility is on a quarterly basis. Wells are 
pumped and monitored prior to sample recovery.  
Well water quality is monitored for pH, specific 
conductance and temperature during pumping with 
sample recovery occurring when these parameters 
stabilize.  

Sample analysis, for dissolved constituents, 
occurs on the schedule and for the parameters 
listed in Table 5.5-1.  

5.5.7 Solid Waste 

The tailing management system monitoring plan will follow 
the guidelines developed in the report: 

"Initial Phase-Tailings Management System; 
Monitoring Plan" 
February 1982, D'Appolonia 

The monitoring program includes daily, monthly, quarterly 
and annual inspection criteria. The site inspector will 
be the Environmental Coordinator. UNETCO MINERALS 
CORPORATION policy on tailing management includes an 
external consultant review of the site program on a 
five-year interval to insure stability and integrity of 
the tailing site.  

6.0 MILL ACCIDENTS 

6.1 Spectrum of Potential Mill Accidents 

A spectrum of potential mill accidents ranging from trivial to 
serious has been established by classes of occurrence and each 
class of accident evaluated (Table 6.1-1). Emergency plans for 
coping with the accidents are also described.  

The severity of accidents is based on their potential impact on 
the environment and is not a measure of dollar loss or employee 
injury. The categories in Table 6.1-1 are: 

I Trivial - no impact. Necessary repairs made 

2 Insignificant - no impact. Corrective action taken 
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5.0 OPERATIONS (continued)

product areas or performing maintenance on 
equipment from these areas are provided coveralls 
and are required to change and shower prior to 
leaving the mill. All employees are also 
required to monitor themselves with an alpha 
survey meter prior to leaving the mill. Alpha 
contamination on skin or clothes greater than 
1,000 dpm/100 cm2 shall be cause for additional 
showering or decontamination and an investigation 
by radiation protection staff. Spot checks with 
a survey meter also are made at least quarterly.  
Coveralls and contaminated clothing are laundered 
on site. A respiratory protection program 
includes written procedures and personnel 
training in the use, care and seleetion of 
respirators as outlined in ANSI-Z88.2-1980.  

5.5 Environmental Surveillance Program 

The environmental monitoring program is designed to assess the 
effect of mill process and disposal operations on the unrestricted 
environment. Delination of specific equipment and procedures is 
presented in the Environmental Surveillance Procedure Manual, 
Appendix D.  

5.5.1 Ambient Air Monitoring 

5.5.1.1 Ambient Particulate 

Radionuclide particulate sampling will continue 
at the five locations currently monitored. The 
present sampling system is to be replaced. The 
proposed system consists of high volume 
particulate samplers utilizing mass flow 
controllers to maintain an air flow rate of forty 
standard cubic feet per minute. Samplers will be 
operated continuously with an expected on-stream 
operating period exceeding ninety percent.  
Filter rotation will be weekly with quarterly 
site composition for particulate radionuclide 
analysis. Analysis will be done for U-natural, 
Thorium-230, Radium-226, and Lead-210.  

5.5.1.2 Ambient Radon 

Radon-222 monitoring will continue at the five 
air particulate monitoring locations currently 
utilized. System quality assurance will be 
determined by placing a duplicate monitor at one 
site continuously. Monitoring methodology 
consists of a Passive TLD monitoring system.  
Integration duration is continuous for one month 
with monthly exchange of TLD chips for analysis.
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5.5.2 External Radiation 

TLD badges, as supplied by Eberline, Inc., or equivalent, 
will be utilized at the five existing ambient particulate 
monitoring sites to determine ambient external gamma 
exposures. Exchange of TLD badges will be on a quarterly 
basis. Badges consist of a minimum of five TLD chips.  

5.5.3 Soil and Vegetation 

5.5.3.1 Ambient Soil Monitoring 

Soil samples from the top one centimeter of 
surface soils are collected annually at each air 
particulate monitoring site. A minimum of two 
kilograms of soil is collected per site and 
analyzed for U-natural and Radium-226.  

5.5.3.2 Ambient Vegetation Monitoring 

Forage vegetation samples are collected three 
times per year from animal grazing areas near the 
mill site which have the highest predicted 
concentrations of emissions from the mill. The 
samples are collected near air particulate 
station one: by the meteorological station, to 
the immediate west of this site, and by air 
particulate station four. Samples are obtained 
during the grazing season, in the late fall, 
early spring, and in late spring. One to two 
kilograms of grass are submitted from each site 
for analysis of Radium-226 and Lead-210.  

5.5.4 meteorological 

Meteorological monitoring will continue at the current 
site near air particulate sampling station one. The 
sensor and recording equipment will be replaced with 
sensors to monitor wind velocity and direction along with 
stability classification. Data integration duration is 
one-hour with hourly recording of mean speed, total wind 
run, mean wind direction, and mean wind stability (as 
degrees sigma theta). The recording system will consist 
of a backup power supply, a backup paper tape printout and 
a primary ASCII tape recording system.  

Monitoring for precipitation consists of a daily log of 
precipitation using a standard NOAA rain gauge installed 
near the administrative office, consistent with NOAA 
specifications.
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Windrose data will be summarized in a format compatible with MILDOS and UDAD specifications for 40 CFR 190 
compliance.  

5.5.5 Point Emission 

Stack emission monitoring from yellow cake facilities 
follow EPA Method 5 procedure and occur on a quarterly 
basis, during operating of the facility. Particulate 
sampling Is analyzed for Uranium-natural on a quarterly 
basis and for Thorium-230, Radium-226, and Lead-210 on a 
semi-annual basis. Ore stack emission monitoring follows 
EPA Method 5 procedure on a semi-annual basis, during operation of the facility. Particulate samples are analyzed for Uranium-natural, Thorium-230, Radium-226, and 
Lead-210. Monitored data includes ventilation system operation levels, process fed levels, particulate emission 
concentrations, isoKinetic conditions, and radionuclide 
emission concentrations.  

5.5.6 Water 

5.5.6.1 Surface Water Monitoring 

Stream monitoring of Westwater and Cottonwood 
Creeks is on a quarterly basis at locations 
hydrologically above and below the White Mesa 
Mill and tailing disposal site. Field monitored 
parameters Include pH, specific conductivity, and 
temperature. Laboratory monitored parameters 
Include total dissolved solids, total suspended 
solids, and gross alpha concentrations.  

5.5.6.2 Groundwater Monitoring 

Groundwater monitoring of the existing monitor 
and culinary water wells at the White Mesa 
facility is on a quarterly basis. Wells are 
pumped and monitored prior to sample recovery.  
Well water quality is monitored for pH, specific 
conductance and temperature during pumping with sample recovery occurring when these parameters 
stabilize.  

* Sample analysis, for dissolved constituents, 
occurs on the schedule and for the parameters 
listed in Table 5.5-1.
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5.0 OPERATIONS (continued)

5.5.7 Solid Waste 

The tailing management system monitoring plan will follow 
the guidelines developed in the report: 

"Initial Phase-Tailings Management System; 
Monitoring Plan" 
February 1982, D'Appolonia 

The monitoring program includes daily, monthly, quarterly and annual inspection criteria. The site inspector will be the Environmental Coordinator. UMETCO MINERALS 
CORPORATION policy on tailing management includes an external consultant review of the site program on a five-year interval to insure stability and integrity of 
the tailing site.  

6.0 MILL ACCIDENTS 

6.1 Spectrum of Potential Mill Accidents 

A spectrum of potential mill accidents ranging from trivial to serious has been established by classes of occurrence and each class of accident evaluated (Table 6.1-1). Emergency plans for coping with the accidents are also described.  

The severity of accidents is based on their potential impact on the environment and is not a measure of dollar loss or employee 
injury. The categories in Table 6.1-1 are: 

1 Trivial - no impact. Necessary repairs made 

2 Insignificant - no impact. Corrective action taken 
3 Significant - Slight impact. Corrective action taken 

4 Serious - Corrective action necessary. Major local and/or 
regional impact 

5 Very Serious - Corrective action necessary. Major local 
and/or regional impact 

The probability categories in Table 6.1-1 are defined as follows: 

1 Probably - expected to occur during operating life of plant 

2 Improbable - possible one or two of these events can be 
expected to occur during the life of the plant 

3 Highly Improbable - not expected to occur during the life of 
the project.
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TABLE 5.5-1

CHEMICAL PARAMETER MONITORING SCHEDULE 

OPERATIONAL PHASE GROUNDWATER PROGRAM

Second Quarter, 
- Fourth Quarter, 

Quarterly Sampling 

pH (F) 
Specific Conductance (F) 
Temperature (F) 
Chloride (L) 
Uranium (L)

Third Quarter, 
Semi-Annual Sampling 

Indicator Parameters 

pH (F, L) 
Specific Conductance (F, L) 
Temperature (F) 
Sul fate (L) 
Chloride (L) 
Gross Alpha (L) 
Uranium (L) 

Accuracy Assessment Parameters 

Calcium (L) 
Magnesium (L) 
Potassium (L) 
Alkalinity (F, L) 
Sodium (L) 
Total Dissolved Solids (L)

First Quarter, 
Annual Sampling 

pH (F, L) 
Specific Conductance (F, L) 
Temperature (F) 
Total DIssolved Solids (L) 
Alkalinity CF, L) 
Sulfate (L) 
Chloride (L) 
Ammonia (L) 
Phosphate (L) 
Aluminum (L) 
Arsenic (L) 
Cadmium (L) 
Calcium (L) 
Chromium (L) 
Copper (L) 
Lead (L) 
Magnesium (L) 
Manganese (L) 
Mercury (L) 
Molybdenum (L) 
Potassium (L) 
Selenium (L) 
Sodium (L) 
Vanadium (L) 
Zinc (L) 
Gross Alpha (L) 
Gross Beta (L) 
Uranium (L) 
Radium-226 (L) 
Thorium-230 (L) 
Lead-210 (L) 
Polonium-210 (L)

F = Parameter measured in field 
L = Parameter measured in laboratory 
All radionuclides, metals, cations, anions are analyzed for dissolved 

concentrations only.
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2.2.2 Stack Effluent Sampling 

-- Stack sampling has been performed at least semiannually since the mill 
began operation. The FES (Section 3.2) predicted a product loss from 
the yellowcake drying and packaging stack of 115 kg per year of which 

- 104 kg would be U 08 . This resulted in a calculated release rate of 
0.029 Ci/y for U-238. Actual stack sampling measurements performed in 
1982 indicated releases of 97.5 kg of U-nat from the yellowcake stack, 
which corresponds to 0.027 Ci of U-238. The measured values compare 
favorably with the release values predicted in the FES.  

The FES also estimated that 0.0016 Ci/y of Th-230, 6.2E-5 Ci/y of 
Ra-226, and 6.2E-5 Ci/y of Pb-210 would be released. Based on effluent 
monitoring data, the average releases during 1982 were 3.2E-5 Ci/qtr of 
Th-230 (1.3E-4 Ci/y), 1.OE-5 Ci/qtr of Ra-226 (4.1E-5 Ci/y), and 
7.9E-5 Ci/qtr of Pb-210 (3.17E-4 Ci/y). All of the measured values 
were less than the predicted releases except for Pb-210. The calculated 
concentration of Pb-210 in the yellowcake stack, when flow rate was 
considered, did not exceed 17. 5% of the maximum permissible 
concentration (MPC) for restricted areas in any quarter.  

U 

2.2.3 Radon Gas Monitoring 

Radon gas monitoring was performed one week each month at the five 
stations utilized to collect airborne particulate samples. During 1982, 
measured radon gas concentrations did not exceed 11% of the MPC for 
unrestricted areas. The background during this same collection period 
measured 7.3% of the MPC.  

2.2.4 Ground Water and Surface Water Sampling 

Umetco previously performed quarterly sampling of nine monitoring wells, 
one control well upgradient of the tailings system, one drinking water 

-- well and two surface water sources. Samples were analyzed for five 
radionuclides and various chemical and physical parameters.  

A staff review of the ground water quality indicated that downgradient 
monitor wells Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12 and 13 show a higher concentration 
of dissolved constituents than does the background well (No. 1).  
Because this has been observed since the time of the preoperational 
monitoring program, it probably represents normal variance in the 
ground water. Based on 1982 ground water monitoring data, the highest 
radionuclide concentrations measured were 0.08, 10, 0.09, 1.8 and 
0.3 percent of the applicable MPC for U-nat, Ra-226, Th-230, Pb-210 
and Po-210, respectively. No ground water anomalies have been L observed. This situation is not unusual since the tailings retention 
system consists of synthetically lined cells.
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Surface water radionuclide concentrations have not varied appreciably.  
The U-nat concentrations are higher than any other radionuclide and did 

- not exceed 1.1E-8 uCi/ml (0.004 %, of the MPC for unrestricted areas).  

2.2.5 Direct Gamma Exposure 

Direct radiation exposure measurements were made quarterly at the five 
air particulate monitoring stations. The highest exposure rate measured 
during 1982 was 37.3 mR/qtr including background and 11.7 mR/qtr 
above background.  

2.3 Radiological Assessment 

2.3.1 Introduction 

This assessment addresses the radiological impacts from milling operations 
-- at the White Mesa site. The licensee desires to process 2000 tons/day of 

ore with an average ore grade of 0.6%, for a yellowcake production rate 
of 4,380 tons/year. This assessment presents a state-of-the-art 
evaluation of impacts from the White Mesa mill at a production rate of 
4,380 tons of yellowcake per year.  

Components of the radiological analysis presented in this section include 
estimates of the following: (1) annual releases of radioactive materials 
from the mill and tailings retention system, (2) resulting dose 
commitments to nearby individuals and the population within 80 km 

- (50 miles) of the site, and (3) concentrations of radionuclides at the 
restricted area boundary. The calculated results are compared to L measured background radiation and applicable regulatory limits. Tables 
and figures referenced in the text are provided in Appendix A.  

2.3.2 Estimated Releases 

A summary of the information and data assumptions used to calculate the 
annual releases of radioactive materials from the mill and tailings 
retention system is presented in Table 1. The estimated annual releases 
are presented in Table 2. More detailed descriptions of release estimates 
from the tailings cells and ore pad as well as descriptions of the models K and assumptions used by the staff to perform the radiological impact 
assessment are provided in Appendix B. Release rates from the tailings 
retention system are based on the tailings management plan discussed in 

_ Section 4.0.
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with each reading. The staff will therefore require that the TLDs be 
exchanged and read quarterly.  

TLD badges supplied by Eberline, Inc., or equivalent, will be utilized at 
the five existing ambient particulate monitoring sites to determine 
ambient external gamma exposures. Each badge consists of a minimum of 
five TLD chips. Exchange of TLD badges will be on a quarterly basis.  

3.4. Soil and Vegetation Sampling 

Umetco's proposed programs for vegetation and soil sampling are 
discussed below. Forage vegetation samples will be collected three times 
per year from animal grazing areas near the mill site. The samples will 
be collected near the meteorological station, to the immediate west of this 
site, and by the south tailings area in the late fall, early spring and 
late spring. One to two kilograms of grass are to be collected from each 
site and analyzed for Ra-226 and Pb-210.  

Soil Samples from the top one centimeter of surface soils will be collected 
annually at each airborne particulate monitoling site. A minimum of two 
kilograms of soil is to be collected per site and analyzed for U-nat and 

L Ra-226.  

3.5 Ground Water and Surface Water Sampling 

3.5.1 Surface Water 

Umetco proposes to sample Westwater and Cottonwood Creeks on a 
quarterly basis at locations upstream and downstream of the White Mesa 
Mill and tailings disposal site. Field monitored parameters include pH, 
specific conductivity and temperature. Laboratory monitored parameters 
include total dissolved solids, total suspended solids, and gross alpha 

L. concentrations.  

L In addition to the surface water monitoring program proposed by the 
licensee, the staff will require by license condition that analyses be 
performed semiannually on surface water samples for total and dissolved 
concentrations of U-nat, Th-230, and Ra-226.  

3.5.2 Ground Water 

L Umetco proposes that ground water sampling of Monitor Wells 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 11, 12, 13 and the culinary water well at the White Mesa facility 
continue on a quarterly basis. Wells will be pumped and the water 
quality monitored for pH, specific conductance and temperature during
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Revised July 1991

5.0 ADMINISTRATION (continued) 

5.5.5 point Emission 

Stack emission monitoring from yellow cake facilities follow EPA 

Method 5 procedure and occur on a quarterly basis . during 

operating of the facility. Particulate sampling is analyzed for 

Uranium-natural on a quarterly basis and for Thorium-230, 
Radium-226, and Lead-210 on a semi-annual basis. Demister and ore 

stack enission monitoring follows EPA Method 5 procedure on a 

semi-annual basis, during operation of the facility. Particulate 

samples are analyzed for Uranium-natural, Thorium-230, Radium-226, 

and Lead-210. Monitored data includes scrubber system operation 

levels, process feed levels, particulate emission concentrations, 

isokinetic conditions, and radionuclide emission concentrations.  
For further procedure information see Section 1.4 of Appendix E in 

White Mesa Mill Procedures Manual.  

5.5.6 Water 

5.5.6.1 Surface Water Monitorinn 

Surface water monitoring is conducted at two locations adjacent to 

the White Mesa Mill facility known as Westwater Canyon and 

Cottonwood Creek. Samples are obtained annually from Westwater 

and quarterly from Cottonwood using grab sampling. Field 

monitored parameters and laboratory monitored parameters are 

listed in Table 5.5-1. For further procedure information see 

Section 2.1 of Appendix E in the White Mesa Mill Procedures 
Manual.  

5.5.6.2 Groundwater Monitoring 

Groundwater monitoring of the culinary water and monitor wells are 

obtained on a quarterly basis by pumping a minimum of two casing 

volumes, five gallons, or until three successive sampleg show 

stabilized readings on pH to ± 8.50, temperature to ± 2 C, and 

conductivity to ± 500 unhos at C.  

%on return to the office, samples are stored in a refrigerator at 

4 C until transferred to the Analytical Laboratory.  

Field monitored parameters and laboratory monitored parameters are 

listed in Table 5.5-2. For further procedure information see 

Section 2.2 of Appendix E in the White Mesa Mill Procedures 
Manual.
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Table 5.5-1

Operational Phase Surface Water Monitoring Program 

Monitoring Sites 
Westwater and Cottonwood Creeks.  

Field Requirements

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.

temperature C; 
Specific Condictivity umhos at 25 
pH at 25 C; 
Sample date; 
Sample ID. Code; 

Vendor Laboratory Requirements

C;

Semiannual* Cuarterly

One gallon Unfiltered and Raw.  
One gallon Unfiltered, Raw 
and preserved to pH <2 with 
HHO3 • 

Total dissolved solids 
Total suspended solids 
Gross Alpha 
Suspended U-nat 
Dissolved U-nat 
Suspended Ra-226 
Dissolved Ra-226 
Suspended Th-230 
Dissolved Th-230

One gallon Unfiltered and Raw.  
One Filtered and Preserved to 
pH <2 with HNO3.  

Total dissolved solids 
Total suspended solids

* Semiannual sample must be taken four months apart.  
** Annual Westwater Creek sample is done with semi-annual parameters.  
Radionuclides and LILDs reported in uCi/ml
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Table 5.5-2

OPERATIONAL PHASE GROUND WATER MONITORING PROGRAM 

Monitor Sites 
II, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 15, culinary, 2 duplicates 

FIELD REQUIREMENTS 

Depth of well in feet to nearest half inch.  
Temperature in degrees celcius C.  
pH to two decimal places.  
Specific conductance in umhos 0 temp.  

VENDOR LAB REQUIREMENTS

Semi annual 

* Beryllium (mg/1) 
* Cadmium (mg/1) 
* Molybdenum (mg/1) 
* Nickel (mg/1) 
* TDS mg/l 
* Chlorides (mg/I) 
* Sulfates (mg/i) 

** Selenium (mg/1) 
** Arsenic (mg/1) 
** Ra-226 (uCi/ml) 

Ra-226 LLD(uCi/ml) 
** Ra-228 (uCi/ml) 

Ra-228 LLD (uCi/ml) 
** Th-230 (uCi/ml) 

Th-230 LLD(uCi/ml) 
** Pb-210 (uCi/ml) 

Pb-210 LLD(uCi/ml) 
*0 U-nat (uCi/ml) 

U-nat LLD(uCi/ml) 
** Gross Alpha (mg/i) 

* I liter unfiltered, raw,4°C 

** 1 gal. filtered, preserved 
with KNO3 to pH < 2.

* TDS (mg/i) * Chlorides (mg/i) 
0 Sulfates (mg/l) 
• U-nat (uCi/ml) 

U-nat LLD(uCi/ml) 
* Sodium (mg/1) 

*I 1lite; unfiltered, raw, 
cool 4 C.  
I* 1 liter filtered preserved 
with HN0 3 to pH < 2.
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TABLE 6-1. 6RMIUE-MATER QUALITY FOR THlE WHITE MESA WEILS.

K1 cl S04 TOS COND PH As Se U 4a226 Pb2Il Th231

NMI .. -- - Ca 

791636 166 2.5 226 625 949 8.6 
661113e 149 14.6 526 6768 - 7.4 
561539 165 26 635 1251 1563 7.3 

636631 166 16.6 632 1256 1367 7.5 -

661731 161 26 i16 1182 1469 7.4 1.111 1.111 

166631 159 19.6 612 1226 1565 7.2 1.164 0.192 

666931 156 13.6 641 1295 1547 -7.6 6.112 6.611 

861631 162 39 576 1226 1579 7.4 1.661 6.611 

8611139 166 12.6 613 1166 1569 7.5 .1162 1.111 

661231 1U8 13.6 621 1194 1568 7.4 1.161 1.611 

96131 176 15.6 638 1273 1682 7.2 .1.11 1.61 

016228 148 14.6 666 1254 1723 7.2 6.661 6.66 
511331 175 14.6 659 1317 1472 7.5 6.631 1.611 

816436 161 13.1 628 1336 1425 7.5 6.661 1.611 

9165336 166 14.8 651 1366 1543 7.6 6.691 8.611 

816636 162 12.6 626 1189 1313 7.3 6.111 6.6111 

611914 - - - - 1716 - -

816931 161 14.6 638 1197 -- 7.4 6.661 6.161 

611931 - - -- - -- - -

611231 176 15.6 - 1199 - 7.5 

282127. - - - 1458 -

826131 179 13.6 613 12661 - 7.30 6.111 1.611 

626417 -- - - - 1635 - -

926439 191 12.6 697 1216 - 7.7 - .  

9217167 -- - -- - 1576 - -

826831 166 12.6 662 1266 -- .5 E

821216 - - - - 1326 -

E21231 176 16.9 653 1326 -- 7.6 -

136125 - 6.1 -- - 1316 

936331 - - - -- 7.6 -

636436 11 2 -- - 12 -- -

E36629 078 16.5 655 1156 * 7.8 
5369866 - 1396 - -

931625 - - 1688 -- -- 

631231 176 13.8 661 1265 - 7.6 

846226 - -- 637 -- -- -- 

841321 - - - 1203 

641331 - 14.3 - -- 7.7 - .  

846614 - - -- 1265 -- -

54963C 176 12.61 688 1495 -- 7.k f. 6.65 

849393 -- 15.4 -- - -- T.25 - --

- .76 3.6 1.41 

- .53 5.6 6.56 
- .56 3.3 1.51 
- .66 4.6 6.51 

- 2.6 4.1 2.81 
-- 2.2 4.6 1.51 
- 3.5 4.6 1.1 
- 1.5 3.6 1.7 

- .69 2.6 6.71 
- .431 

-- 6.68 6.60 1.1 

-6.36 1.36.9 

-- - 6.1 1.21 

6.46 .66 1.66 

Z- .6 1.2 2.!
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TABLE 6-1. SROUND-VATER QUALITY FOR THE VHITE RESA VELLS(continued).

VELL DATE Na CI 504 TDS COND PH AS Se U Ra226 Pb2li Th213

aN184125 -. . .. . 111- -- --..  

141231 182 14.2 637 693 -- 7.7 
651221 - - - -- 1388 -. . .  

651331 -- 14.3 - - - 7.1 
851535 - -- .. - -- .11 3.311 
951625 .. . . .-1133 . .. .  

851628 .. l 1 . ll3 
853633 19.9 17.1 616 1563 - 7.6 -- 

654723 - -- - - - 1.111 1.14 
85188b -. . ... 1o.61 3.3I1 
65639 -- 18.6 - -- 1533 6.9 1.11 3.311 
3511331 . .. . .. .. i61 1.131 

851127 . .. .. . . . 1.111 1.311 

851215 . . .. .. 3333 - 1.111 1.-11 
851231 323 53 1383 4933 -- 7.3 -

963124 . . .. .. ..- -- C11 .331 
661226- -- 1-1- 3.31 .311 
861321 . .. .. . .. .. . .  

161327 . .. . . 1353 - 3.U11 1.131 
961331 .. . . .. .. 7.3 -- 

961438- -- .- 3 1.11 
163532 . . .. . .. . 6.11 1.611 

663619 262 25 733 1268 - - -

163626 - - -- -- 1999 -. -. .  

63633 - 25 691 1331 - 7.5 *- 
961954 175 2.3 737 1256 1918 7.3 6.331 1.11 
861213 213 6.6 649 1273 2203 7.7 1.131 3.162 

971229 116 11.3 657 1271 1633 7.3 3.691 M.Ui 
e7149 134 12.1 664 1273 1933 7.6 6.632 1.131 
M7961e -- 11.3 691 1269 1539 7.6 -

671119 212 9.3 697 1336 1611 7.6 63.63 1.615 

681126 185 16.3 696 1313 1358 9.u 8.183 3.399 

8363M1 - 9.q 641 1253 1351 8.1 -- 

618623 157 13.2 648 1223 1559 7.6 3.31 t.01 
691183 172 11.9 645 1253 1256 7.5 1.121 f.-51 

891339 169 12.3 694 1296 1330 7.4 9.31 1.114 
993M21 - 1I.1 716 1269 1694 6.1 - -

899622 -- - -. . . .. . 0.134 6.101 
619311 163 18.1 352 1211 1679 7.3 1.691 9.301 

951115 194 11. 697 1209 1669 7.5 M.e1 2.135

691129 -
911216 --

- 1.1 2.7 1.2 

-- .53 1.13 1.11 

-- 3.59 1.11 1.11 

-- 6.59 8.39 1.13 

- 1.5 3.31 3.43 
1- .48 2.2 1.3 
0- .21 2.2 3.21 

- 1.69 :.1 3.13 

-- 1.3 1.79 1.11 

6.3 1.39 31 8 

-- 1.51 3.52 1.9 9 
-- 1.16 1.39 1.72 
-- 3.10 3.26 3.13 

-- 1 .161 Mae 
-- 1.21 --. ..

- .29 9-- u SM .I
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TABLE 6-1. GROUND-WATER DUALITY FOR THE WHITE KESA WELLS(continued),

WELL DATE Ha Cl S04 TDS COND pH As St U R&226 Pb21| Th23M

fwi9n922l -- 11.9 692 1266 1.95 7.6 - -- .. . . ..  

903568 - 12.6 694 1169 1694 7.4 1.112 1.911 9.71 9.29 1.41 1.1, 

969539 158 - - -. - - -- -..  

969317 -- 11.1 665 1211 1667 7.4 -. . . . . .  

919616 - -- -- - - -- 1,47 --. . .  

991113 165 12.1 667 1171 1643 7.9 .1.11 1.131 1.54 1.23 1.71 9.29 

911227 171 12.9 662 1272 1711 7.9 1.191 1.112 1.22 1.19 0.19 9.C!

!12 2 -- - - - -.  
791913 154 5.9 241 793 1279 7.2 - - " 

933139 213 19.6 638 1913 - 7.2 -

333539 346 19.1 1175 1953 2413 7.4 -- 

911634 361 15.1 1291 2333 3331 7.4 -- 

860731 410 26 1410 2449 2599 7.5 1.12 9.13 

910931 411 16.1 - 1345 2276 2712 7.2 1.114 1.3 

899933 469 15.1 1559 2769 2791 7.6 3.912 1.91 
891131 415 23 1535 2652 2931 7.3 1.H! 3.12 
891139 419 6.9 1425 2492 2669 7.4 1.014 1.11 
191231 442 16.9 1529 2644 2733 7.4 1.111 1.931 
819131 467 11.9 1531 2769 31598 7.2 9.131 9.12 
311229 462 9.1 1553 2955 3899 7.1 Me1 1.331 
611331 471 1191 - -- - 7.2 1.001 -

913439 476 11.1 1663 3926 3097 7.2 1.191 9.131 
811539 472 13.9 1739 2998 2985 7.1 1.911 0.1.2 

919639 456 11.1 1699 2963 2696 7.2 1.111 1.111 
911914 4- - - - 3712 - -- -.  

613631 469 7.1 1753 2932 -- 7.4 .1931 o.134 
818938 . . . .. .  

611231 469 14.9 8 - 2931 -* 7.7 -

623127 -- -- - 345 -. .. ..  

920131 483 9.9 1593 2966 - 7.2 0.111 1.119 

221047 -- - -- -- 3482 -- -- 

628431 468 7.1 1766 2692 - 7.5 -- 

823797 -- - -- -- 3349 -- " 
929931 471 6.1 1708 2950 -- 7.7 .. ..  

821219 - -- -- -- 2729 --.. .  

621231 489 5.5 1749 3956 - 7.7 -

636125 - 11.1 -- - 2688 -

939331 ?... .. .. 7,5 .. ..  

131430 .. .. .. .. 2969 .. .. ..  

839629 £73 25 1961 3591 - 7.7 .. ..

-- 1.3 3.9 9.39 
- 1.7 3.3 9.43 
-- 9.39 3.3 1.51 
- 1.9 3.3 9.98 

1- .1 2.9 9.46 
-- .43 3.9 9.43.  
- 1.3 3.6 1.3 

1- .7 5.9 3.63 
- 1.6 - 1.41 
-- 1.3 5.9 3.6M 
- 2.3 3.9 9.70 
-- 2.1 5.3 1.  

-- 7.5 3.9 1.2 
-- 1,1 - -

-- 1.6 9.3 3.9 

- 9.61 1.2 1.01 

- .17 9.01 1.9 

-- 1.17 9.98 9.41
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TABLE 6-1. 6ROUND-MATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE KESA UELLS(continued).

WELL DATE Ka Cl S04 TDS COND pH As St U 4a226 Pb218 Th23M

7.1 6.02 8.65 1.1 
7.2 8.194 8.82 4.9 
7.1 8.93 6.82 6.1 
7 . 1 . -. . 6 .8 
-- 8.11 1.122 -

7.4 1.115 1.191 8.8 

7.8 1.108 8.51 -
--.. . .. 9.5 
--.. . .. 7.4 

7.5 - " 
7.1 1.131 3.111 6.1 

7.8 - -
- -- - 5.9 

7.5 6.091 16.14 7.2 
7.5w -6.691 -m.B2 3.5

1.2e 8.28 
5.28 

8.58 
1.20 

8.38 

1.43 
1.33

M92 881823 
681183 
898369 
698621 
693622 
e98931 
891115 
89112e 
930216 
980229 

9318586 
988589 
988887 

909816 
901113 
918227 

KV3 3 
791139 
838138 

698535 
815638 
689731 
899631 

8918331 801131 
681130 
891231 
819121 
818223 

818438 
6185:1 

816IN 
811231 

628127 
820M*1

6-27

495 
463 
464 

466 
515 

584 

471 
477 

282 
334 
575 
642 
442 
653 
586 
677 
567 
699 
.756 
784 
745 
793 
"718 
625 

69B 

739 

757

6.4 
6.6 
7.6 
6.4 

6.8 
5.1 

5.8 

7.8 

6.8 

6.8 

18.8 

12.6 
25 
59 
51 
62 
65 
62 
65 
64 
65 
71 
65 
66 
66 

31t 
69 

67 

66 

0'

1971 
1968 
1998 
2848 

2813 
1993 

2328 

2821 

1971 

1,98 

1849 

939 
2180 
2431 
2615 
2458 
2975 
2888 

2758 
3860 
3912 
2788 
3151 

3186 

3894 3953 

3188

3888 
3158 
3145 
3211 

3843 
3868 

3198 

3855 
3588 

3153 

3154 

2183 
2458 
4488 
4758 
4324 
4968 
4593 
4829 
4522 
4982 
5253 
4934 
5122 
5139 
5199 
5367 

5124 

5167 

4958

3430 
2858 
2690 
3668 

3671 
3628 

3636 

3638 

3561 

2060 

3720 

3268 

3915 
4276 
4386 
4537 
4768 
4846 
4782 
4629 
5398 
5854 
515,3 
4893 
4919 
4433 
5632 

5189 

540C

7.3 -. . .. .  

6.8 .. .. . .

7.2 .. . . .  

7.2 .. .. .. .  
7.2 .81 C.831 - 1.8 
M.9 8.11 1.115 - 8.68 
7.6 1.082 3.881 - 8.58 
7.2 8.811 8.861 - 1.1 
7.1 9.884 6.183 - 8.98 
7.1 8.881 8.881 -- 8.36 
7.6 1.181 8.881 -1 1.3 
6.6 8.881 8.391 -. ,6 
7.6 M.8t1 t.19 o . .8 
7.1 C.81 .81 -- 1.6 
6.5 1.081 1.891 -- 1.5 
6.8 1.831 M.81 -- : 

6.9 8.891 6.88 1 m 15.5 
S. .. .. . 8.51 

6.7 t.801 1.1I'v 1.1

6.45 6.48 4.5 3.28 
8.89 8.89 

8.8 .89 

136.6M 

1.3 6.18 

8.9 .8 

3.16 8.82 

1.8 ,1.3 
4.8i 8.66 

5.t 3.68 

5'.6 6.53 

6.8 6.86
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TABLE 6-1. SROUnD-MATER QUALITY FOR THE MNITE MESA WELLSicontlnued).

NELL DATE Na Cl 504 IDS COND PK As Se U Wa226 Pb&iI Th23!

KN4 916531 356 
811638 351 
811814 
916831 323 
616936 
911231 336 
821127 
82613- 1 346 
620331 -

626467 -" 

826436 339 
829636 "" 
629767 -

928831 348 
929939 
821216 -

821231 334 
636125 -

836331 -
936439 -

836629 338 
636996 "
63U929 -

931125 -" 

831231 321 
849228 -
641321 -" 

848331 "
849614 
649636 316 
849939 -

641295 
94,231 349 
656221 -

856331 -

856325 -
856o26 -

851936 -

851215 -
85127. ,41 
969321 --

41 1911 3296 3164 6.8 1.1i9 (.591 1.3 V1.1 1.2 

43 2970 3698 3118 7.3 toill 6.11 -- 1.2 34. 1.3 

.. . .. 39 3 .. . .. .. .. ..9 

32 1916 3337 -- 7.2 6 91 (.861 - 1,1 5.6 1.4 
-. . . . .... - - - - -. 99. - -

41 - 3377 -- 7.7 - -- 2.8 -. . .  

S. . . . .- 3 3 76 . . . . . . . . . . .  

42 1921 3296 - 7.1 1.181 1.693 -- 1.6 M.9 1.1 
--.. .. .. .. .. ..- -. 69 . .. .

--.. .. .. 3636 -" 

49 2956 3286 - 7.3 

- -. . . . . 3 3 8 9 
43 2897 3516 -- 7.9 

--.. .. .. 3938 -

36 1979 3479 - 7.6 
46 .- - 2919 
-- .. . .. 7.3 

S.. . .. 3420 -

37 2169 3599 -- 7.7 
. . . - . 2 9 7 6 -

S. . .. .. 3799 -
36 2975 3259 - 7.6 

-- 2956 -- -- 
- - - 2349 
43 -- 7.8 
--.. . 2569 -

43 2075 3599 -- M.9 
'5 . . ..- 7.6 

-.. .. .. 2325 -

42 2e56 1591 -
-. .. .. 2799 -

4a - -. . . 1.1 
-.. . .. 2999 "M

-.. .. 1.3 .. .. .  

-.. .. . . . 6.99 9.6! 
-- -- .66 -

-- -- 1.67 

-- -- 5.5 

-- -6.6 1.9 6.6 6.16 

.. .. 1.67 - -. , S.. .. -. . . .  

-- -- 1.471 
.. .7 7.6 1. 1.1 

- -- 6.41 -- -- 

-.. .. 9.61 .. .. .

2; 241 .o16 -- . .. 9. 1, . 9.1 .9t 

47 -- - 339? o,3 .. .. 1.4 .. .. .  
--.. .. .. 369! -- 6.9 .. 6910-I gA ... .. .  

53 2(22 4.69 -- 1.4 -- " 6.91 9,:f 9,! 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9O.96 1.2t 1.16
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TABLE 6-1. 6ROUND-WATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE MIESA WELLS(continued).  

ka CI S04 TDS COND pH As Se U Rh2^6 PbWig Th23t

rWi 660327 
665331 
668619 

669626 
66163e 

363584 
561211 
676220 
878429 
672616 

671119 
989125 
681126 
693661 
681923 

698339 
895621 
698622 
893931 
391115 
891129 
913216 
903220 
909650 
980519 
966917 
911816 
qi I113• 

91t227 

AN5 393539 
089630 
698731 681i751 899631 
113933 

W11138 

301231 
161131 

51622i

326 

289 
335 
209 
232 

395 

296 
2B9 
275 

267 
273 

291 

295 
254 

'79 
462 
435 
465 
595 
443 
425 
461 
467 
45?

'S 

95 

42 
45 
44 
42 
46 
45 

45 
45 
49 
48 
45 
46 

46 
45 

47 

46 

48 

53 
55

2121 

2156 
2163 

2633 2038 
1938 
2133 
2173 

2123 
2106 
2126 

2161 

2149 
2153 

2141 

2039 

2133 
1946 

1253 

1236 
1119 

115e 
96d 

1161 

1356 
1153 
1148 
12be

-- 2180 

345 -00 

3616 -

3453 4161 
3533 3433 
3496 3283 
3349 2600 
3538 3933 
3573 3763 

3460 -
3439 2956 
332e 3119 
3453 
3533 2769 
3586 3696 

3439 3678 
3376 3648 

3540 3633 

3248 3651 

3323 3556 

3285 2976 

3424 3738 

2630 2661 
2269 2372 
2363 2371 
2219 2443 
2102 2559 
2V96 247' 
1960 25.5 
2135 .2412 
2872 :212 
2152 P:$8

-- e.eui 1.63t 
7., -- -

6.9 6.331 6..1.  
7.6 -- -

7.6 1.182 1.111 
6., 6.33! 6.131 
7.5 .. ..

7.2 6.392 3.313 

7.1 -

6.8 6.32 1.136 
-- 3.31 1.115 

7.3 3.63 3.12 
6.9 -
- 3.32 6.103 

7.3 1.113 3.113 
6.8 1.112 0.61 

7.1 

7.6 .31.1 

7.7 -- -

7.7 6.332 -6.632 .7.7 9.111-0.11 

1.6 -. 92 

7.6 
7.7 6.56 16.391 

;.4 9.1.1 ,6.E3 
7.7 .6101 9.ttI 
"%6 1.331 t.631 
7.7 .13c: 9.131 
7. 6.301 t.301 
7 . 1.611 Cat,1 
%.3 Me3! Mel3

6-31

NELL DATE

22 -
-m 3.96 

1.. 3.63 

3.19 1.76 
3.19 1.5e 

1.3 6.48 
1.5 

6.98 6.13 
1.6 "

1.4 
1.54 1.31 

1.334 6.13 
1.4 1.13 
1.2 -

2.6 6.29 
-- 1.28 

3.93 -
1.6 -

1.6 6.43 

1.3 "

1.2 0.16 
1.3 1.3f

-- 1.B 
-- S.dt 
-- 3.23 

-- o,6e 
- 6.42 
-- 1.68 
-- 1.66

3.29 

I."0 

3.68 

1.5 
6.6 

1.7 

6.68 

1.56 

~.0

69 
57 
a6 

51 

49 

54

t8 

5.1.1 

4.1 
5.1

3.13 

2.4 

3.53 
69.  

1.66 

6.13 

1.36 3.43 
3.16 

1.69 

1.5R 

1.90 1.31 
IXI 6. b8 1.1+ 

* .61 
1.6t 
E. 61



TABLE 6-1. 6ROUNMD-ATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE RESA WELLS(continued).

WELL DATE Na Cl S04 TDS COND pH As SU U Ra226 Fb213 Th230

KW5 619331 473 
813433 467 
913539 459 
916630 437 
816814 
611831 426 
913931 -

811231 463 
928127 -
823131 493 
623331 
823437 
829433 513 
626363 -
628767 -

323831 473 
623930 
621213 -

621231 431 
631125 -
933331 -

836438 -

638629 456 
83399a 
629929 
631825 -
631231 483 
148226 
848328 
640331 -
9491A -

948o30 478 
046630 -

841235 -

641231 429 
651221 -

85:31 -

956625 -

i5to2i -

,•5,3e 54t 
851933 
8512!5 --

55 1211 2256 263e 7.7 1.111 1.111 -- 3.70 5.3 68.5 
53 1229 2339 2589 7.5 3.311 8.391 -- 6.30 5.3 *.10 
53 1193 2297 2422 7.2 3.111 1.111 - 3.93 4.3 3.89 

53 1135 2114 2699 7.3 1.001 1.101 -- 1.1 5.1 3.73 
- -. . 3877 - -- - -- -- -

52 1115 2119 -- 7.8 3.331 3.31 -- 1.6 3.1 1.91 
- - -. - - - - 13.5 1.23 -
23 - 2193 -- 7.7 -.. . 3.3 .. .. ..  

51.. 25 .7.3 1 .3. 9 9.3.. 9 51 1261 2250 -- 7.3 t.111 ,1.1 -- .98 E.1 2.9

..- -- 3275 -

53 1519 2568 - 7.6 

- - - 2798 

43 1295 2259 -- 8.3 

- -- -- 22 -

47 1152 2188 - 9.3 
57 - -- 2153 

- - - -- 8.1 

-. . .. 2490 

48 1229 2299 -- 9.1 
--.. .. .. 2130 

--.. .. - 2943 -

54 1233 2133 - 7.7 
- 1175 --. .. .  
- -.. 2159 -

59 -- 7.a 
-- - 2368 

54 1283 2293 -- 7.9 
57 --.. . 7.5 
-.. .. . 2999 -

53 1175 1339 - 7.9 
-- - -- 2119 -

--.. .. .. 2299 "-

-- -- 3.69 -- 

. . . . 5 .3 3 1 . 1 1 .7 

02.,7 - -- -

-- 0- 3I.67 - -
-- -- .0- .. . .  

- -- .67 1.2 M.3 2.2t 

-.. .. 5.6 -. . ..  

-- -- 3.69 - -

-.. .. 1.4 . .. .  

-- 0.315 2.7 2.9 1.3 3.16 
-- - 3.41 

-.. .. M.61 .. . ..

-. . .. .. ..- 9.331 3.391 .. .. . - ..  

53 1211 2299 -- 7,1 . . 8.68 1.39 1.39 5.10 

62 .. .. 2M T.1 .. .. 3.4 .. -- M 

.. .. .. - 2292 -- 1.301 e.091 ... .. .. ..
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TABU 6-1. 8ROWUD-KATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE NESA WELLS(continuedI.

Na C1 $04 TDS COND pH As Se U Ra226 Pb2lI Th239

RMS 851231 536 
826321 -

861327 -

869331 -

666619 514 
666626 
668634 -

863984 436 
861210 561 
871221 397 
870429 366 
871318 -

671119 564 
699125 
989126 -

989681 -

886823 432 
861193 411 
893309 321 
699621 "" 
891622 -

896911 411 
691115 568 
691129 -" 

989216 -
99•2228 -

999568 
968509 456 
919897 -
909816 -

991113 416 
916227 43 
916227 427 

NIK1 821210 
621231 555 
636125 -o 

836331i -

636433 -

830629 489 
838996 -

71 7629 6181 -- 8.1 .. .. 1.561 .88 6.31 6.16 
-. .. .. .. . .. .. - 1.26 1.31 3.16 
.. .. .. 2398 -- .6 1 .111 - -- --..  

- .. .. .. .. 7.1 "" -- 1.1 .. . ..  

136 1249 2138 -- 1.89 I.3 6.16 
-- -- -- 3666 . . .. . . .. ..- 

139 1691 3211 - 7.5 - - 5.6 - . .. .  

53 1236 2043 3251 7.6 1.391 1.611 6.76 6.26 3.6 1.8 

54 1146 2131 2469 7.1 -- - 1.6 3.31 6.39 6.16 

54 1121 2953 2919 7.6 1.602 6.631 3.19 3.43 2.7 6.96 

54 1310 2399 3789 7.6 1.661 3.661 6.98 6.38 2.4 3.36 

54 1143 1996 2789 7.4 - - 2.1 -

53 1126 1978 2616 8.1 6.111 1.12 1.31 3.63 3.61 6.39 
-. . .. . .. . .. - 1.3 - -- 

54 1136 2836 1969 7.7 .. .. . . .. .  

53 .113 1896 2169 7.6 - -- 1.91 - -

54 115e 1936 2268 7.8 1.62 1.36 6.12 1.19 3.16 1.49 

55 1393 1891 2619 7.5 3.691 6.63 1.1 3.3 1.6 6.3 

53 1196 2616 2130 7.6 6.32 6.395 1.5 6.13 6.16 3.69 

55 1116 2928 2716 7.4 - -- 6.63 - -

- -- - -. fa l.l1,6.4 - -- 

54 1143 1949 2743 7.7 6.691 - 1.1 6.6 6.6 9.10 

54 1189 2698 2750 7.6 1.697 U.686 -- 6.13 --. .  

- - - - - -- -- 6.46 - 1.6 m.  

-- - - -- -- - -. 1.7 - - 0 

55 1213 2113 2791 6.6 -- - -

56 1189 1959 2759 7.6 1.361 1.301 3.78 1.26 1.1 6.3 

53 1149 1976 2661 7.7 .... . ... .  
S. .. . .. .. . .-6.69 . . ..

54 1116 1989 2611 7.9 1.I31 3.311 L.34 3.29 L.69 6.19 

56 1626 1853 2646 .9 -1.691 -1.122 1.27 6.66 1.9t U.62 

56 959 1081 -- - -6.031 -6.362 6.34 --. .. .  

- - -- 2112 -- - -- -.  

24 926 1612 -- 8.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..  
M -- -- j3 . - - - - -

--.. .. .. -- 7.4 .. - ,34 .. .. .  

-- -- -- ~2330 -

27 943 1656 -- U.S .. .. 6.66 6.46 Cal6 M.6 
-.. .. . :-- 266 .. .. .. . .. .. ..- -

6-33
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TABLE 6-1. 6ROUND-VATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE MESA VELLS(continued).

WELL DATE Wa Ci 504 IaS CORD pH As St U Ra226 Pb219 Th2OI

MiIl 869129 -
931625 -

831231 549 

649228 
641321 -

846331 
849614 
941639 538 
6413639 3 849938 
041295 -

641231 446 
851221 
858331 
651625 
859626 -

851639 fi19 
659936 1 
151215 
651231 551 
866321 -

161327 
-869331 -

869619 589 

866626 -

66638 "" 
96994 477 
661211 259 

871226 366 
876429 378 
879618 -
671119 768 
086125 -" 

869126 
9•6681 -" 

086623 535 
681113 486 
86.893 375 

891im 
P91Q61 489 
891115 567 
891120 --

--.. .. .. .- . .. . - . 65 . .. .  

. . . . . . 2 6 1 . . . . . . . . . ..2 6 
32 999 1551 -- 7.2 . . |-.69 . . ..  

-- 937 -- -. -... .. . . ..  

.. .. . .- 1598 . . .. . . . . . . .  

31 . . -- . 7.6 .. .. 7.4 .. .. ..  

- - - 1899 . . .- - .  

32 929 1798 -- 7.2 1.995 2.7 2.1 1.1 2.1 

34 -- -- 7. -9 -6 .41 .. . .  

. . . . . . 1 9 9 . . . . . . . . . . . ..1 9 

32 937 ... . 7.9 .-9 . . 1.8 .. . .  

-.. .. .- 1999 .. .. .. .. . ...-

34 - - - 7.9 - - 1.27 .. . .  

-. .. .. .185 i,- B 1.6 .- - .. . .

31 997 1798 - S.1 - -- 1.31 9.16 6.86 1.2 

38 - - 2351 7.9 -- -- 6 -" 

S.. .. .. - 3118 - 9,091 9. ,91 . . .. .  

71 79 5111 - 7.1 - - 9.59 6.16 .998 1 .11 
. . .. .. .. .. . - .19 9.99 9.19 

- -- - 198 - 9.911 9.U11 - -- -" 

-.. . .. .* 7.1 - -- 1.7 -. ..  

77 943 1766 .. . . .. .. - .9 9 , .19 
-.. .. -349 9 .. . .. . . . ..

79 949 1719 - 7.9 - -- 1.- . . ..  

32 956 1719 2709 7.9 9.191 6.191 1.41 9,29 6.16 1.2 

33 911 1719 1599 7.9 - - 1.19 1.31, f.6. 9.9 

32 895 1719 3496 7., 61,91 1.963 t.19 ".46 1.5 1 

43 1126 1866 3258 7.6 1,162 1.111 1.32 1.21 4.6 1.9 

33 951 1699 2811 7.4 - -- 9.76 - --.  

32 961 1729 237 8 7.6 1.691 9.12 1.59 1.21 6.7 1.11 
--.. .. .. .. .. .. .. -- .19 .. .- . .  

31 919 1646 1999 ".9 .. .. . .. . .  

32 947 1662 2098 7.9 - -- 1.51 .. .. .  

34 915 1626 1880 7.7 1.12 6.17 1.15 6,.1 9.41 96.6 

35 974 1719 195e E.6 1.0 61 1.93 1.27 9.26 1.49 .6.1 

32 975 1736 2599 7.9 6.01 9.122 1.91 1.16 1.7 16.21 

"3 2 1126 '75E 2521 8 -6 Me. 9 ,6 . . .. .  

--.. .. .. ..- -- 9.915 6.1 14 . .. .. ..  

34 1929 1769 256f 7.6 .. .. 1.6 6.19 .1t 6.9 

34 993 1961 :lo ; 7.6 1.62 1.10 -- 6 . - -

S.. .. .. .. .. .. .. - .66 -- 9.11 6.6f
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TABLE 6-1. GROUND-WATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE KESA WELLS(continued).

WELL DATE Na CI S04 TDS COND PH As Se U Ra226 Pb2Ml Th23$

mili 98921* -

•38220 -

91858i 517 

989527 u.  
933816 " 

981113 475 
916227 522 

1WI2 821213 -
821231 318 
838125 

83943 -t 

631629 311 
838986 -

833929 
931325 
631231 298 
841228 
843328 -

840331 -
848614 -

946639 326 
848938 -

641205 
841231 328 
851221 -

659331 
856625 -

856626 
959638 •333 
859538 -

951215 "" 
851231 Z86 
668321 -
863327 -

863331 
863619 433 
96862t -

86663f -

. . . ..-- -- .. .. 3.71 . .. ..  

33 131 1789 2758 8.1 .... . .. ..  

33 ii11 1661 2556 7.8 e.121 8.011 3.81 3.11 1.76 6.15 

33 973 1713 2533 7.4 .. .. .. .. .. .  

- -- - -- -.. 47 - -

34 975 1723 1091 8.1 1.101 1.111 1.61 1.41 1.1 3.29 

31 967 1696 2698 5.1 1.102 -6.382 -C.26 1.11 1.66 5.38

.. . - . 3281 -
57 2395 4116 -- 7.8 
71 - - 3139 -
- -.- 6.7 
.. -- . 3410 
89 2426 4851 - 7.4 
--.. .. .. 3258 -

- - -- 488 -

65 2338 3959 -- 7.2 

-- 2431 - -- 

- - -- 335 
64 - . .-- 7.2 
- -. . . 206 

65 2410 4160 -- 7.6 
65 - - - 6.  
--.. . .. 388 
67 2481 2883 -- .7 
-. .. .- 4809 -

67 . . - . 7.1 
. . -.. . 3300 --

-- -- 2.6 3.63 ,8.3 3.11 

-- i11. -- - -" 

S.S,- - -- -

-- -- 29 

-- 3,185 19.3 6.3 9.5 .1.  

.. . ,41 -- -

- -- .71,6 
-- -- 1,47

S. . . .. - - - .331 1.831 . . . .. 

62 2446 4368 - 6.8 - - 6.8 1.1 6.3 3.63 

71 -- -- 3888 t. -.. - . V.4 .. . ..  

-- -- -- 2639 -- 3.181 t,1311 .. ..  

S7626 5.138 -- ,7.7 -- .. . . 7 8.78 1. 6.5e 
-- -- - -- -- -- - .61 1.1 6.58 

. .. .. 319 - 1.391 3.391 . . . . ..1 
-. .. .. .. 6.7 .. .. 5.6 .. .. ..  

173 2531 4140 .. . .. .. .. 1.78 1.13 t.58 
-. .. 5409 .. .. .. .. ..-.. ..  

158 2526 4216 -- o,7 .. . . -- .. ..
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TABLE 6-1. GROUND-lATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE MESA UELLS(continued).

NELL DATE Ka Cl S04 IDS CDOH pH As Se U Ra226 Pb2ON Th231

6i612 66934 296 
961213 324 
976229 197 
876429 235 
879813 -
871119 '34 
881125 -
980126 -

888661 -

889823 244 
881133 283 
898389 196 
699621 -
391622 
698991 269 
891115 321 
891128 -
933216 
999226 
999598 -

933519 264 
996887 
99916 " 
931113 277 
913227 213 

11113 821216 -

921231 633 

63131 1 

633436 
E6629 648 
8399h -
638992 -

831325 
831231 048 
643228 -

641321 "
949331 =
i46©1a -

848636 565

56 2478 4341 5593 6.8 6.121 9.191 9.3 1.98 1-.3 6.31 
64 2378 4113 3319 7.1 -- -- 12.9 1.70 3.31 3.19 

63 2111 4122 5583 6.9 1.332 1.131 9.1 3.71 2.1 3.3 

63 2331 4123 4481 6.9 1.393 1.191 13.5 3.61 1.33 5.4 

61 2438 3998 3391 7.1 - - 9.3 -- -- -

61 2568 4138 3911 7.3 1.139 3.19 .4 3.38 2.3 1.3 
--.. . . . .. .- .9. 9 -

61 238! 3961 3989 7.1 .. .. .. . .. ..  

64 2453 4969 3259 7.1 - - 12.3 . . ..  

65 2298 3313 3489 6.7 3.32 3.31 1. 3.51 3.19 3.09 

65 2511 4161 3993 6.6 1.191 1.833 121 .73 1.3l 1.53 

62 2533 3968 3288 6.9 3.14 3.32 11.1 1.20 3.38 1.28 

61 2513 4338 4190 6.9 -- -- 11.3 - -

-- -- -- - 3.32 3.311 . -- -

59 2258 3636 4813 6.8 8.613 - 11.1 1.53 1.11 3.41 

63 225t 3983 4826 7.1 1.133 3.12 -- 3.13 -- 
.. .. . . . .. ..- 5.6 -- 9.23 1.3 

63 2461 4633 3999 7.2 . .. . .. .. ..  

62 2878 3798 4818 6.6 8.311 L.OU1 13.3 1.43 1.81 8.19 

63 2450 3753 3983 7.3 .. . .. .. .. .  
-. . .. . . . .- 13 .7 .. . ..

63 2469 3769 3899 7.M 3.911 1.3t 1 UZ .2 1.13 ,3.3 3.29 

61 1858 %263 4126 7.5 3.381 -31.32 8.8 3.1 3l. 1.1? 

Al 2268 3789 -- 7.3 -- - - -- .  

53 -- -- 3298 -. .. .. ... .. .  

-.. . . ..-- 7 .4 .. 4 .1 .. . ..  

--. . .. .. 397 6 .. .. .. .. .. ..  

44 2324 3658 - 8.1 .. .. 4.1 6.63 M.E6 L.il 

-- *- *- 3169 - - - -- - -

- -" --- 318 . .. 6... .. .. ..  

.. .. .. - 438E .....  
- 2265 375e -- .c -- - 14.6 .. .. ..  

-- 2256 ... .. . .  

- -328.9 --.. .. . ... ..  

5I . .. . . 7. 1 .. .. 5.2 .. .. .  

-... . .. 32 19 - . .. .. .. .. .. .  

4; 2288 :71. -- .. MIS -- 6.3 1E.3 .t 1.2 5.3
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TABLE 6-1. 6ROUND-MATER gUALITY FOR THE WHITE NESA WELLSlcontinued).

WELL DATE Na Cl S04 TDS COND pH As Se U Ra226 Pb216 Th231

Ii13 8419a 
641235 -

841231 459 
85221 
856331 -

858625 -

850628 
95163e 663 
85093e -

651215 -

851231 633 
866321 -
863327 -

863331 -

6869619 659 
863626 
86063e 
863964 541 
861216 562 
873223 3l 
873429 389 
67181S 
671119 677 
883125 
681126 -

68861 -

88823 445 
981103 511 
198389 564 

I¶94 898931 -9 

891115 71 
891128 
983216 -

986228 -
98852i -
90569 388 
930887 
983816 
981113 34E 
M1.::7 :65

51 .. . .-- 7.1 .. .. 6.41 .. .. .  

- - 3350 -- -- -- -385 ..  
58 2259 2833 -- 7.1 .. .. 1.5 .. .. ..  

.. .. .- 3293 . . . .. .. ...-2 
51 .. - 7.4 .. .. 2.3 . ... .  

• - -- -- 3153 . . - .. .. .. ..  

.. . . . .- .- 3.1 131 . . .. ..  
46 2388 39Wl - 7.2 -. -- 2.5 3.93 1.21 1.53 

47 - -- 3883 6.5 - -- 2.1 -. .-
-- - 3613 - 3.111 1.111 - -

71 2121 6883 -- 7.1 -- - 13.5 1.41 1.23 6.11 
.- - ...- - - 1.13 1.28 1.10 
--.. . . 3830 -- 8.332 9.331 . .. . .  

-. . . . 6.9 -- -- 14.3 - -

123 2420 3871 -- -- .. 3.48 1.21 8.16 
- - - 443- - -- -..  

111 2423 3850 -- 6.9 - - 11.3 .. .. .  

48 2451 3773 5333 7.1 3.IB 1.311 11.7 3.11 6.03 1.50 
51 2241 3821 3663 7.1 - -- 11.7 1.33 3.36 1.03 

48 1998 3783 4418 7.1 1.182 1.117 7.1 1.23 1.1 3.6 

49 2273 3811 3981 7.8 1.112 1.131 9.5 3.31 1.3 4.3" 
51 2383 3751 4230 7.1 - - 12.3 -- -

49 2453 3843 4896 7.4 3.38 3.33 12.1 M.6 1.2 6.13 
-. . .. .. . . .- - 12.1 .. . ..  

48 2331 3748 351 7.1 .. -.. . . .  

52 2378 3723 3483 7.3 - -0 14.3 . .. .  

51 2333 3723 3350 6.9 3.82 1.16 1.2 6.16 3.03 13.1 
52 2243 3673 3333 7.3 3.193 U.S3 123 3 3 1.59 
49 2413 3769 3158 6.8 9.13 1.33 -- 3.26 3.81 3.29

-- -- - 36 -- - -. .  

5 223 4 343 88 6.9 1.313 6.11 

23 2250 .17 11 3 M E . -- 

22 1163 N8ot n88 6.6 3.38l 6.316 

21 2241 3588 3"12 o,9 -" -6 

:; 2238 3,44 2082 6.5 1.12' 9.811 
":3 1512 2684 3963 6.5 -. ,11 -1.332

27 -C 1.6 1.1 

33 3.13 1.70 3.38 

33 6.26 1.62 L.ot 
24 3.3 1.63 3.32
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TABLE 6-1. 51WUND-VATER QUALITY FOR THE WHITE KESA UELLS(continued).

Na Cl 504 TDS CORD PH As St U 4a276 Pb•l Th4`3

--.. .. .. 456 --.. . . .. .. .. .. .  

49 2561 3993 4453 6.9 1.106 1.12 1.13 .. ..  
. . . . .. . ..- - '4 -- 3 4.7 

44 2498 3971 4398 7.5 - - -- . .. .  

44 1261 3741 4361 7.1 3,092 1.111 33 3.13 1.3 3.3 

44 2445 3773 4243 7.2 .. . . .. .. .  

44 2476 3799 3033 7.1 3.131 3.334 24 3.31 1.11 s.2e 

41 1976 3356 4363 7.1 -1.111 -4.3l2 23 3 1.73 1.13 

-- -- -- - -- - - 1.43 3.33 M.33

CULIN 91.38 .. ..
811231 "" "" 
823331 -
323437 .. ..

323797 -- -" 

921930 -- -

321211 -" "

321231 67 4,6 
933125 -- 6.4 
833431 -- 

933629 27 2.9 
8389• o. -

931325 .. ..
931231 67 . .  

93143228 - 6.4 

841321 -- 
942331 2- 2.4 

941614 -- -
343613 5.6 •.3 
94323. -- 1.9 
941215 . -. .  

6412M, 7.2 ;.5 
858221 .. ..  
685 1 -- 11.1 
953625 . .  
85362s - -

850631 7.3 1.9

-.. .. 459 

-.. .. 573 

39 334 
-- -- 439 
-- -- 458 

41 -

- -- 412 
.. . 473 

64 -- 

77 -
-- -- 312 

3: 283. .m 

-- 139 "

-- -- 393 

-.. .. 333 

17.7 221 --

-- 3.69 

1- .71 

-- 4.5 

-- 3.66 

32 

3.385 2.7 
-- t.41 

-- 3.21

7.6 

6.2 

7.3 

6.3 

8.3

-- [.3Af 2.312
7.3

3.49 

7.1

- -- !.5 :.i 1.0 C.-.
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NELL DATE

"N 15 699981 
991115 
991120 
913216 
9M226 

988589 
980191" 
96816 
981113 
913227 
91%227

73 

566 

541 
466

2.3 .2 

6.6 2.



TABLE f-1. 6ROWID-WATER OLJALITY FOR THE MHITE KESA VELLS (continued).

Na C1 S04 TDS COND PH As S U Ra426 Pb211 Th231

CULIN O5930 -- 47 
651215 . .-
851231 5.5 62 
861321 -
863327 .. ..  
96133 -

166619 24 7.7 
866626 -
669639 -" .1 
666964 36 9.1 
861216 68 3.3 
676228 54 32 
676429 7.6 1.7 
671818 -- 0.46 

671119 11.6 6.69 
889125 -
688126 -- 1.99 
983611 -- 6.09 
686823 15.2 5.96 
881153 17.4 2.7 
691319 22 5.7 
689621 - 5.2 
696622 - -

6989691 - 61 
691115 79 7.1 
99112 "- -

990216 .. ..  
990226 - 4.1 
986598 -- 6.6 
918503 71 -

906887 -* 7.1 
966816 -- 

961113 49 4.1 
916227 19.6 -1.1

479 7.3 .--. 1.7 . .. .  

--. -... . . 6.631 1.91 . . .. ..  

79 .. .. .. . -. . 2.2 1.55 1.21 1.15 
.. .. .. . .. . .- 1.48 1.26 1.15 
---- 599 -- 9.6U1 1.ili - .. . ..  

--.. .. .. 7.6 .. .. .. . . .

45 277 -.. .. ...- 1.. 5 1.29 6.15 
- - 796 .... .-- --.. .  

43 292 --.. .. .. 1.6 . .. .  

49 263 556 7.6 1.011 1.181 2.1 1.3 I.1 m.51 

77 493 899 7.6 . . 2.2 6.39 6.69 6.69 

12 311 461 6.5 6.631 1.131 6.19 1.31 1.3 0.16 

22 249 568 7.6 6.61 -- 6.71 1.51 1.96 1.2 

26 234 519 7.4 -- 1- .55 - -. 

25 236 698 7.4 6.61 6.611 1.30 6.66 6.96 1.18 
. . .. .. . - .3 .. .  

22 22 265 7.7 ..-. . . .  

25 25 349 6.1 -- -- .98 . .. .  

7.6 217 319 7.6 6.697 6.691 1.22 1.59 1.18 6.41 

34 171 -- 7.6 1.691 1.11 1.6 6.51 6.19 t.21 

41 . .-- - .987 6.611 1.9 6.91 6.98 6.68 
65 316 551 7.7 - - 6.63 - -
--.. . .. .. 6.61 1.691 . . . .

61 296 575 7.7 6.696 1.191 6.91 1.26 6.86 6.69 

115 544 693 7.6 6.91 1.6.1 -- 6.19 - -

-- - -- - - - - 1.2 3.2 
S. . . .. .. .. 1,38 . . .  

98 292 6B4 6.1 - -- -...  

51 338 768 7.6 6.61 1.611 1.31 1.3U 1.86 6.61 

85 344 685 7.8 .. .. . .. . .  

-. .. .. . ...- -6 .4t .. . ..  

89 368 551 6.2 6.91 6.911 1.47 1.49 6.69 1.99 

45 252 440 6.2 6.61 -1.112 -6.26 1.3t 1.63 1.8

"-" sign before a value indicates that the value is less than 

the detection limit. Value shown is lower detection limit.
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TAhLE 6-1. SRMD-TER MUiRTY FOR THE NHITE NESA VELLS(continued).

NOTES:(continued) 
All values are in MG/L except as otherwise noted and the following: 

COND - conductivity, in micromhos/cm e 25 DES C.  

pH m pH. in standard units.  
Ra226 = Radium-226, in pCi/l.  
Th23O = Thorium-230, in pCi/i.  
Pb2l1 = Lead-21e, in pCi/i.
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TABLE 6-I. SROUND-WATER UALITY FOR THE WHITE MESA WELLSlcontinued).

KH ChWAD

41

126

1.015 

1.21 
1.16 
6.65

1.119 

1.119 

1.I15 
(.1U5 
6.635

5.4

KIW4 151121 
651215 

931124 
511227 

H695 991111 
091121 
651215 
991124 
911227 

CU.IN 891111 
191121 
911227 21 4.'

ALK

375 
352 
382 
361 

374 
353 
"355 
353 
356

6.633 
241 
231

Be

1.105 6.115 

1.135 
6.135 

1.135 
6.695

1.114 

1.111
1.115
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Cd

WELL DATE

3.21

36 
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TAKE 6-1. 6ROUND-VATER QUALITY FOR THE VWITE HESA MELLSIcontinued).

NELL DATE Cr ALPHA BETA CHLFU NTHCL ACETH C2S 2"lF 

6W14 891215 1.669 67 37 4.9 4.9 9.9 4.9 9.9 

9_• 124 1.19 49 37 4.9 4.9 9.9 4.9 9.9 

911227 -" 48 25 .- -. -

KNIS 891161 9.139 99 55 4.9 4.9 99 4.9 99 

191121 1.119 61 29 4.9 4.9 99 4.9 99 

691215 6.919 91 51 4.9 4.9 9.9 4.9 9.9 

911124 1.919 66 41 4.9 4.9 9.9 4.9 9.9 

911227 -- 19.1 11.3 .........  
911227 .6,1 5.7 .......  

CULIN 391121 1.119 1.9 6.7 4.9 139 99 4.9 99 

916227 - 9.16 3.7 .- - -

- NOTES: 

"-" sign before a value indicates that the value is less than 

the detection limit. Value shown is lower detection limit.  

ALK Alkalinity, in mg/l of CaCO3.  

SCNWAD Cyanide WAD, in mg/l.  

METHCL = Methylene Chloride, in ug/l.  

C2S = Carbon Disulfide, in ug/1.  

ACETN - Acetone, in ug/l.  

CHLFM = Chloroform, in ug/l.  

S2-BUT - 2-Butanone, in ug/l.  

All values are in MG/L except as otherwise noted and the +ollowingi 

ALPHA = Gross Alpha, in pCi/l.  
BETA = Gross Beta, in pCi/l.
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TABIE 6-2. 6ROUND-WATER GtUALITY FOR THE RESIONAL WELLS.  

Ca Ka K Ka HCO3 C03 Cl TDS TSS NH3 N02 1103

15.6 1626 15.9 1136 

266 i256 
219 2511 

85 258l 
84 2651 

24 2149 
22 2676

13.1 1.51 1.16 -6.16 8.1 1.41 -1.11 6.11 

5.1 3.1 0l.l 2.3 

-4.1 3.1 1.11 2.1 

9.1 -1.11 .11 1.21 
5.6 -1.11 1.21 1.16 

53 1.21 1.11 1.51 
98 1.31 1.11 1.59

wELL DATE

137 911417 
M1117 

138 916416 
916416 

639 916416 
911416 

11911416 
911416

11!.7 
19.7 

453 
443 

511 
52m 

215 
229

3.2 2.6 
3.2 2.4 

523 5.6 
W5 5.3 

117 5.4 
113 5.7 

224 11.7 
238 12.3

372 
369 

167 
162 

96 
112 

48 
43

346 
336 

241 
234 

228 
237 

192 
IS9

8.1 12.6 

12.6 
12.1 

12.6 
12.1 

12.1 
12.1
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TABLE 6-2. 6ROUND-NATER QUALITY FOR THE REGIONAL NELLS(ccntiaued).  

NELL DATE CN P04 A! As Ba B Be Cd Cr Co

-4.116 
4.-11 

1.12 

4.110 1.514 

5.64 

6I.65e

Cu Cu

*.51 4.116 -5.535 4.111 -4.111 4.111 
1.55 -6.511 -5.5.5 1.111 -1.611 -4.511 

6.23 1.15 1.12 -. L1ll 1.42 4.-15 
6.22 5.15 1.13 4.111 5.41 4.511 

1.14 -6.011 -e.115 4.111 1.811 -1.111 

1.13 4.111 4.115 4.116 4.111 4.151 

5.09 4-.511 1.1.6 -L.IlI -5.511 -. 5111 

5.19 -e.511 1 .56 -CI.11 4.111 4.511

-1.15 

-1.15 

1.18 

1.15 
4.15 

4.59 

1.15 
14,05
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137 911417 
911417 

136 911416 
915416 

539 911416 
916416 

It 913416 
915416

1.12 -5.15 
1,52 -5.1! 

5.62 -U.lli 
6.52 -4.11 

6.52 -.151 
15.2 -.MI 

1.12 -M.15 
-4.12 -4.15

"-1.15 -4.51 
-4.55 "4.111 

534-.631 
52 -1.111 

-4.55 "4.511 
4.05 -4.611 

4.15 -4.,11 
4.55 -4.311



TABLE 1-2. GROUND-VATER GUALITY FOR THE REGIONAL UELLS(continued).  

Fe Pb Li In H9 No Ni Ni Se Se

1.64-6.1112 0.62 -6.11 -4.103 6.132 
1.14 6.64 6.1262 4.811 -.13 6.132 

7.7-4.1162 -6.611 6.41 -6.113 6.15 
7.24.1632 4.011 1.39 -4.183 6.5 

2.44-.132 6.61 1 1.616 4.113 4.682 
2.5-1.312 6.116 -. 6ll 4.113 4.612 

1.2-.0382 -4.611 -4.111 -6.663 -6.112 
1.3-1.112 ".611 -.61 .4.633 4-.32

.59 -I.115 -6.11I 
1.57 4.615 4.611 

8.9 -1.635 -6.111 
1.6 4.-15 -6.611 

2.7 41.615 4-.11 
2.8 --.635 -. 611 

3.7 -6.115 -6.611 
4.6 -.615 4.111

L 

L.
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WELL DATE Se TI

137 910417 
916417 

138 918416 
916411 

139 911416 
915416 

61•919416 
911416

4.616 

6.93 

1.91 

6.4 
6.6 

6.32 
6.33

4.12 

6.14 
6.64 

-4.12 
4l.62 

-4.62

1.21 
6.21 

1.9 
1.9 

6.16 

1.16



TABLE 6-2. 6ROUKI-NATEI GUALITY FOR THE RE61NAL MELLS(continutd).

V Zn U R&226 R&228 R&6+6 Th231 ALPHA

137 111417 -3.15 -4.111 4.-13 
911417 -4.,5 -I.I11 -4.113

6 913416 -3.15 -6.110 
919416 -9165-.1

1.911 
6.11i

139 913416 -4.95 -0.111 l.311 

911416 -9.95 4.3119 9.91

9.81 
1.116

3.M 
2.7

2.2 7.7 
2.1 7.9

1.37 
3.39

33 
32

1.33 1.48 1.73 1.11 2.6 
9.78 6.71 1.4 6.9 1.3

9.9 
6.9 

1.3 
1.6

17.3 
15.3 

1.2 
1.3

26 22
3 I!

2.5 1.1 
2.6 1.9

296 89 

39 
84

11 911416 -1.35 4.911 
913416 -9.65 -0.619

6.32 9.13 4.5 
11,2 1.995 4.9

9.71 1.6 
1.79 1.7

2.3 2.4
S.3 16.9 I2.1 3.3 11.6 21

NOTES: 

"-0 sign before a value indicates that the value is less than 

the detection limit. Value shown is lower detection limit.  

RA22B = Radium-228, in pCi/l.  

RA6+8 = Radium-226 + Radium-228, in pCi/i.

All values 
Ra226 
Th230 
ALPHA 

BETA

are in MG/L except as otherwise noted and the following: 
= Radium-226, in pCi/1.  

Thorium-230, in pCi/l.  

= Gross Alpha, in pCi/i.  

= Gross Beta, in pCi/I.
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NELL DATE 11 Ac EETA

7.2 7.4 

59 

26 
26
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7.0 BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS 

Table 7-1 presents the latest water-quality data from each of 

the upgradient wells (MW1. #1, 038 and 939) and sidegradient wells 

(MW2, MW4 and MW37). Maximum natural concentrations that were 

recently measured at this site are 0.002. 0.05. 0.03. 0.02. 0.38, 

0.05. 31.8. 2.6. 22. 6.8 and 89 for arsenic. beryllium, cadmium.  

molybdenum. nickel. selenium, uranium. lead-210. radium 226+228.  

thorium-230 and gross alpha, respectively. All the units are mg/l.  

except for the radionuclides (U-nat. Pb 210. Ra 226+228. Th 230 and 

gross alpha), which are in pCi/l.

7-1



TABLE 7-1. BACG b CCEONTRATIONS OF HAZARDOUS CONSTITUENTS.

N,42 MR4 1 37 38 39 

ONSTITUENT 

ARM10 0.031 <.001 0.102 <.031 <.001 < .001 <.031 

BERYLLIUt 0.01 0.034 0.034 < .01 <.01 0.05 <.01 

CA111IUM 0.05 0.W05 0.005 0.W3 <.005 0.03 <.005 
L t1 0.01 0.02 0.02 <.01 0.02 c.01 0.01 

NICKCEL 0.02 0.06 0.07 c.01 c.01 0.38 c.01 
SELENIUM 0.032 <.032 <.032 <.002 0.032 0.05 <.002 
U-HAT 0.22 3.5 1.3 4.9 2.7 7.8 31.8 
LEAD-210 0 0.4 2.6 -- -.  

RADIUM 226+228 1.8 2.8 2.4 2.4 1.4 22 2.6 
THORItM-230 0 0 0 0 6.8 0 0 
GEOSS ALPA 0 4 10 11 0 89 84
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of 900 feet of water or 390 pounds per square inch (psi) within the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer. The 

positioning of this aquifer and its hydraulic head versus other strata is shown on Figures 2.2 and 

2.3. In-situ hydraulic pressure of ground water in the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer is strong evidence 

of the "aquitard" properties of the overlying sedimentary section. Due to the presence of 

significant artesian pressure in this aquifer, any future hydraulic communication between perched 

water in the Burro Canyon Formation and the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer is unlikely.  

2.2 Perched Ground Water Characteristics 

The perched water in the Burro Canyon Formation originates in the areas north of the site as 

shown by the direction of ground water flow from north to south (see Figure 2.4). The thickness 

of saturation is greatest in the northern and central sections of the site and reduces toward the 

south. The configuration of the perched water table and map of saturated thicknesses are 

provided on Figures 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. The topography of the Brushy Basin Member 

which defines the bottom of the perched water is shown on Figure 2.6.  

The ground water from the Burro Canyon Formation discharges into the adjacent canyons 

(Westwater Creek and Corral Canyon) as evidenced by springs and productive vegetation patterns.  

Some part of the ground water flow may enter the Brushy Basin Member via relief fiactures 

which occur in close proximity to the canyons. The location of the canyons which bound the 

White Mesa on the west, east and south are shown on Figure 2.1.  

The geometric mean of the hydraulic conductivity of the saturated part of Burro Canyon 

Formation is i.OE-05 cm/sec. The water yield per well is very low, as documented by 9 pumping 

tests, and is typically below 0.5 gpm. In contrast to the very low pumping rates observed in 8 

wells, Well WMMW-I 1 produced a higher yield on the order of 2 gpm. This higher yield may 

be attributable to the presence of localized high-permeability material, such as a lense of coarser 

material acting as a drainage gallery. Localized fracturing could also cause a similar effect, but 

few fractures have been documented during drilling of this or other wells (Umetco, 1992; Dames 

& Moore, 1978).  

ca~s3D~cowAw ~znO T ITANEnvironmiental
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2.2.1 Perched Water Quality 

Ground water monitoring of the Burro Canyon Formation saturated zone has been conducted at 

the White Mesa facility since 1979. Table 2.3 provides a list of wells that have been constructed 

for monitoring purposes at the facility. Figure 2.1 indicates the locations of these wells. The 

water quality data obtained from these wells are provided both in tabular and graphical form in 

Appendix B.  

Examination of the spatial distribution and temporal trends (or lack thereof) in concentrations of 

analyzed constituents provides three significant conclusions: 

1. The quality of perched water throughout the site shows no discernible pattern in variation, 

2. The water quality is generally of poor quality [moderately high values of chloride, sulfate, 

and totally dissolved solids (TDS)], and 

3. Analytical results show that operations at the White Mesa Uranium Mill have not 

impacted the quality of the perched water of the Burro Canyon Formation.  

To arrive a these c6nclusions, comparisons of the water chemistries from the various wells were 

analyzed by graphical techniques. The purpose of the comparisons was to determine if trends 

in chloride, which would be associated with water from the tailings ponds, were increasing in the 

perched water of the Burro Canyon Formation. The trilinear plot and the Stiff diagram were used 

to conduct a preliminary evaluation of differences or similarities in water quality data between 

wells.  

2.2.I.1 Temporal and Spatial Variations 

Figure 2.7 is a trilinear plot for the water sampled in wells in the immediate vicinity of the Mill 

site during the fall of 1992. Figures 2.8 through 2.10 are Stiff diagrams presenting the same data.  

These plots show that the water from all wells is of the sulfate (anion) type. The cation 

SE* T17 |TITN Environmental



Table 2.3

Monitoring Well and Ground Water Elevation Data 
White Mesa Uranium Mill 

Water Level Measuring Point 

Date Total Depth Elevation Above Elevation 
Well Name Installed Depth Perforations Date 00l (ft.MSL) LDS (ft) (ft-MSL) 

WMMW-1 Sep-79 117' 92'-1 12' 11/19/92 75.45 5572.77 2.0 5648.22 

WMMW-2 Sep-79 128.8' 85'-125' 11/19/92 110.06 5503.43 1.8 5613.49 

WMMW-3 Sep-79 98' 67'47' 11/19/92 83.74 5471.58 2.0 5555.32 

WMIMW-4 Sep-79 123.6' 92'-121 11/19/92 92.42 5530.15 1.6 5622.57 

WMMW-5 May-80 136' 95.5'-133-5' 11/19/92 108.32 0.6 5609.33 

WMMW-6 May40 This well was destroyed in March 1993 during construction of Cell 3.  

WMMW-7 May-80 This well was destroyed in March 1993 during construction of Cell 3.  

WMMW-8 May-80 This well was destroyed in March 1993 during construction of Cell 3.  

WMMW- I Oct-82 135' 90.7-130.4' 11/19/92 102.53 5508.55 2.4 5611.08 

WMMW.12 Oct-82 130.3' 84'-124' 11/19/92 109.68 5499.77 0.9 5609.45 

W M4W-13 Oct-82 118.5' This well was destroyed during construction of Cell 4A 

WMMW-14 Sep-89 129.1' 90'-120' 11/19/92 105.34 5491.05 0.0 5596.39 

WMMW-15 Sep-89 138' 99'-129' 11/19/92 108.28 5490.34 0.8 5598.62 

WMMW-16 De=-92 91.5' 78.5'-88.5' 7/12/92 Dry 1.5 

WMMW-17 Dec-92 110' 90'-100' 11/30/92 87.56 1.5 

WMMW-18 Dec-92 148.5' 103.5'-133.5' 11/30/92 92.11 1.5 

WMMW.19 Dec-92 149' 101"-131' 10/12/92 85.00 1.5 

#9-1 May40 33.5' 10'-30' 3/4/91 Dry 1.8 5622.83 

#9-2 May-40 62.7' 39.7"-59.7" 3/4/91 Dry 2 5622.58 

#10-2 May-40 33.5' l1.3"-31.3' 3/4/91 Dry 2 5633.58 

#10-2 May-40 62.2' 39.2'-59.2' 3/4/91 Dry 2.1 5633.39 

Notes: 
1. Well locations provided on Figure 2.1.  
2. LDS - leak detection system 
3. fl.-MSL - feet - mean sea level 
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definition of the water type is variable. Of the 13 wells analyzed for water chemistry, 4 fall in 

the calcium-sulfate type category, 4 fall in the (sodium plus potassium)-sulfate type, 2 samples 

classify as the magnesium-sulfate type. Five samples have no dominant cation type. However, 

these 5 samples tend to classify more closely to the (sodium plus potassium)-sulfate and calcium

sulfate types.  

A temporal change of water chemistries may be suggested from four sampling periods for wells 

WMMW-l, WMMW-3 and WMMW-4 using the trilinear plotting technique shown on Figures 

2.11 through 2.13. These figures suggest changes in water chemistries from October, 1979 

through February 1991.  

The spatial variability of water quality data within the Burro Canyon Formation is illustrated on 

Figures 2.7 through 2.13 and the data presented in Appendix B. Upgradient Monitoring Wells 

WMMW-I, WMMW-18, and WMMW-19 varied in sulfate concentrations from 676 to 1736 

milligrams per liter (mg/l). Likewise, chloride concentrations in these wells varied from 12 to 

92 mg/l. Across the site, sulfate and chloride concentrations vary with no discernible pattern to 

the variations. Details regarding chemistry of the Burro Canyon Formation water can be found 

in Appendix B, including the results of 1993 sampling for Wells WMMW-17, 18 and 19.  

Variability of water within the Burro Canyon Formation is the result of slow moving to nearly 

stagnant ground water flow beneath the site. These conditions are likely leading to dissolution 

of minerals from the Brushy Basin Member and the formation of sulfate-dominated waters.  

22.1.2 Statistical Analysis 

Because of the variable ground water chemistry in the Burro Canyon Formation baseline data, 

comparison of individual well ground water chemistries to a single background ground water well 

may not be an appropriate method of monitoring potential disposal cell leakage or ground water 

impacts. Water quality baseline and comparisons to that baseline established on a well-by-well 

basis may be required to provide a meaningful representation of changes in ground water 

chemistry. Using this concept, the statistical "t" test was performed on samples from chloride 

n0 (7% *TITAN Envfronmental
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populations within specific wells over time (see Appendix B). Because chlorides are a 

conservative species and are concentrated in the tailings solutions, this or other similar mobile 

constituents may be selected as an initial method of detecting impacts to the ground water.  

Disposal Cell No. 2 leak detection system (LDS) water chemistry provides a useful picture of the 

water chemistry directly below Disposal Cell No. 2. The water analyzed in the Disposal Cell 

No. 2 LDS contains the lowest TDS content (756 mg/l) of any water sampled in the area 

(Appendix B) with the exception of the Jones well. The Jones well also contains the highest 

percentage of carbonate and bicarbonate when compared to the other monitoring wells. The 

slimes drain contains a TDS value of 47,115 mg/l and no carbonates due to its extremely low pH 

(typically 1.5 to 3). Any significant leakage of tailings solution into the LDS would react with 

the carbonates and raise the TDS levels. This has not occurred to date.  

Well WMMW-1 (installed September 1979) was originally considered as a potential background 

well for the site. Chlorides in this well have been relatively low (varying from 11 to 53.2 mg/Il) 

since 1980. A "t" test was performed on sample populations from 1980-81 and 1990-92 for Well 

WMMW-1. The test indicates that there is a significant difference in the mean of the populations 

at the 0.05 level of significance. The analysis indicates chloride levels decreased significantly.  

Tests performed on a sulfate population from the period 1980-81 to a population from 1990-92 

show the sulfates Mi this well have increased significantly. Such changes in water chemistry in 

this potential background well suggest that water chemistry in the Brushy Basin Member is 

variable.  

Well WMMW-3 (installed September 1979) was originally constructed to serve as the point of 

compliance well. Statistical testing ("t" test) on a chloride population from 1980-81 compared 

to a chloride population from 1990-92 shows that there is no significant difference in the two 

chloride populations. Sulfate samples taken 1980-81 compared to samples taken 1988-91 show 

there is a significant increase in sulfates.  

For Well WMMW-5 (installed May 1980), the statistical "t" test performed on a sample from the 

chloride population of 1981-83 to a sample from a chloride population of 1990-92 shows there 
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is a significant difference in the means of the chloride populations and that the chloride content 

has decreased.  

For Well WMMW-12 (installed October 1982), the statistical "t" test performed on a sample from 

the chloride population from 1982-85 compared to the chloride population from 1990-91 shows 

there is a significant difference in the means of the chloride populations of these two sampling 

periods and that the chloride content has decreased.  

Wells WMMW-14 and 15 (installed September 1989) were installed in the south embankment 

of Disposal Cell No. 4A in 1989. Wells WMMW-14 and 15 have a similar water chemistry to 

Monitor Well WMMW-12 which was installed in 1982. A statistical "t" test chloride value 

indicates the mean chloride value in Well WMMW-15 is significantly higher than Well 

WMMW-14. Statistical tests also show that the chloride values are decreasing in both wells.  

Similar testing on Well WMMW-12 likewise shows a decrease in chlorides. Any contamination 

from the tailings solution would probably show an increase in the chloride values in these wells 

over time, which has not happened.  

Considering the apparent variability of chemical composition of perched water and the absence 

of any impact from operations, it may be appropriate to determine background concentrations for 

a number of selectid wells.  

a
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the rationale for location, and compliance criteria for ground water Points 
of Compliance (POCs) for the Energy Fuels Nuclear Inc. (EFNI) White Mesa Uranium Mill.  
The purpose of the POCs is to provide timely detection of potential leakage from the tailings 
disposal cells at the mill site, and to assure protection of the underlying Entada/Navajo Aquifer.  

The POCs for the mill site are existing monitoring wells WMMW-5, WMMW- I, w1 vMMW-12, 
WMMW-14, and WMMW-15. In addition, a proposed POC monitoring well will be located 
adjacent to tailings cell No. 4A. The POC monitoring wells are located hydraulically 
downgradient of tailings disposal cells No. 3 and No. 4A and screened in the ground water 
perched zone of the Burro Canyon Formation. These wells will be monitored quarterly for the 
indicator constituents chloride, potassium, and nickel. Approved statistical methods, as per the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 1989), will be employed to evaluate whether the 
perched ground water zone has been affected by cell leakage.  

2.0 CURRENT SITE CONDMONS 

This section presents a summary of the current site hydrogeologic conditions as they pertain to 
POC issues.  

2.1 Site Hydrogeology 

Ground water occurrence within the proximity of the White Mesa Uranium Mill has been 
documented in three strata: the Dakota Sandstone, the Burro Canyon Formation, and the 
Entrada/Navajo Sandstones. An evaluation of the occurrence of ground water at the mill site 
is presented by EFNI (1994a).  

Dakota Sandstone and Burro Canyon Formadon 

The ground water occurrence within Dakota Sandstone and Burro Canyon Formation in 
proximity of the mill site is in the form of a single perched ground water zone. The ground 
water is perched above the Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation which consists of 
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bentonitic mudstones and claystones. The saturated thickness of the perched ground water zone 
varies from 55 feet north of the site and thins to less than 5 feet to the south where it discharges 
into the adjacent canyons as evidenced by springs and productive vegetation patterns.  

Downgradient of the mill, (i.e. between the mill and dissecting canyons) the ground water in 
the perched zone cannot be used for irrigation or domestic consumption because of the natural 
poor quality of the water (Section 2.2) and low yield rates of the perched zone. Documented 
pumping rates from on-site wells completed in the Burro Canyon Formation are less than 0.5 
gallons-per-minute (gpm). Even at these low rates, the wells are typically pumped dry within 
a couple of hours.  

At the mill site, the railings disposal cells are sited within the unsaturated, Dakota Sandstone.  
If cell leakage were to occur from the tailings cells, tailings-related constituents would have to 
migrate through approximately 110 feet of unsaturated material before reaching the perched 
ground water zone. The travel time for constituents to reach the perched ground water zone has 
been estimated to range from 50 to 150 years (EFNI, 1994a).  

In terms of compliance monitoring, the perched ground water zone provides the earliest horizon 
for detection of tailings cell leakage because it is closest to the potential release point. Although 
the perched ground water zone cannot be classified as a useable aquifer, it would be considered 
a pathway for constituents (EPA, 1992), and under 40 CFR § 264.97 can be used for POC 
monitoring.  

EntradaINavajo Sawdone Aquifer 

The ground water, present within the Entrada/Navajo Sandstones is the first useable aquifer of 
significance documented within the mill area. The Entrada/Navajo Sandstone aquifer 
(Entrada/Navajo Aquifer) is an artesian aquifer and is used regionally for irrigation and domestic 
consumption.  

At the mill site, the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer is separated from the perched ground water zone 
within the Dakota Sandstone and Burro Canyon Formation by more than 1,200 feet of 
unsaturated, low permeability formations. The combination of low permeability, thick 
unsaturated strata and the artesian pressure within the aquifer provides a positive natural physical 
and hydraulic barrier that will protect the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer from being impacted by 
potential tailings cell leakage.  

In terms of compliance monitoring, the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer would not be included in POC 
monitoring for the following reasons: 
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* Timely detection of tailings cell leakage and protection of the Entrada/Navajo 
Aquifer can be accomplished by monitoring the overlying perched ground water 
zone within the Dakota Sandstone and Burro Canyon Formation; and 

0 Timely detection of tailings cell leakage cannot be accomplished by monitoring 
the EntradatNavajo Aquifer because it is separated from the tailings cells by more 
than 1,200 feet of low permeability, unsaturated strata.  

2.2 Perched Water Quality 

Water quality data has been collected at the White Mesa facility since 1979 and is presented in 

Appendix A of this report. Evaluation of the data indicates that in the perched zone: 

* Water quality is poor and variable, and 
* Operations at the White Mesa Uranium Mill have not impacted water quality.  

Figure 1, which presents Stiff diagrams for wells upgradient of the tailings facility, demonstrate 
that water quality at the White Mesa Mi is variable in the perched ground water zone.  
Examination of the Stiff diagrams indicates that sulfate is the dominant anion but the dominant 
cation varies for the wells. At the Windmill and let Pump Well, magnesium is the dominant 
cation; at well WMMW-18, calcium is the dominant cation; at well WMMW-19, sodium is the 
dominant cation; and at well WMMW-l, calcium and sodium are present in approximately equal 
(milliequivalent) proportions. Figures 2 and 3 show that the cation variability continues 
throughout the mill site.  

Water quality variability is likely the result of several factors, including: 

* Slow ground water velocities that allow water to equilibrate with local 
mineraogy, 

_ M eralogic variability within the Burro Canyon Formation, 
* Partial penetration of some wells into the top of the underlying Brushy Basin 

Member, and 
* The decrease In saturated thickness of the perched zone south of the site.  
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As discussed below, the interaction of these factors leads to variability of water. type (dominant 
cation) and also variability of other constituents.  

A discussion of the water velocity within the perched ground water zone is presented by EFNI 
(1994a). Water velocity is expected to decrease as the saturated perched zone thickness 
decreases south of the site. Along the edges of the saturated zone, ground water likely becomes 
stagnantL Large calcium, alkalinity and sulfate concentrations at wells located at the edge of 
the perched zone indicate that the perched water probably is saturated with calcite, and possibly 
with gypsum, which is a result of stagnant or very slow movement of water in the perched zone.  

The mudstones of the Brushy Basin Member are expected to be a source of minor concentrations 
of trace metals. In general, large concentrations of trace metals such as arsenic, molybdenum 
and selenium, are found in shales, as compared to sandstones (Parker, 1967). According to 
boring and well completion logs (EFNI, 1994a), several wells were screened across the Burro 
Canyon Formation/Brushy Basin Member contact, including WMMW-2, WMMW-3, WMMW
4, WMMW-5, WMMW-11, WMMW-12, and WMMW-15. Small concentrations of arsenic, 
molybdenum, and selenium are occasionally detected in these wells.  

Thinning of saturated thickness and related slow ground water velocities also account for the 
generally poor quality of the water. For example, the average total dissolved solids (TDS) 
concentrations for site wells in the perched water zone range from 1271 to 5052 milligrams-per
liter (mg/l) and average sulfate concentrations range from 656 to 2956 mg/l. These ranges of 
concentrations also have been documented in sandstone and shale units in other semi-arid regions 
(Hem, 1989) with natural poor water quality. According to Utah Administrative Code, R448-6, 
ground water with TDS of 3,000 to 10,000 mg/i is classified as Class I - Limited Use. A 
number of upgradient, transi t and downgradient wells, including wells WMMW-3, 
WMMW-4, WMMW-12, WMMW-14, WMMW-15, WMMW-17 and WMMW-19, would fall 
into this classification, indicating the poor quality of the perched water. Because of the poor 
quality of the water and low well yield of the water within the Burro Canyon Formation, its 
expect future uses are minimal.  

3.0 POINTS OF COMPLIANCE 

This section presents the compliance monitoring program, including location and rationale for 
the POCs, indicator constituents, and data evaluation protocol.  
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3.1 Location and Rationale of POCs 

Lateral POC Location 

The POCs for the White Mesa Uranium MRil are the existing monitoring wells WMMW-5, 
WMMW-1I, WMMW-12, WMMW-14, and WMMW-15. In addition, a proposed monitoring 
well will be located adjacent to tailings cell No. 4A. The locations of the POC wells are shown 
in Figure 4.  

The POC locations were chosen based on the guidance set forth in the document entitled "RCRA 
Ground-Water Monitoring: Draft Technical Guidance" (EPA, 1992).* The POC monitoring 
wells are located hydraulically downgradient of and adjacent to tailings disposal cells No. 3 and 
No. 4A, and are screened in the perched ground water zone. The ground water levels and flow 
directions present in the perched water zone are also shown in Figure 4.  

Cross-gradient, the lateral spacing between the POC monitoring wells ranges from approximately 
500 to 700 feet. This spacing will be adequate for POC monitoring because naturally occurring 
hydraulic, physical, and kinetic mechanisms are present that will result in lateral spreading of 
constituents should cell leakage occur. The lateral spreading of constituents will facilitate cell 
leakage detection at the POCs.  

The mechanisms causing lateral spreading include: 

* Potentml leakage from a tailings disposal cell will first enter the unsaturated 
Dakota Sandstone where it will spread laterally as well as vertically aided by the 
presence of low permeability layers (stringers) and capillary suction; and 

* The flow regime within the perched water zone of the Burro Canyon Formation 
is one of flow through a porous media. As such, constituents entering the 
ground water will be subject to transport processes of advection, dispersion, and 
diffusion. While advection (ground water flow) will transport constituents 
downgradient, both dispersion and diffusion mechanisms will cause lateral 
spreading of constituents in the ground water. Diffusion will cause lateral 
spreading set up by constituent concentration gradients within the ground water.  
Hydraulic dispersion will cause lateral spreading due to flow through pore 
channels. The magnitude of dispersion spreading is scale dependent and may 
range several orders of magnitude for various geologic media (Neuman, 1990).  
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Lateral spreading of constituents by naturally occurring mechanisms will increase the likelihood 
of detection at the POCS. Therefore, the POCs monitoring wells will provide timely detection 
of leakage from the tailings disposal cell.  

Vertical POC Location 

The POC monitoring wells are completed in the perched ground water zone of the Burro Canyon 
Formation. POC monitoring wells are not proposed for the Entrada/lNavajo Aquifer because 
more than 1,200 feet of unsaturated, low permeability formations isolates the aquifer from the 
tailings cells, and because this aquifer is not the first occurrence of ground water to be affected 
should leakage from the tailings cells occur.  

As presented in Section 2.1, the perched ground water zone is considered a potential constituent 
pathway, and it is located closest to the tailings cells. Therefore, monitoring of the Burro 
Canyon Formation perched ground water zone will provide timely detection of tailings cell 
leakage, if it occurs, and will be protective of the water quality of the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer.  

3.2 Compliance Monitoring Program 

The compliance monitoring program will consist of quarterly sampling of the POC monitoring 
wells. Each sampling event will consist of ground water sampling and ground water elevation 
determination. Ground water sampling will be conducted using the procedures set forth in the 
Ground Water Monitoring Plan (EFNI, 1994c) and the Quality Assurance Project Plan (EFNI, 
1994b).  

Indicator Consztuenew 

Potential leakage from the tailings cells will be evaluated by analyzing the perched zone ground 
water for indicator constituents present in the tailings. For the purpose of POC monitoring, the 
slimes drain water is considered representative of liquids associated with the tailings. Water 
quality indicator constituents were chosen based on the following criteria 

* High concentrations in tailings slimes drain water, 
* Low concentrations in site ground water, 
0 Conservative chemical characteristics, and 
* Representation of chemical classes; that is, a cation, an anion, and a trace metal.  
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Constituents that meet these criteria are chloride, potassium and nickel. Table I lists average 
concentrations of chloride, potassium and nickel for the POC wells, in addition to 
concentrations in tailings cell No. 2 slimes drain water. As shown in Table 1, the concentrations 
in slimes drain water of chloride (3191 to 2573 mg/i), potassium (251 to 286 mg/i) and nickel 
(7.2 to 12 mrg/I) are one to three orders of magnitude larger than concentrations in the POC 
wells.  

In addition to the high concentrations in the slimes drain water, chloride, potassium and nickel 
were chosen as indicator constituents for the following reasons: 

0 Chloride has been used as a conservative tracer for a number of years (Davis 
and others, 1985) and has been shown to travel at the same rate as water 
(Kaufman and Orlob, 1956). Conservative tracers, such as chloride, do not 
readily adsorb onto soil materials or precipitate unless present in very large 
concentrations. Evidence of the conservative nature of chloride is that chloride 
is the dominant anion in ocean water.  

0 Potassium is somewhat conservative, depending on the presence of clays.  
Potassium is subject to adsorption by illite clay and to cation exchange by most 
clays. Potassium has been used as a tracer when it is a component of leachate 
(Davis and others, 1985) and to determine transport properties (Leonhart and 
others, 1985). The tailings cells are underlain by sandstone, so potassium 
retardation due to reaction with clays should be minor.  

0 Nickel was selected as an indicator constituent as representative of trace metals 
in the slimes drain water. Nickel is not considered to be conservative; however, 
it is less readily adsorbed and therefore, travels more readily in solution than 
other metals, such as lead, copper and zinc (Kinniburgh and Jackson, 1981).  
Nickel adsorption by clay is decreased by the presence of sulfate (Bansal, 1985), 
and sulfate is plentiful in slimes drain water and perched ground water. Hence, 
adsorption of nickel should be minor.  

Other constituents, such as pH, sodium, magnesium, calcium, sulfate and arsenic, were not 
included as water quality indicators for a number of reasons. For example, pH is affected by 
soil constituents, such as calcareous materials. Calcareous materials react with low pH 
solutions, resulting in pH increase. Boring logs (EFNI, 1994a) indicated the presence of 
calcareous stringers and zones underlying the site. The presence of these materials in the 
unsaturated zone provides a protective geochemical barrier to potential movement of trace metals 
from the tailings cells. However, potential movement of solutions from the tailings cells would 
be recognized sooner by monitoring chloride, which is less affected by reactions with soil 
materials.  
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In addition to potassium and chloride, slimes drain water contains other major cations and 
anions, including sodium, magnesium, calcium and sulfate. These parameters were not chosen 
as potential tracers because they also are major constituents in the perched ground water, as 
discussed in Section 2.2.  

Arsenic occurs as an anion in solution and, therefore, has different chemical behavior than most 
metals. For example, arsenic adsorbs readily at a pH of about 4.5 but desorbs at higher pH 
values, whereas most metals do not adsorb until the pH is much higher than 4.5. The slimes 
drain water pH typically is in the range of 1.5 to 3. If this water were to percolate into the 
underlying materials, the pH would gradually increase as suggested above. The result would 
be that arsenic in percolating water would tend to adsorb well before other metals, such as 
nickel. Therefore, arsenic is not considered to be useful as an indicator parameter.  

3.3 Statistical Analysis of Monitoring Data 

Statistical methods will be employed to analyze the ground water monitoring data at the POCs 
and to evaluate compliance. The statistical analysis will be conducted using recommended EPA 
intra-well comparison techniques for RCRA facilities (EPA, 1989). Intra-well comparison 
techniques will be employed because, as discussed in Section 2.2, the spatial variability of the 
ground water quality precludes definition of background ground water quality over the large 
areal extent of the mill site.  

The intra-well comparison technique used will be a control chart based method. Control chart 
methods are widely used as a statistical tool in industry because they are relatively simple to use 
and they provide q visual tool for detecting trends and abrupt changes in concentration levels.  

3.3.1 Compliance Evaluation 

The control chart method used for evaluating compliance will be the combined Shewhart
CUSUM control chart method. The combined Shewhart-CUSUM control chart method consists 
of plotting standardized constituent concentration data versus time. Compliance is then evaluated 
by comparing the standardized concentrations against predefined upper bounds which are based 
on standard deviations. Combined Shewhart-CUSUM control charts for the POC monitoring 
wells and the indicator constituents are presented in Appendix B. The calculations used to 
develop these charts are presented in Appendix C. The control charts presented in Appendix 
B were constructed using the water quality data presented in Appendix A. All of the charts 
were constructed with a starting sampling date of March 24, 1994 so that each chart would 
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cover the same time period. Water quality data collected prior to March 24, 1994 were used 
to calculate the population mean and standard deviation used in control chart construction.  

To construct a combined Shewhart-CUSUM control chart, the constituent concentration data 
must first be standardized. The constituent concentration data is standardized using the 
following equation: 

Z•-( j•-) 

where: 

74= standardized mean, 
K1 = average concentration of sample event, 
t = mean population concentration, 

=ff= population standard deviation, and 
n,= number of measurements during sample event.  

in addition to the standardized mean, the cumulative sum for the standardized data must also be 

calculated. The cumulative sum is equal to: 

S6=max Co, (Z1-k) +S1-x1 

where: 

Si = present cumulative sum, 
= f previous cumulative sum, 

74= standardized mean, and 
k reference value = 1 (EPA, 1989) 

Once the concentration data is standardized, the data is plotted versus time. Two upper bounds 
are also plotted with the data, h and SCL. The upper bound h is a statistical upper bound for 
the cumulative sum data, while SCL is an upper bound for the standardized mean data. EPA 
(1989) recommends setting h equal to 5 and SCL equal to 4.5 for ground water monitoring.  

Compliance is evaluated by comparing the cumulative sum data to the upper bound h, and the 
standardized mean data to the SCL upper bound. If the cumulative sum data exceeds the h upper 
bound or the tand ized mean data exceeds the SCL upper bound, this would indicate a 
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statistically significant increase in constituent concentration. For the White Mesa Uranium Mill, 
this would indicate potential cell leakage.  

The control charts presented in Appendix B show that based on water quality data taken after 
March 24,1994 the POC monitoring wells do not show impact from mill operations. As future 
quarterly water quality data is collected, the control charts in Appendix B will be updated and 
compliance evaluated. If sampling of a POC monitoring well indicates exceedance of the h 
upper bound or the SCL upper bound using the combined Shewhart-CUSUM control charts, a 
confirmatory sampling program will be initiated. The confirmatory sampling program will 
consist of monthly sampling of the affe6ted well for a minimum period of six months. The 
minimum sampling period of six months was chosen to provide a statistically significant 
population for evaluating outliers and seasonality.  

After the confirmatory sampling program is complete, the POC ground water quality data will 
be analyzed using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) as per EPA (1989) guidance. The 
ANOVA would be used to determine if the water quality data collected during the confirmatory 
sampling program are statistically different from the water quality data collected before the 
confirmatory sampling program. If the data are significantly different, a corrective action plan 
will be prepared. ,,- 

Water Quality Data Adjusmenus " 

During the water quality monitoring period, the control charts for each POC well will be 
updated after each sampling round. However, before the control charts are updated, the water 
quality data may need to be adjusted to account for seasonal trends and non-detection values.  
Although the site water quality data does not exhibit a consistent trend of seasonality, methods 
to adjust the water quality data for seasonality and the presence of non-detect values are 
presented by the EPA (1989), and will be used, if appropriate, for the POC control charts at the 
mill site.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The POCs for the White Mesa Uranium Mill are existing monitoring wells WMMW-5, 
WMMW-11, WMMW-12 WMMW-14, and WMMW-15. In addition, a proposed POC 
monitoring well will be located adjacent to the southeast comer of tailings cell No. 4A. The 
POC monitoring wells are located along the southern (downgradient) edge of tailings disposal 
cells No. 3 and No. 4A, and are screened in the perched ground water zone within the Burro 
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Canyon Formation. The Perched ground water zone cannot be classified as a useable aquifer, 
however, monitoring of the perched ground water zone will be protective of the Entrada/Navajo 
Aquifer because it will allow timely detection of tailings cell leakage, should it occur.  

The POC monitoring program will employ approved EPA statistical methods to evaluate whether 

the perched ground water zone has been affected by tailings cell leakage. The statistical methods 

used will be based on intra-well methods because the natural spatial variability of the site ground 

water quality precludes definition of a background water quality.  

The intra-well statistical nethod will be based on combined Shewhart-CUSUM control charts.  
Control charts have been constructed for three indicator constituents, chloride, potassium, and 
nickel for -the site. Selection of these indicator constituents was based on constituent 
concentrations present in the tailings cell No. 2 slimes drain water.  

Compliance within the perched ground water-zone will be evaluated quarterly by plotting 
standardized concentration data on the control charts and comparing the data to upper bounds 

as defined by the method. If sampling of a POC monitoring well indicates exceedance of an 
upper bound using the Shewhart-CUSUM control charts, this would trigger a 6-month 
confirmatory sampling program to determine if the data are statistically significanL If the data 
are significantly different, a corrective action plan will be prepared.  

*TI amonvometa *TIYANUMMEnvironmentaI



TABLE I 
AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS OF INDICATOR PARAMETERS 

(milligrams per liter)

TITA Environmental

Location Chloride Potassium Nickel 

Cell No. 2 

Slimes Drain 3191 251 7.2 

Water (May, 
1991) 

Cell No. 2 

Slimes Drain 2573 286 12.0 

Water (Sept., 
1991) 

WMMW-5 55 9 0.007 

WMMW-11 35 9 0.008 

WMMW-12 66 14 0.016 

WMMW-14 20 13 0.016 

WMMW-16 40 11 0.016

TABLEIALU (~I9S4
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Step 3. Within each month and year, subtract the average monthly con
centration for that month and add the grand mean. For exampli, for January 
1983, the adjusted concentration becomes 

"1.99 - 2.05 + 2.17 - 2.11 

The adjusted concentrations are shown in the last three columns of Table 7-1.  

• The reader can check that the average of all 36 adjusted concentrations 
equals 2.17, the average unadjusted concentration. Filgu 7-1 shows the plot 
of the unadjusted, n adjusted data. The raw data clearly exhibit seasonality 
as well as an upwards trend which is less evident by simply looking at the 
deta table.

INTERPRETATION
S �*.

-. 5

As can be seen in Figure 7-i, seasonal effects were present in the
.data. After adjusting for monthly effects, the seasonality was removed as can 

be seen in the adjusted data plotted in the sa figure. " 
_ • " ;. .. ~... .-. • ._ 

•'- 7.3 COIXINED SHEWHART-CUSUM CONTROL CHARTS FOR EACH WELL AND CONSTITUENT " 

Cz-ontral charts ai widely used a a statistical tool in industry as well 
7V as -research and development laboratories.-.,The concept of control charts is 
•, relatively simple, which makes them attractive' to use. From the population 
•, distribution of a given variable, such as concentrations of a given constit- .

uent, repeated random samplas are taken at 'intervals over tim. Statistics," r ÷ ~'for example the mean of replicate values at a point in time, are computed and .  plotted together with upper and/or lower predetermined limits on a chart where 
: the x-axis represents time. If a result falls outside these boundaries, then 

.- the process is declared to be gout of control:e otherwise, the process is " -
"declared to be gin control.* The widespread use of control charts is due to 
their ease of construction and the fact that they can provide a quick visual 
evaluation of a situation and remedal action can be taken, if necessary.

S"7 In the context of ground water monitoring, control charts can be used to 
monitor the inherent statistical variation of the data collected within a 
single well, aVd to flag anomalous results. Further Investigation of data 
points lying outside the established boundaries will be necessary before any 
direct action is taken.  

r A control chart that can be used on a real time basis must be constructed 
from a data set large enough to characterize the behavior of a specific 

- well. It is recomended that data from a minimum of eight saples within a 
year be collected for each constituent at each well to permit an evaluation of 
the consistency of monitoring results with the current concept of the hydro
geology of the site. Starks (1988) recommends a minimum of four sampling r periods at a unit with eight or more wells and a minimum of eight sampling 
periods at a unit with less than four wells. Once the control chart for the 
specific constituent at a given well is acceptable, then subsequent data 
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points can be plotted on it to provide a quick evaluation as to whether the 
Sprocess Is in control.  

The standard assumptions in the use of control charts are that the data 
generated by the prcess, when it is In control, are independentlh (see Sec
.tion 2.4.2) and normally distributed with a fixed mean 0 and constant variance 
a:. The most Important assumption is that oT1nependence; control charts are 
not robust with respect to departure from Independence (e.g., serial correla.  
tion, see glossary). In general, the smpling schem will be such that the 
possibility of obtaining serially correlated results is minimized, as noted in 
Section 2. The assumption of normality Is of somewhat less concern, but 
should be investigated before plotting the charts. A transformation (e.g., 
log-transform, square root transform). can be applied to the raw data so as to 
obtain errors normally, distributed about the mean. An additional situation 
which may decrease the effectiveness of control charts Is seasonality in the 
data. The problem of seasonality can be handled byremoving the seasonality 
effect from the data, provided that sufficient data to .cover at least- two 
seasons of the safe type are available (e.g., 2 yearf whenmonthly or'quart
erly seasonal effect). A procedure to correct a time series for seasonality 
was shown above in Section 72., 

r ~Combine Shoewart-cumltv sum (tSM co'o charts are constructed 

for -each constituent at each well to.provide a visual tool of detecting both 
tS*aiid-abrupt chane ncr1 9 -42.i.  anges~nco4cntratioir,l¶ 1s :~en.: .c*.

410r .: .. . v 1 ;:*.* E -. , v..  

Assume that data from at least eight indepenent samples of monitoring
Sare available to provide reliable estimates of the mean, p. and standard 

deviation, a, of th constituents concentration levels In a given well. 

-WKStep 1. ,To construct a combined Shewhart-CUSW chart, three parameters 
need to be selected prior to plotting: 

i h - a decision internal value "" " 
k - a reference value 
SCe - Shewhart control limit (denoted by U in Starks (1988)) 

LThe param er k of the CUSUL schem Is directly obtained from the value, 
0, of the displacement that should be quickly detected; k a 0/2. It is recos
mended to select k w 1, which will allow a displacement of two standard devia
tions to be detected quickly* 

" When k is selected to be L, the parameter h Is usually set at values of 4 
or S. The parameter h is the value against which the cumulative sum In the 

Ssceme , be compared. In the context of groundwater monitoring, a 
value of h a 5 is recomended (Starks, 1988; Lucas, 1982).

7.7



The upper Shewhart limit is set at SCL a 4.5 in units of standard devia
tion. This combination of k a 1. h a S, and SCL a 4.5 was found most appro
priate for the application of combined Shewhart-CUSLU4 charts for grndwater 
monitoring (Starks, 1988).  

S .d? step 2. Assume that at time period T1, n1 q.,nctration meavirements 
X, .*.., Xi, are available. Compute their average X,. Y, 

Step 3. Calculate the staudardized man 1 

• ..•: •;• ~ J 

where u and . are the mean and stiandard deviation obtained from prior mo tor 

Ing at the same well (at least four sampling periods in a year). T.  

S.. step 4. At each time period, TI, ýc•• i • -.'... th. .c.u: o "i• e sum, 

S1 * max (0, (ZI - k) ÷ S .. ... . .. , 

where, w.A, ).6} ts U aimum of A and B,. stuiting with S *qj0 .  

"" 'St S, ""Plot the values of Sj versus T on a tame chart for this..co..
bined Shewhart-CUSUM scheme. •Declare an "oul.of-control" situation at sam

Spiing period T if for the first time, S a h or Z1a SCL. This will indicate...  
probable contdmination at the well W further Investigations will be 
necessary..* .... * - . - *. " 

"• " -.- . - -n J. ." " . t *'"- - .•a...:" 
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The procedure is demonstrated on a set of carbon tetrachloride measure
ments taken monthly at a compliance well over a 1-year period. The monthly 
mans of two measurements each (n,. 2 for all is) are presented in the third 
column of Table 7-2 below. Estimates of a and .. the man and standard 
deviation of carbon tetrachloride easurments at that particular well were 
obtained from a preceding monitoring period at that well; a a 5.5 ug/L and 

0 a Q.4 Vg/L.
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TABLE 7-2. EXAMPLE DATA FOR COMINED SHEWHART-CUSUW CHART..
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE CONCENTRATION (ug/L) 

Sampling 
period Mean concentration, Standardized Xi, CUSU1, 

Date T1  ".xi Zi Z1 - k S1 

Jan 1 5.52 0.07 -0.93 0 
-Feb3 2 5.60 0.35 -0.65 0 
Mar 3 3 5.45 -0.19 -1.18 0 
Apr 7 4 5.15 -1.24 -2.24 0 
?ay 5 5 75.951 1.59 0.59 0.59 
Jun2 6 5.54 0.14 -0.86 0.00 
Jul 7 7 5.49 -0.04 -1.04 0.00 
Aug4 8 6.08 2 .05 1.05 1.05 
Sep 1 9 6.91-- 4.99.a 3.99 5.04b 

'Oct 6 10 6.78 4.53a 353 8..56% 
Nov 3 11 6.71 " -" "4.28 3.28 11.84 
'Dec0 12 .' 6.65 4.07 3.07 14.91 
B a • . .... .. • . *... . ": -%.

"Yvaaeters: 'Meu•z. a.50; stda•0.4;.k !t 1; h ; Sd. 4A.:-. I 7 " .

... ndicatgs .out-of-cwitral.- process via Shehart contral lisit (Zi 1  4.6).  

ISUM nout-ofcntrol. siga)- :- i- 5! .  
S. • -" 

tep L The three parameters .necessar -to Construct a combined 
Shew-art-CUS•U chart werel selected as. h a 5o- k a 1: SCL * 4.5 In units of 
stuWdard deviation.  

.0.

Table 7-2.  

Stop 3.  corjtatlons Z1 .&. (5.52 

.Step 4.  

*S~ I max 
St : max

.The monthly :mans are presented in the third column of

Standardize the mans within each sampling period.  
wre shoo In the fourth column of Table 7-2. For example, 
I.60)*4-/0.4 a 0.07.

Compute the quantities Si, g * 1, ... , 01.

0, -0.93 + 
0, -0.65+

These

For exumple,

0) .0 
0) 0

*max t0, 
amax 0O,

O.S9 + S%) 
-0.866 + SO} * ._x -(0: 0.59 + 0) a 0.59 

-0.86 + 0.59) a max (0, -0.27) * 0

etc.
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These quantities art shown in the last column of Table 7-2.

Step S. Construct the control chart. The. y-axis is in units of stan
dard deviations. The x-axis represent time, oir.the sampling periods. For 
each sampling period , T. record the value of Xi and Si. Draw horizontal 
ines at values h a S aid SCL - 4.5. These two lines represent the upper con.  

trol limits for the CUSUH scheme and the Shewhart control limit, respec
tively. The chart for this example data set is shown in Figure 7-2.  

The combined chart indicates statistically significant evidence of con..  
tauination starting at sampling period T Both the CUSSUN scheme and the 
Shewhart control limit were exceeded by ; and Zg, respectively. Investi.  
gation of the situation should begin to confirm contamination and action 
should be required to bring the variability of the data back to its previous 
level.  

INTERPRETATION 
C.  
o. The combined Shewhart-CUSUM control scheme was applied to an example data 

set. of carbon tetrachloride measurements taken on a monthly basis at a well.  
The statistic used in the construction of the chart was the mean of two 

- measurements per sampling period. (It should be noted that this method can be 
used on an individual measurement as well, In which cas ni a 1).' Estimates 
of the mean and standard deviation of the measurements were available from 

S-- previous data collected at that well over at least four sapling periods.  

* ~- .The parmamters of the cosibined chart were selected to 6a k .1unit, the 
i • reference value or allowable slack for the process; h a S units, the decision 

- interval for the CUSUM scheme; and SCL a 4.5 units, the upper Shewhart control 
limit. All parameters are in units of q, the standard deviation obtained from 
the previous monitoring results. Various combinations of parameter values can 
be selected. The particular values recommended here appear to be the best for 
the initial use of the procedure from a review of the simulations and recom
mendations in the references. A discussion on this subject is given by Lucas 
(1982), Hockman and Lucas (1987), and Starks (1988). The choice of the parts
eters h and k of a CiSUM chart is based on the desired performance of the 
chart. The criterion used to evaluate a control scheme is the average number 
of samples or time periods before an out-of-control signal is obtained. This 
criterion is denoted by ARL or average run length. The AR. should be large 
w when the man concentration of a hazardous constituent is near its target 
value and small when the mean has shifted too far from the target. Tbles 
have been developed by simulation methods to estimate ARLs for given combina
tions of the parameters (Lucas, Kockuan and Lucas, and Starks). The user is 
referred to these articles for further reading.  

7.4 UPDATE OF A CONTROL CHART 

_ The control chart is based on preselected performance paramters as well 
as on estimates of v and a, the parameters of the distribution of the measure
ments in question. As monitoring -continues and the process Is found to be in 

L control, these parameters need periodic updating so as to incorporate this new 
information into the control charts. Starks (1988) has suggested that in
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general, adjustments in saWle means and standard deviations be made after 
sampling periods 4, 8, 12, 20, an 32, following the initial monitoring period 
recomended to be at least eight sampling periods. Also, the performance 
parameters hi k, and SCL would need to be updated. The author suggests that 
ht * 5, a St 1, and SCL a 4.5 be kept at those values for the first 12 sampling periods following the initial monitorin plan, and that k be reduced to 0.75 
and SCL to 4.0 for all subsequent sampling periods. These values and samipling 
period numbers are not mandatbry. In the event of an out-of-control state or 
a trend, the control chart should not be updated.  

7.5 NONDETECTS IN A CONTROL CHART 
Regulations require that four independent water suales be taken at each 

well at a given sampling period. The main of the four concentration measure
"ments of a particular constituent is used in the construction of a control 

- •chart. Now situations will arise when the concentration of a constituent is 
below detection limit for one or more samples. The following approach is.  

- suggested for treating nondetects when plotting control charts.  

if only one of the four measuments is a nondetects, then replace It with 
- one half of the detection limit (NDL/2) or with one half of the practical 

Squantitation limit (PQL/2) and proceed as described in Section 7.3.  

d-- - If either two or three of the measureumnts are nondetects, use only the 
Ve quantitated values (two or one, respectively) for the control chart and pro.-. j'[ ced as discussed earlier in Section 7.3. -

* -•'f all four meaurements are nondetects, then use one half of the detec
5'. tion limit or practical quantitation limit as the value for the construction 

- of the control chart. This Is an obvious situation of no contamination of the IIwell.  
I-" In the event that a control chart requires updating and a certain propor

S-. tion of the .measurements is below detection limit, then adjust the mean and 
standard deviation necessary for the control chart by using Cohen*s.method 
described In Section 8.1.4. In that case, the proportion of nondetects 

" applies to the pool of data available at the time of the updating and would 
include all nondetects up to that time, not just the four measurements taken 
at the last sampling period.  

CAUTIONARY NOTE: Control charts are a useful supplement to other statistical 
techniques because they are graphical and simple to use. However, it Is inappropriate to construct a control chart on wells that have shown evidence 
of contamination or an increasing tren (see 1264.97(a)(1)(i)). Further, con
tamination may not be present In a well in the form of a steadily increasing 
concentration profile--it may be present intermittently or may increase in a 
step function. Therefore, the absence of an increasing trend does not 
necessarily prove that a release has not occurred.

7-12
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The requirements were incorporated into SUA-1358 when initially issued. The 

requirements have been modified following subsequent amendments to the MOA. The 

most recent modifications were incorporated into SUA-1 358 through the issuance of a 

license amendment on May 11, 1983. These requirements will be included in the renewed 

license.  

The licensee will also be required to conduct, as a minimum, an archaeological and 

historical artifact survey of areas not previously surveyed prior to their disturbance.  

4.4 Imoacts to Water Resources 

L_ 4.4.1 Surface Water Impacts 

Continued operation of the mill should have negligible impacts on surface waters on and in 

the vicinity of the project site, because (1) mill effluents are not discharged to local surface 

waters; (2) sanitary wastes are discharged to State-approved leach fields; and (3) tailings 

from mill operations are discharged by pipeline to partially below-grade, lined 

impoundments. In addition. 3s noted above, EFN has committed to regular inspections of 

the tailings disposal system, including disposal cell embankments.  

4.4.2 Groundwater Impacts 

For the following reasons, the NRC staff does not believe that groundwater beneath or in 

the vicinity of the site will be adversely impacted by continued operation of the mill: 

1. Four tailings cell have been constructed to accept tailings slurry and solutions and 

other approved wastes. Each of the cells has been designed and constructed to 

L.- minimize seepage of tailings fluids into the subsurface. Cells 1-1, 2. and 3 have a 

6-inch compacted sandstone bedding layer, an overlying synthetic liner, and a leak 

detection system consisting of: (1) a 12-inch thick compacted sand layer on the 

upstream face of the downstream retention dike, (2) a 3-inch diameter perforated 

pipe installed at the toe of the sand layer, and connecting to (3) a 12-inch diameter 
access riser pipe.  

Cell 4A is constructed with a 12-inch thick clay base layer overlain by a synthetic 

liner covering both the bottom and side slopes of the cell. A leak detection system 

L is located beneath the synthetic liner. This system is composed of 4-inch 

perforated pipes embedded in granular materials in synthetically-lined trenches 

excavated into the clay base. These pipes are connected in turn to a 12-inch 

L diameter access pipe.  

As part of EFN:s inspection procedures for the tailings management system, daily 

measurements are taken of liquid levels in the leak detection system for each cell.  

If specific changes in these levels are recorded, site management is notified 

immediately. Quarterly sampling of a number of monitor wells completed in the 

Burro Canyon perched water zone and located around and among the tailings cells, 

is also required by EFN's inspection procedures. Further discussion of the 

licensee's groundwater detection monitoring program is provided in Section 4.6.1.
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2. Based on estimates of net infiltration and volumetric moisture content of the vadose 

zone (i.e., the unsaturated portions of the Dakota and Burro Canyon Sandstones) 

and an average thickness of the vadose zone, EFN estimates that it would take 50 

to 150 years for moisture to travel from the bottom of a tailings disposal cell to the 

perched water zone, depending on the extent of failure of the tailings disposal cell 

liner (Titan, 1994). Tailings disposal cell seepage traveling along joints or fractures 

in the Dakota Sandstone could potentially reduce this travel time to a few days or 

months. Jointing is common in the Dakota along the mesa's rim; however, coring 

studies to date have revealed no evidence of continuous fractures or joints with 

depth. Once in the saturated portion of the Burro Canyon, the travel time for 

seepage from a tailings impoundment to the downgradient edge of the mesa has 

been estimated at 8900 to 13,400 years (Titan, 1994b).  

3. The Morrison and Summerville Formations form an approximately 1200-foot thick 

low-permeability barrier to ground water flow separating the Entrada/Navajo Aquifer 

from the Burro Canyon perched zone. The NRC staff considers that this barrier 

makes it unlikely that constituents from the tailings disposal cells would ever 

impact water quality of this aquifer.  

4.5 Impacts on Ecological Systems 

4.5.1 Endangered Species 

In the vicinity of the site, four animal species classified as either endangered or threatened 

(i.e.. the bald eagle (Halieeetus leucocephalus), the American peregrine falcon (FaIco 

peregrinus anatum), the black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes), and the Southwestern 

willco N flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus)) could occur. While the ranges of the bald 

eagle, peregrine falcon, and willow flycatcher encompass the project area, their likelihood 

of utilizing the site is extremely low. The black-footed ferret has not been seen in Utah 

since 1952 and is not expected to occur any longer in the area.  

No populations of fish are present on the project site, nor are any known to exist in the 

immediate area of the site. Four species of fish designated as endangered or threatened 

occur in the San Juan River 29 km (18 miles) south of the site. There are no discharges of 

mill effluents to surface waters, and therefore, no impacts are expected for the San Juan 

River due to operations of the White Mesa mill.  

Currently, no designated endangered plant species occur on or near the plant site.  

4.5.2 Wetlands 

No true wetlands exist on the project site. Two small catch basins approximately 18 m 

(60 feet) in diameter, fill for brief times in the fall or spring if heavy rainfall occurs. These 

catch basins are the only "aquatic* habitat found on the project site, and they more 

properly represent terrestrial environments. No wetland plants have been found in these 

basins.
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d. Direct Gamma Exposure 

Direct radiation exposure measurements are made quarterly at the four air 

particulate monitoring stations. The greatest differential between measured 

exposure rate and background for the same time period since 1989 was 

8.6 mR/qtr. However, measured exposure rates are normally at or slightly above cr 

below background rates.  

e. Surface Water Sampling 

Surface water monitoring is conducted at two sampling locations, known as 

Westwater Canyon and Cottonwood Creek. adjacent to the mill. Grab samples are 

collected annually from Westwater Canyon and quarterly from Cottonwood Creek.  

The samples are analyzed for total and dissolved U-nat, Ra-226, and Th-230, as 

well as for pH, specific conductivity, temperature. total dissolved and suspended 

solids, gross alpha concentrations. Measured values for these consituents and 

parameters over the period of mill operations since 1980 have been consistently 

low.  

f. Ground Water Sampling 

Groundwater monitoring samples have been collected quarterly from seven 

monitoring wells and the culinary water well. These samples were analyzed for pH, 

specific conductance, chlorides, sulfates, TOS, and U-nat, and water level' 

measurements were also taken. Groundwater samples were analyzed semiannually 

for arsenic, selenium, sodium, Ra-226, Th-230, and Pb-210. No trends are 

apparent from measurements taken since 1985.  

With this license renewal, EFN proposed that groundwater detection monitoring be 

conducted in accordance with the program described in the document entitled, 

"Points of Compliance, White Mesa Uranium Mill," submitted by letter dated 

October 5, 1994. Under this program, samples will be collected quarterly from five 

"point of compliance* (POC) wells, completed in the Burro Canyon Formation (wells 

WMMW-5, -111. -12, -14, and -15) (see Figure 4.1). These samples will be 

analyzed for chloride, potassium, and nickel, and water level measurements also 

will be taken. EFN selected these indicator parameters, because the concentrations 

of these species are significantly higher in the tailings pond fluid than in the perched 

water of the Burro Canyon, and they are representative of both anionic and cationic 

species.  

The data will be analyzed using the Shewhart-Cusum control chart technique.  

These charts have been developed on a well-by-well basis, with a separate control 

chart for each of the four Indicator parameters. If limits on the control charts are 

exceeded for a parameter at a well, a program of confirmatory sampling will 

commence. This will involve monthly sampling for six months; a separate analysis

of-variance technique will be employed to determine whether there is a significant 

difference between these samples and those collected prior to the confirmatory
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sampling program. If the data are significantly different, then a correct;ve act.cr 
plan will be developed.  

The NRC staff found the proposed groundwater detection monitoring program to be 

acceptable, with modifications as follows: (1) that well WMMW-17 be included in 
the sampling program; and (2) that uranium be added as an indicator parameter to 
be analyzed for. EFN agreed to these modifications in a telephone conversation on 
December 11, 1996. EFN will be required, by license condition, to conduct its 

groundwater detection monitoring in accordance with the proposed program. as 
modified.  

Finally, the licensee will continue to be required to (1) analyze liquid found in the 
leak detection system during weekly inspections for specified constituents; 
(2) conduct statistical analyses to determine if significant linear trends exist, and 

(3) propose corrective action for NRC review and approval if such trends do exist.  

4.6.2 Radiological Assessment 

a. Offsite Impacts 

The radiological impacts from milling operations at the White Mesa site have been 

assessed previously and documented in the FES (NRC. 1979) and the 1985 EA 
(NRC. 1985a). In the previous EA. the staff analyzed impacts associated with 
milling at a nominal rate of 2000 tons of ore per day, and an average ore grade of 
0.60 percent, for a yellowcake production rate of 4380 tons per year, and 
determined that both site boundary radionuclide concentrations and individual dose 
commitments were small fractions of the applicable standards.  

As part of its Nq.ember 22. 1994. amendment request for authorization to instaH a 

second dryer. EA provided updated MILDOS-AREA calculations and results. In 

approving EFN's request, the NRC staff determined, based on its review of the 
MILDOS-AREA results, that releases from the mill would not result in a member of 
the public receiving a radiation dose in excess of the 10 CFR Part 20 limit (i.e., 
100 mrem per year).  

It should be noted that actual radiation doses to the public will likely be less than 
modeled, because EFN normally processes lower grade ores, at a rate less than 
2000 tons of ore per day.  

b. Radiological Impact on Biota Other than Humans 

Although no guidelines concerning acceptable limits of radiation exposure have 

been established for the protection of species other than man, it is generally agreed 

that the limits for humans are also conservative for other species. Doses from 
gaseous effluents to terrestrial biota (such as birds and mammals) are quite similar 

to those calculated for man and arise from the same dispersion pathways and 
considerations. Because the effluents of the facility will be monitored and
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Figure 4.1 White Mesa Point of Compliance Well Locations (after Titan, 19948)
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